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Abstract 
This work addresses the problem of finding an improved solution to Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing (Cl M) Architecture and Systems Design. The current 
approaches are shown to be difficult to understand and use, over complex. In 
spite of their complexity of approach they lack comprehensiveness and omit many 
factors and dimensions considered essential for success in today's competitive 
and often global market place. 
A new approach to Cl M Architecture and Systems Design is presented which 
offers a simpler, more flexible and more robust format for defining a particular Cl M 
System within a general architectural framework. At the same time this new 
approach is designed to offer a comprehensive and holistic solution. 
The research work involved the investigation of current approaches and research 
and development initiatives focusing particularly on the CIM-OSA and GRAI 
Integrated methodologies in the field of Cl M Architecture. The strengths and 
weaknesses of the various approaches are examined. Developments in other 
related fields including manufacturing systems, manufacturing management, 
information technology and systems generally have been investigated regarding 
their relevance and possible contribution to an improved solution. 
The author has built on his practical experience in creating, designing and 
managing the implementation of a global CIM system. The authors work on 
several publicly funded collaborative research and development projects relevant 
to the problem area is described. These include CIM-OSA, IMOCIM and TIQS 
projects. In the latter two projects the author was instrumental in developing the 
methodological approach based on a systems approach to business processes in 
connection with the design of quality and manufacturing systems. Both of these 
projects have contributed to this work. The author has also participated in the 
global IMS programme as a rapporteur for the European Commission and this 
helped to provide a global perspective on the problems of manufacturing 
companies as they attempt to compete in a world wide market place. 
The results of this work provide the basis for a radically improved approach to 
Cl M Architecture and Systems Design based on the holistic view of an enterprise. 
The approach developed supports the business process view of an enterprise; 
addresses the people and organisational aspects; leads to Cl M solutions focused 
on meeting enterprise goals; and is able to deal with a significantly increased 
scope and complexity compared with existing methods yet is easily understood 
and more simple to simple to apply than current approaches. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Attempts to define CIM Architectures, establish standards for Cl M and implement 
Cl M in manufacturing industry have been fraught with problems. Hundreds of man 
years have been invested and continue to be invested in research and 
development and standards projects such as the Esprit AM ICE project [AMICE], 
and yet there is no evidence of any workable solutions. 
The author will show that the solutions developed to date are cumbersome and 
impracticable and it is not surprising that take up has been poor. Not only are 
available methods and approaches difficult to use they are largely based on 
hierarchical functional decomposition with an emphasis on technological aspects 
to the exclusion of other important aspects such as people, organisation and 
business processes. The problem is twofold in that available methods are over 
complex and yet lacking in scope so that they only deal with part of the problem. 
The 1980's saw intense efforts by western industry to improve competitiveness by 
the application of automation and Computer Integrated Manufacturing solutions. 
In spite of massive investments, problems arose, according to Kidd due to the 
failure of technological solutions to deliver the results [Kidd, 1990]. A common 
reason for failure seemed to be that the emphasis of technological solutions was 
to replace people in the workplace, on the basis that computers and robots are 
more reliable and consistent than people [Johnson et al, 1993]. 
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This contrasted with the traditional role of machines of providing assistance to 
people. Instead people were seen as resources to fill the gaps in the range of 
tasks which could not be performed by technology, and their experience and 
knowledge were often considered irrelevant. 
The UK's Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) became alarmed at this trend 
and in 1991 instituted the Manufacturing, Organisation, People and Systems 
(MOPS) initiative [MOPS], which provided funding to develop approaches to 
problems of the manufacturing industry which took account of technology, the 
organisation, information system, advanced manufacturing technology and 
people. The DTI 's actions mirrored similar initiatives funded by DGXIII of the 
European Commission [European Commission, 1991). 
A new and viable approach to Cl M Architecture which overcomes the deficiencies 
of existing approaches is clearly required. This thesis describes the research 
conducted by the author and the development of a holistic approach to Cl M. By a 
'Holistic' aproach the author means an approach which considers manufacturing 
as a multi-faced whole encompassing technical, socio-technical and behavioral 
aspects. Architecture which overcomes the deficiencies identified. 
1.2 CIM Concepts and Problems 
The purpose of CIM Architecture is to make the goal of Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing achievable, and the essence of any architecture is structure [Cl M-
2 
OSA, 1986]. An architecture for Cl M needs, therefore, should be capable of 
supporting a number of levels - from the conceptual down to the physical levels. 
However, any attempt to define a universal architecture or standard which 
attempts to embrace the highest conceptual and lowest implementation levels is 
fraught with difficulty. This is because as one descends the systems level 
hierarchy the number of options and possibilities becomes endless and 
impossible to represent in a meaningful way. The choice can frequently end up 
as being either an over simplification or an unintelligible encyclopaedia. 
Cl M Architecture provides the systems framework within which individual systems 
can perform to support business functions in an integrated environment which 
achieves co-operation and synergy between systems and sub-systems, where 
systems and sub-systems can be computer based or a combination of people and 
computers. A Cl M Architecture, therefore, has to provide: 
• A reference framework within which constituent Cl M system I sub-system 
components and their inter-relationships can be positioned and understood 
in the context of the business environment of a particular enterprise, 
[Shorter, 1989a]. 
• A road map for the implementation of Cl M, [Kiittich, 1988]. 
• A reference for on-going and future changes to information systems as the 
company and business requirements evolve, [Kiittich, 1988]. 
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To be of practical benefit, a CIM Architecture should not merely be seen as a 
vehicle for defining the end goal systems situation, but also the architecture 
should support the evolutionary development and implementation of Cl M over 
time. The essence of any architecture is structure and the relationships between 
component parts are what determines structure. However many different views 
are possible of, for example, a building or a computer system. The different 
possible views of a building and the way it is perceived, will depend on the 
knowledge and internal mental model of an individual looking at a building, 
[Checkland, 1991 ]. An architect would have a different view to that of a user of 
the building. This leads to another fundamental consideration of Cl M Architecture, 
which is that any attempt to define or describe a Cl M Architecture or architectural 
approach is inevitably based upon a particular model or paradigm. Thus the 
validity and, hence, usefulness of a particular Cl M Architecture approach will be 
related to the underlying paradigm on which it is based, [Shorter, 1 994]. 
Clearly, a simple approach based only on the data flow view of an enterprise is 
likely to be less effective than a view which incorporates data, information, control 
and knowledge views. In this context effectiveness is considered to be the 
effectiveness of Cl M solutions in supporting the business needs of an enterprise, 
based on a particular view. The problems of developing a satisfactory approach to 
Cl M Architecture are many. The facets considered by numerous practitioners, 
academics and standards organisations, [Hughes, 1 987), [Liu, 1 987], [Ranky, 
1991], [Kiittich, 1 988], [Shorter, 1 994), [AMICE], and [CEN/CENELEC] are 
accepted by author to be required for a satisfactory approach to Cl M Architecture 
System Design are summarised below: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Need to deal with complexity in a manageable way . 
Provides a structural framework with a high degree of flexibility . 
Provides support for evolving and implementing Cl M . 
Need to take account of relevant standards . 
The underlying model/ paradigm needs to be multi-dimensional and 
capable of supporting different views. 
• The underlying model/ paradigm needs to incorporate the dimensions 
of people and knowledge as well as information technology aspects. 
• The underlying paradigm needs to support a business process view. 
• The resultant Cl M Architecture for a particular enterprise meets the 
business need and is designed to support the process of satisfying 
customer need. 
• The approach must be useable and intelligible. 
1.3 Research Programme 
The initial phase of author's research is to investigate existing approaches, 
identifying the problems and deficiencies with these approaches. Deficiencies will 
be identified in terms of both scope and usability. 
The holistic nature of a manufacturing enterprise will be examined so that a richer 
view of an enterprise can be established as an alternative to the conventional 
technological view. Representational formalisms, likely to have the capability of 
supporting a holistic view of a manufacturing enterprise will, then be examined. 
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Innovative solutions and paradigms for dealing with complexity and intelligent 
behaviour have been researched with regard to their possible contribution to Cl M 
Architecture Design. Based on the results of the research carried out a proposed 
solution for Cl M Architecture will be described. 
1.4 Contribution to Knowledge 
The major contribution of the research lies in the development of a new approach 
to Cl M Architecture Systems Design. The research builds on existing work in the 
fields of Cl M and information technology, and also on research in other fields 
outside those areas. Specifically the research: 
• Provides a critique of existing approaches. 
• Explores the holistic nature of a manufacturing enterprise identifying 
the key facets and dimensions. 
• Establishes a representational formalism capable of supporting a 
holistic approach. 
• Proposes a solution for dealing with the added complexities inherent 
in a holistic approach, which, at the same time, is much simpler than 
existing approaches to Cl M Architecture Systems Design. 
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The research proposes a new approach which addresses the problems of 
complexity; supports the business process view; recognises the need to take 
account of people and knowledge; offers more scope and is simpler to apply. 
1.5 Significance of the Work 
The new approach offers an easily understandable and yet comprehensive 
method of specifying the design of an appropriate Cl M Architecture for a 
manufacturing enterprise. The flexibility of the approach means that it copes with 
the needs of any manufacturing enterprise. Since the proposed solution aligns to 
the business process view of an enterprise it can be used in conjunction with 
business process reengineering projects. 
A method of specifying Cl M systems within an architectural framework is provided 
which is simpler and yet more comprehensive than existing approaches. 
1.6 Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 1 has established the need for a new approach to Cl M Architecture 
Systems Design and outlined the desirable attributes of such an approach. The 
new approach needs to be holistic. lt should be simpler to use and yet must be 
more comprehensive and of a much wider scope than existing approaches. 
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Chapter 2 identifies the research methodology adopted by the author to 
investigate the current approaches and to develop an improved approach. 
Chapter 3 examines existing approaches to Cl M Architecture, research and 
development projects in the field, standards activities and enterprise modelling 
techniques. The advantages and disadvantages of the various approaches are 
examined and the most promising approaches identified. 
Chapter 4 investigates the two most promising approaches identified in Chapter 3, 
that is, CIM-OSA and the GRAI methodologies, and compares their strengths and 
weaknesses. From this base Chapter 5 examines the limitations of CIM-OSA and 
the GRAI methodologies in the context of the needs of Cl M designers taking 
account of both the literature and the author's own experience in designing and 
managing the implementation of a large Cl M system. 
Chapter 6 pursues the holistic nature of a manufacturing enterprise. The 
behavioural aspects of a manufacturing enterprise are examined, together with 
the dimensions and alternative paradigms which could contribute towards a 
holistic view of manufacturing. Included in this Chapter are concepts such as the 
sociotechnical approach, world class manufacturing and business process 
reengineeering. 
Chapter 7 investigates a number of representational formal isms and systems 
analysis techniques, including object oriented analysis and design, knowledge 
based systems, client server and open systems. In Chapter 8 alternative and 
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innovative paradigms, such as Fractals and biological/ holonic systems, are 
explored with a view to finding a solution to Cl M Architecture and Systems Design 
which is holistic. The aim will be to develop an approach which is richer and more 
comprehensive than existing approaches, and yet simpler to apply in practice. 
The requirements of a holistic solution are identified. 
Chapter 9 proposes an approach to Cl M Architecture which will support a holistic 
approach to CIM System design. The relevant concepts and ideas explored and 
developed in earlier Chapters are incorporated into the proposed solution. In the 
final Chapter conclusions are drawn from the work as a whole and a number of 
recommendations are made detailing how the work may advance in the future. 
1.7 Summary 
The investigation into currently available methods and the most significant 
initiatives in defining CIM Architecture approaches/standards and enterprise 
modelling shows that the approaches are difficult to understand and use, and 
more significantly lack scope. In particular these existing approaches do not 
attend to people and organisational aspects and their relationship with computer 
based systems. A Cl M Architecture design approach, which fully supports the 
business process perspective in the pursuance of enterprise goals by satisfying 
customer needs is not evident in existing approaches. 
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The author will show that the quality of existing approaches is such that there 
exists a serious impediment to the practical realisation of Cl M Systems that are 
able to fully support a manufacturing enterprise and provide it with the flexibility 
and adaptability required to achieve and maintain its competitive edge. The work 
will examine the main approaches to CIM Architecture and Systems design, and 
identifies the deficiencies of such approaches. Opportunities for improvement are 
explored and an assessment made of their potential role in resolving the 
deficiencies identified. The work provides an original approach by: 
• Extending the traditional view of a manufacturing enterprise for 
consideration in CIM Systems Architecture Design, to include people, 
organisation, business processes and goal oriented systems. 
• Providing a method for dealing with greater complexity and scope 
than that provided by existing methods, and yet at the same time is 
simpler to understand and use. 
• Providing a hol istic approach which does not constrain the real 
world view and is able to support intelligent and non-predictive 
behaviour at sub-system and enterprise levels. 
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2.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to achieve the research objectives a combination of data collection, 
analysis and synthesis techniques need to be employed. The rationale for the 
use of each technique to achieve the research aims is outlined below. 
2.2 Data Collection 
Data was obtained from a variety of sources including published books, published 
conference papers. research and development project papers, visits to 
manufacturing companies, information gained in the course of providing 
management and manufacturing consultancy services and through the author's 
active participation in publicly funded research and development projects. 
2.2.11nitial Literature Survey 
A comprehensive literature survey was undertaken to identify current approaches 
and recent developments. The Universitiy's on-line database of abstracts 
encompassing UK, continental Europe, US and Japanese work was employed in 
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the literature search. CEN/CENELEC, the European standards body, provided a 
valuable source of information on current approaches. 
A search was conducted of the abstracts of all Esprit Cl M Projects in order to 
locate those working in the areas related to Cl M Arch itecture. Papers were then 
obtained from the relevant projects. 
Initial searches were conducted in the areas of: 
• Computer Integrated Manufacturing: 
• CIM Architecture 
• Modelling paradigms 
• Reference frameworks 
• Manufacturing systems design 
2.2.2 Further Literature Surveys 
From the initial literature survey it was apparent that current approaches were 
lacking in several respects. Even the most advanced, CIM-OSA, was not 
comprehensive and was cumbersome, difficult to understand and use. A further 
literature search of the following areas was then carried out in order to research 
the gaps left by existing approaches: 
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• Human and Organisational Aspects of Manufacturing 
• Anthropocentric systems 
• Human centred approach 
• Organisations and people 
• Sociotechn ical approach 
• Cultural aspects 
• Systems Design 
• Systems theory 
• Object oriented analysis and design 
• Manufacturing Perspectives 
• World class manufacturing 
• Business process reengineering 
• TQM (Total Quality Management) 
From the above it became clear, which dimensions a holistic approach to Cl M 
Architecture Systems Design would need to include. A literature survey was then 
conducted in order to explore possible techniques for dealing with the dimensions 
required to support a holistic approach. The areas searched included: 
• Fractals 
• Chaos Theory 
• Holonic Systems 
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2.3 Participation in Collaborative Research and Development Projects 
The author has participated in several UK and European funded research and 
development projects in the area of Cl M. The earliest of those was AM ICE 
[AM ICE]. This provided a valuable insight into the problem of Cl M Architecture 
Design and the difficulties encountered in trying to develop a satisfactory and 
useful solution. Contacts maintained with the CIM-OSA project team have proved 
useful in providing details of ongoing work. 
The UK Department of Trade and Industry funded the IMOCIM project [IMOCIM] 
proposed by the author. The aim of the project was to develop an approach to the 
management of change in manufacturing that took account of technology, people, 
organisation and systems. The methodology developed incorporated and 
extended the concepts of world class manufacturing and the sociotechnical 
approach. The research and development carried out and the results of the 
IMOCIM project provided valuable input to this research. 
The author proposed the TIQS [TIQS] project which was awarded funding by the 
European Commission as part of the Esprit Framework Ill programme [Esprit]. In 
this project, which is still on-going, a systems approach to enterprise modelling 
proposed by the author has been developed, known as business enterprise 
modelling. The personal research and development carried out on the TIQS 
project has provided further input to the author's research into a holistic approach 
to CIM Architecture Systems Design. 
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2.4 Validation of Concepts 
Several of the concepts developed and proposed in this thesis have been tested 
during the course of the IMOCIM and TIQS projects. In particular: 
The approach to behavioural aspects of a manufacturing enterprise, incorporating 
the sociotechnical approach with 12 foundations of world class manufacturing, 
were tested and validated at three user company sites as a requirement of the DTI 
supported IMOCIM project. 
The systems approach to business enterprise modelling based on the ISO 9004-
1 [ISO, 1] Quality Loop Life Cycle Model has been tested and validated at a 
number of user sites in Spain, as part of the TIQS project. Presentations have 
been made on various aspects of the research to groups of industrialists and 
recognised authoritative bodies including: 
• The Institution of Electrical Engineers 
• The Institute of Directors 
• The British Institute of Management 
The feedback received was positive and confirmed a need for this research. 
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2.5 Testing 
lt has not been possible as yet to test the complete approach to Cl M Architecture 
Systems Design developed in the research. However, the author is proposing a 
Esprit project to test the approach and explore the principles and practicalities of 
holonic systems design to the European Commission. 
2.6 Summary 
The research methodology has been described specifying the major areas of 
literature for review. The role played by public funded collaborative research and 
development projects in which the author has participated and in some cases 
instigated has been described. The method of validating some fundamental 
concepts has been outlined. 
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3.0 REVIEW OF CIM ARCHITECTURE STANDARDS AND ENTERPRISE 
MODELLING APPROACHES 
3.1 Introduction 
The currently available standards and on-going initiatives in the area of Cl M 
Architecture and Enterprise Modelling are investigated and the most promising 
approaches are identified and described. 
The terms Cl M and Cl M Architecture need to be clarified in view of the different 
interpretations placed on these terms. In the early days of Cl M many people 
regarded the integration of CAD and CAM [Ranky, 1986] as being the ultimate 
goal. The term Cl M is now used to encompass the whole of a manufacturing 
enterprise and its interaction with suppliers and customers, [Hughes, 1993], [Vai l, 
1988]. lt is also widely accepted that the integration of the computer systems of an 
enterprise should support the integration of an enterprise as a whole, [Hodgeson 
and Waterlow, 1992], [Wu, 1992]. Cl M extends to the whole of an enterprise, 
[Kidd, 1990] and as, indeed any change in technology, it is bound to have a major 
impact on organisational structure and people, [Leavitt, 1965]. 
Clearly then Cl M is more than just computerised manufacturing technology. lt 
encompasses a human dimension together with the policies procedures and 
practices which moderate, support and direct the technology in pursuit of a 
manufacturing enterprise's strategic goals, [Haywood, 1988]. 
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The purpose of a Cl M Architecture is described [AM ICE, 1991] as being "to 
provide a framework for the hardware and software elements which can be used 
as a basis for identifying and classifying specific industrial requirements, including 
but not restricted to Intercommunication and lnterworking. The report argues 
persuasively that classification of industrial networks and the identification of 
specific inter-working problems are part of the architecture. The report explicitly 
recognises that the term "Architecture" has a whole range of meanings from 
Generic or Principle descriptions of an organisation constituting the manufacturing 
enterprise and its environment to a specific decomposition and identification of 
standards relevant to the interconnection of equipment on the factory floor. 
3.2 National Bureau of Standards 
Much pioneering work on factory management and control Architecture was 
carried out in the US Air Force's ICAM (Integrated Computer Aided 
Manufacturing) programme described by Hughes, [Hughes, 1987]. The National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) has been investigating factory architecture for more 
than a decade and, supported by the US Navy, built a test bed incorporating 
advanced machine tools and robots linked by a computer network, the Advanced 
Manufacturing Research Facility (AMRF). The AMRF was specifically tasked to 
investigate technology links. This work subsequently led to the definition of a five 
level hierarchical reference model for Cl M Architecture which was supported by 
ISO (International Standards Organisation). The model is useful for categorising 
and positioning systems within an overall systems hierarchy as shown below: 
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• Facility 
• Shop 
• Cell 
• Work station 
• Equipment 
Much subsequent research has focused on establishing standards and a 
framework to support interworking between the different levels and sub-systems. 
3.3 The OSI Seven Layer model 
A great deal of effort has gone into interfacing standards, [Hughes, 1987], 
[Shorter, 1990]. The OSI (Open Systems Interconnect) initiative led to the 
definition of a seven layer protocol for intercommunication. The seven layers 
contained in this model are as follows: 
Layer1 Application 
Layer2 Presentation 
Layer 3 Session 
Layer 4 Transport 
Layer5 Network 
Layer 6 Link 
Layer 7 Physical 
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This standard provides a set of specifications for systems and equipment vendors 
to work to when designing their products such that interworking between systems 
is supported. Thus, at the lowest level physical standards, i.e. cabling is covered, 
whilst the highest level is concerned with communications between applications. 
3.4 CENICENELEC Evaluation Reports on CIM Architecture 
The major standards initiatives relevant to Cl M Architecture were evaluated in the 
CEN/CENELEC Evaluation Reports on CIM Architecture [CEN/CENELEC, 1988, 
1990]. The activities reviewed in these reports are listed below: 
• DIN 
• ESPRIT CIM-OSA 
• MAP, TOP, CNMA AND FIELDBUS 
• ISO/TC184/SC5 /WGI Discrete Parts Manufacturing Reference Model 
• ISO Open Distributed Processing applicability to Cl M 
• A Principal Model for Cl M 
• Functional Standards 
• IISS 
• PDES I STEP 
• EDIF 
• EDIFACT 
• Open CAM System 
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The report [CEN/CENELEC, 1990] lists a set of criteria against which the above 
standards activities are evaluated according to their contribution to Cl M 
Architecture standards. The criteria list is as follows: 
Criterion 1 -Architecture 
a. Data 
i) general methodology 
ii) application data 
iii) standard parts 
b. Processing 
i) software portability 
ii) software modularity 
iii) operating system 
iv) database systems 
v) application languages (AMT systems) 
vi) software tools 
vii) interworking with other applications 
c. Control equipment 
d. Man machine interface 
e. Mechanical aspect 
f. General aspects - including 
1. Methodology - a consistent set of methods of analysis and representation of 
industrial enterprises, factories and automation systems which addresses: 
i) organisational structures (including entities, levels) 
ii) data definition and exchange 
iii) logical system architecture (include. basic, generic, recursive functions) 
iv) physical system architecture 
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2. Conformance testing 
3. Documentation standards 
4. Implementation guidelines 
5. Operating environment 
6. Pragmatic migration (from existing systems) 
Criterion 2- Intercommunication 
i) Using ISO I OSI 7 layer model and associated OSI standards 
ii) using basic standards for industry- eg half-duplex, MMS 
iii) using basic standards for industrial environment- eg real-time, fieldbus 
iv) using functional standard for industrial communication - eg TOP, MAP 
Criterion 3 - Architecture/Method 
i) adequate for analysis of requirements 
ii) adequate for representation of solutions 
iii) adequate for identification of standards for users 
iv) adequate for identification of new standards for standards organisations 
v) adequate for Cl M equipment suppliers 
vi) adequate for Cl M users 
vii) compatible, integrates with existing and developing standards 
viii) self consistent 
ix) free standing, (generic, design independent) 
x) well explained 
The DIN initiative is concerned with the Standardisation of Interfaces for 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing. Some reference models have been created 
for different working groups for the purposes of partitioning and apportioning the 
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outstanding work to be done on interfacing standards for Cl M. However, a 
working reference Cl M Architecture is not the aim of this standards working group. 
The MAPffOP, CNMA and FIELDBUS standards, whilst contributing to inter-
connectivity, do not address Criterion 1 and, therefore, in the author's view, which 
is supported by the CEN/CENELEC report [CEN/CENELEC, 1990] do not address 
the true architectural aspects of Cl M. 
In the author's experience too much emphasis has, at times, been placed on the 
networking aspects with a resultant distorted view of architecture. An example of 
this was the emphasis placed on MAP (Manufacturing Automation Protocol), the 
specific set of OSI protocols heavily promoted by General Motors. The theory 
promoted by General Motors at the time was that if all equipment and computer 
systems in a factory supported the MAP protocol then Cl M could easily be 
achieved. The author commissioned a pilot MAP project in ICL and also visited 
the Cl M and MAP teams at General Motors in Detroit at the time they were 
implementing their Cl M plans. lt was obvious that General Motors had not 
considered Cl M from a true architectural view. They assumed that by connecting 
everything together on a network that the goal of Cl M would be achieved. 
Inevitably this proved not to be. Consequently, their initial attempts at Cl M failed. 
Whilst interfacing standards are important and key enablers for CIM, they can 
only be seen as the cement holding individual blocks together, within an overall 
structure. 
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The ISO/TC184/SC5/ WGI Discrete Parts Manufacturing Reference Model [ISO, 
2] is focused on equipment control, associated AMT languages and industrial 
networks. This reference model, like that of the DIN working group mentioned 
above appears to be a means of positioning available, emerging or required 
standards in the area of equipment control. lt is not a working architectural tool. 
The ISO Open Distributed Processing work being carried out by ISO/IEC JTC1 
/SC21 I WG7 has been evaluated with regard to its applicability to Cl M. The 
report [CEN/CENELEC, 1990] concludes that ODP (Open Distributed Processing) 
is of generic applicability to Cl M, in that it provides a model for generic functions 
and standards in the areas of data processing, data storage and communication 
among distributed heterogeneous systems. The aim is to provide users with a 
high degree of data independence protecting them from changes in the data 
storage and access environments. Thus whilst the principles are generically 
beneficial to Cl M there is no specific relevance to CIM Architecture. 
Functional Standards, item 7 in the list of activities evaluated in Section 3.4 is 
concerned with existing and developing OSI standards. The OSI seven layer 
model allows various standards options at each layer in order to support a range 
of requirements. However this potentially creates numerous options of seven 
layer stacks and so this standards initiative is working on defining stacks so that 
commonality can be promoted. These standards contribute towards removing 
some of the difficulties of designing and implementing Cl M systems but do not 
make any significant contribution to CIM Architecture. 
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Integrated Information Support System [IISS] is a US Department of Defence 
(DoD) project concerned with demonstrating and testing the concepts of 
Integrated Applications supported by an Integrated Information Support System. 
The main aspects addressed are database definition and design, use of data 
dictionary, data definition and manipulation plus message definition. The aim is to 
establish a set of interim standards to facilitate the transparent use of 
heterogeneous terminals, heterogeneous data bases, transaction management, 
systems and inter-systems communication. However the physical and 
organisational aspects of architecture are not covered. 
PDES I STEP is concerned with establishing standards for product definition and 
neutral data formats i.e. a Product Definition Exchange Standard (PDES). This is 
important for the integration goals of Cl M in that the availability of such a standard 
facilitates the transfer of product definition data, physical dimensions of 
mechanical parts for example, between different Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
systems and between Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) systems. The wider 
aspects of Cl M Architecture are not within the scope of this standards initiative. 
EDIF is similar to PDES I STEP in that it is concerned with standards for passing 
data between CAD systems and from CAD to CAM systems. The scope of EDIF 
is the data associated with electronic circuit boards. lt includes all the information 
required to manufacture and test electronic circuits and assemblies. As with 
PDES I STEP this work is important for the integration aspects of Cl M but the 
wider aspects of Cl M Architecture are not within the scope of this standard. 
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EDIFACT this standard has been developed over a period of several years by the 
United Nations Working party on the Facilitation of International Trade 
Procedures. EDIFACT stands for Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, 
Commerce and Transport. lt defines data elements, messages and syntax rules 
for the transfer of trade data. This standard is important for communication 
between different enterprises, and hence between different CIM systems. lt 
facilitates the integration of a Cl M system with its external environment. The 
wider aspects pertaining to Cl M Architecture are not addressed. 
This leaves three standards projects I initiatives CIM-OSA, a Principle Model for 
Cl M, and the Open CAM System, which do address a wider view of CIM 
Architecture. They are discussed in some detail in the remainder of th is Chapter. 
3.5 CIM-OSA Overview 
CIM-OSA [AMICE] is a Esprit project, which has invested hundreds of man years 
in defining and developing an Open Systems Architecture for Cl M. The aim of the 
project is to meet the following design criteria for a Cl M Architecture: 
• open Architecture that will support multi-vendor systems and hence 
ISO-OSI compatible 
• protection of existing investment offering a migration path from present 
to future implementations 
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• capability for progressive implementation 
• special attention to the needs of small and medium size enterprises 
• applicability across a wide spectrum of industry 
The main concepts are as follows. 
A particular Cl M Architecture for a given enterprise is derived from the generic 
reference architecture by means of a stepwise process of instantiation and 
derivation. The generic reference architecture is supported by reference shells 
for particular industry types. So that required hardware and software for a 
particular model is optimally specified and different viewpoints are supported. 
These are the Enterprise, Information and the Implementation Viewpoints. 
Thus the CIM-OSA approach is very structured and comprehensive. The main 
criticism in the Evaluation Report [CEN/CENELEC, 1990] is that the approach is 
difficult to understand and the CIM-OSA solution is not well supported by 
available tools. 
A further criticism made in the report but which to some extent has now been 
addressed [CEN/CENELEC, 1994] is that it assumes the concept of business 
process management (activities and rules) is independent from applications. The 
author supports this criticism. 
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3.6 A Principle Model for CIM 
This model has been developed as a means of analysing the needs of 
manufacturing enterprises for standards and also as a tool to be used in the 
development of a CIM strategy. The key elements of the Model are the Collection 
of Concepts, the Library of Modules, and the Methods of Decomposition and 
Synthesis. A central driver controls and shapes the process of strategy 
development for a particular company and is known as the Company Driver. The 
Principle Model is illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. 
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r------------ ---------
COMPANY 
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.... 
ENTERPRISE 
REFERENCE 
MODEL 
r---------------------- - · 
I 
I 
I 
Standardization • 
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Figure 3.1 The Principle Model for CIM [CENICENELEC, 1990] 
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The Model is intended to support the development of the Cl M part of a strategic 
plan for an enterprise, which is expressed as an Enterprise-specific Reference 
Model - being the concepts, library of modules and methods. 
The methods of decomposition and synthesis are guided by the concepts and 
established standards, so that the Model is biased towards using existing 
standards rather than deriving additional standards. Thus the derivation process 
is steered more by a standards framework rather than the structure of the 
business. 
3. 7 Open CAM System 
This was an Esprit project 418 [OPEN-CAM] which set out to develop concepts, 
methods and tools for the analysis and design of open, highly integrated and 
dynamic Production Management Systems (PMS). The project was aimed at 
meeting the needs of small to medium batch production. Four models for the 
description of an enterprise were defined comprising a Reference Model plus 
functional models of the Decisional, Information and Physical systems. 
The Reference Model provides a global framework including taxonomy and 
terminology, whilst the other three models describe the manufacturing system 
from their respective viewpoints. The model is intended to represent a complete 
description for the purposes of analysis and evaluation of a PMS. 
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The Open Cam System is aimed specifically at the Shop and Cell Management 
level and an open architecture has been developed covering Manufacturing 
Management and Control System (MMCS). The MMCS Architecture is intended 
to provide a reference framework for the design of Shop and Cell controllers, 
supporting the definition, specification and design of constituent applications. 
The evaluation report makes a comparison between the various standards using 
the categories listed earlier in this section. The conclusion was that CIM-OSA 
was by far the most comprehensive both in terms of scope and also in terms of 
methodological support for designing and evolving Cl M systems. 
3.8 BSI Reference Model for Industrial Automation 
The British Standards Institute (BSI) report [BSI, 1991] DD 203 part 1 is identical 
to ISO!TR 10314-1 : 1990 Industrial automation- shop floor production part 1'. 
The aim of both reports is to provide standards creating bodies such as BSI, ISO 
and CEN/CENELEC with a reference framework which enables the requirements 
for standards which need to be developed to be identified. The requirements that 
this reference model must meet are listed as: 
• Simply structured, flexible, modular and generic. 
• Based on readily available and acceptable terminology. 
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• Applicability to a wide range of manufacturing operations and 
organisations who recognise the need to interface equipment and 
systems to human beings. 
• Independent of any given, predetermined realisations in terms of 
system configurations or implementations. 
• Open-ended, able to be extended and to encompass new 
technologies without inval idating current realisations. 
• Independent of existing technologies in manufacturing automation and 
computer science 
The BSI report considers the need to develop a single reference model covering 
twelve areas in total as follows: 
1) Corporate management 7) Procurement 
2) Finance 8) Shipping 
3) Marketing research 9) Waste material treatment 
4) Research and development 1 0) Resource management 
5) Design and production engineering 11) Maintenance management 
6) Production management 12) Shop floor production 
The report concludes that whilst a single reference model incorporating all twelve 
functions would be desirable, it was considered that the development of such a 
model was unmanageable at the time. As a result the report confines itself to item 
12 -Shop floor production . 
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The report offers nine Standards Viewpoints that should be addressed by 
standards: 
• 
• 
• 
Safety • 
Performance • 
Reliability • 
Environment 
Operability 
Qualifications 
• 
• 
• 
Compatibility 
Maintainability 
Description 
The BSI Reference Model for Industrial Automation is based on a Generic Activity 
Model (GAM). The GAM comprises four subjects- control information, data, 
material and resources, together with four types of action -transform, transport , 
verify and store. 
3.9 EMEIS Evaluation Report 
The evaluation report [Shorter, 1994} was produced by Technical Committee 310 
Working Group 1 ofthe European Committee for Standardisation or Comite 
Europeen de Normalisation (CEN) in August 1994. 
The report is intended to be a precursor and a contribution to the development of 
CEN and ISO standards in the area of Cl M Systems Architecture. lt builds on 
previous work in this area notably CEN/CENELEC WG-ARC Framework for 
Modelling [Shorter, 1989b] and The prENV 40 003, CIM Systems Architecture -
Framework for Enterprise modelling [Shorter, 1990]. In 1992 WG-ARC completed 
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an Evaluation of Constructs for Function View as defined in ENV 40 003 
published as Technical Report R-IT-06 [CEN/CENELEC, 1993]. 
The working group who produced this report reviewed national, international and 
European initiatives relating to Enterprise Model Execution and Integration 
Services (EM EIS) required for the execution of manufacturing enterprise models. 
The work was conducted with a view to drafting a European Standard for a 
Framework for the Enterprise Model Execution and Integration Services (EM EIS) 
within the areas of Cl M Systems Architecture. 
The purpose of the EMEIS is defined as follows: 
• To support the execution of a model or model components for the day 
to day management of the enterprise and 
• To support the embedding of these model components into and within 
the supporting execution environment 
Particular requirements for the EM EIS are foreseen in the report [Shorter, 1994] 
as the ability to support: 
• On-going changes in the modus operandi of the enterprise 
• Life-cycle concerns for models and model components 
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• Structures and objects composed of data of different kinds from 
different sources 
• Co-ordination of the structures and objects 
The above requirements were elaborated to produce a checklist for evaluation of 
the initiatives, the contents of which are summarised below: 
• Model - what visibility is provided of concepts of model, models and model 
components. How does the model represent Functions (what has to be 
done), Processes (when or under what conditions something has to be done) 
and Information/resources (what is needed to do it). 
• Release, Integration and Execution - the level of integration through for 
instance shared data, shared semantics with say a data dictionary, through 
shared use of common services. 
• Binding Paradigm - is there a binding paradigm covering model development 
and run-time? 
• Modelling Language - the attributes of the modelling language in terms of its 
ability to capture business processes, functionality, information structures, 
process and control information. 
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• Predictability of Run-time Behaviour - does the model support the 
dynamics of predicting run-time behaviour including performance? 
• Cl M Specific Semantics- for example Cl M ontology, Cl M class library 
including application methods, visibility of Cl M concepts during run- time. 
• Life cycle - the handling of Life cycle issues of the model and its 
components. 
• IT Services- the definition of service, the accessing of general services, the 
desirable execution environmental properties, when are services invoked, 
how are Enterprise Model Execution and Integration services defined, 
description of the level' between the model and its executing environment. 
Six initiatives or contributions are evaluated in detail in the report [Shorter, 1994] 
and these are: 
• CIM-OSA 
• Ulrich Flatau: EMEIS entities 
• MIDA 
• PIS A 
• TOVE 
• Information Systems Architecture 
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The Ulrich Flatau EMEIS entities are proposed in Framework for an Integrating 
Infrastructure" N198 [Fiatau and Wusterfeld, 1992]. 
MIDA (Model oriented Integration of data and Algorithms) [Michalski et al, 1994] is 
an on-going research project at the Forschunginstitut fur anwendunsorienttierte 
Wissensverabeintung an der Universitat Ulm, Germany. 
PI SA [PI SA] is an on-going Esprit research, Number 6876, aimed at providing a 
future framework for the STEP standard. 
The TOVE (TOronto Virtual Enterprise) project is an on-going research project at 
the University of Toronto [Fox, et al , 1993]. 
The input for Information Systems Architecture was taken from two IBM Systems 
Journal papers [Zachman, 1987] and [Sowa and Zachman, 1992]. 
The evaluations of each of the above initiatives shows that CIM-OSA is the most 
comprehensive in satisfying the evaluation criteria for an EM EIS. In particular the 
ability to support the design of a Cl M Architecture and its subsequent realisation 
in the form of information systems and services. This is apparent in the CIM-OSA 
concept of the liS (Integrating Infrastructure Service) used in conjunction with the 
CIM-OSA model, as described by Kosanke [Kosanke, 1993). This concept is 
described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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Whilst the MIDA contribution was not as comprehensive as that of CIM-OSA, The 
report [Shorter, 1994] highlights some powerful features in terms of an open 
system object oriented and model oriented approach for the representation and 
implementation of computer based distributed decision support systems. The 
M lOA approach is based on the concept of neutralisation rather than relying on 
standards to make tools inter-operate. 
This content of this state of the art report is symptomatic of the complexities 
involved in CIM Architecture. Several different approaches are examined but all 
fall short of the criteria being looked for. The report concludes that all the project 
initiatives examined look like research initiatives, and that no initiative has yet 
reached the status of a working technology, and hence there is no industrial 
experience of Model Execution Services. 
The working party who produced the report recognises that further input from 
research projects and industrial experience will be necessary before the 
development of any standard for Enterprise Model Execution and Integration 
Services in the area of CIM Systems Architecture can be developed. 
3.10 GRAI Integrated Methodology 
The GRAIIntegrated Methodology {GIM) has been developed through a number 
of Esprit projects in which the GRAI Group at the Laboratoire d'Automatic et de 
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Productique, Universite Bordeaux, has participated. GIM is described in the 
paper 'GIM and its Evolution's A Methodology to Design and Specify Advanced 
Manufacturing Systems' [Doumeingts, 1994]. 
The paper claims that the elaboration of the specification in order to design an 
Advanced Manufacturing Systems (AMS) is still a very difficult task and describes 
a methodology for AMS which takes account of the integration aspects of the 
system. The methodology uses a highly structured approach to derive design 
specifications from user requirements. Modelling formalisms are associated with 
each step of the approach, ·depending on the objective of the particular step. 
Their term AMS is described as being synonymous with Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (Cl M), it is defined in the paper as applying an integrated approach 
to all activities from design, production and delivery to after sales. 1t involves the 
use of various methods, means and techniques (computer and automatic 
techniques) in order to simultaneously improve productivity, decrease costs, meet 
due dates, increase product quality, secure flexibility at local or global level in a 
manufacturing system and involve every actor. In such an approach, economic, 
social and human aspects are at least as important as technical aspects. 
Given this broad definition of CIM used here, a CIM solution cannot be bought so 
that each enterprise must devise its own solution. Therefore, methodologies such 
as GIM are required. A case is made for a structured approach for finding 
adequate solutions within the constraints which exist in a given situation. 
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The GIM methodology involves seven phases of the system life cycle: 
• User requirements definition 
• Analysis 
• Design 
• Development 
• Implementation 
• Execution 
• Evolution 
Figure 3.2 below outlines the process involved. 
Conceptual model of 
existing situation 
I 
Conceptual model of 
future system 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
ANALYSIS DESIGN 
Figure 3.2 GIM Methodology Processes [Doumeingts, 1994]. 
The GIM methodology provides a reference model which gives the generic 
structure of the system to be studied. The GRAI model supports the design of a 
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manufacturing system in an integrated way. Modelling formalisms are used to 
describe the various components of a manufacturing system. 
The methodology involves a structured approach leading step by step from an 
existing to a future system, taking into account the objectives of the user and 
relevant constraints. Performance evaluation criteria is considered from several 
different perspectives such as economic and reliability. A key feature of the 
approach is a so called "decision centre reference model", illustrated below. 
INFORMATION 
SYSTEM 
Aggregation 
I Technical da adapted to 
DECISION SYSTEM 
Decision 
Frame 
- Objectives 
- Constraints 
-Criteria 
- Decision variables 
each level -t---=~, 
ResuHs 
Achieved 
Aggregation 
Figure 3.3 Decision Centre Reference Model 
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3.11 Conclusions 
Of the approaches, standards and reference models reviewed in this Chapter 
there would seem to be only two which are likely to be of practicable benefit for 
designing and evolving Cl M systems for an enterprise- CIM-OSA and the GRAI 
Integrated Methodology. Of the approaches examined both are worthy of further 
consideration to assess if they might fulfil the criteria established, vis. 
• Need to deal with complexity in a manageable way. 
• Provides a structural framework: 
• Provides support for evolving and implementing Cl M. 
• Takes account of relevant standards. 
• The underlying model I paradigm needs to be multi-dimensional and 
be capable of supporting different views. 
• The underlying model I paradigm needs to incorporate the dimensions 
of people and knowledge as well as information technology aspects. 
• The underlying model I paradigm needs to support the business 
process view. 
• The resultant Cl M Architecture for a particular enterprise meets the 
business need and support the process of satisfying customer need. 
• The approach must be useable and intelligible. 
In Chapter 4, CIM-OSA and GRAI are described and compared in some detail. 
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4.0 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON OF CIM-OSA AND GRAI 
4.1 Introduction 
The two most promising approaches reviewed in Chapter 3 are examined in some 
detail in this Chapter. The objectives are to establish a detailed understanding of 
the concepts on which the CIM-OSA and GRAI approaches are based, how they 
are intended to work and to evaluate their contribution to Cl M Architecture and 
System design. The strengths and weaknesses of the two approaches are 
compared and contrasted. 
4.2 CIM-OSA 
A major goal of Computer Integrated Manufacturing is to improve the 
competitiveness of a manufacturing enterprise by facilitating integration. This is a 
complex task and the CIM-OSA project [AMICE] has identified three levels of 
integration: 
• Business I Enterprise Level 
• Application Integration Level 
• Physical Systems Integration level 
Figure 4.1 below shows the levels of integration identified by CIM-OSA. 
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Figure 4.1 Levels of Integration Identified by CIM-OSA [Kosanke, 1991] 
Physical Systems Integration is the lowest level and is mainly concerned with 
inter-system communication. This level incorporates physical aspects of 
interconnection, for example, plugs, sockets and cabling plus data exchange rules 
and conventions. Also included is inter-system communication I network 
configuration and management. In fact Physical System Integration is covered by 
the seven layer OSI compliant standards such as MAP (Manufacturing Automation 
Protocol) and TOP {Technical Office Protocol) up to layer seven which is defined 
as the application interface level. 
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The middle level of integration is the Application Integration level, which allows 
different applications software to communicate with each other, [Guiller, 1990] 
[lggulden, 1990]. The concepts supported by this level of integration are: 
• access to shared data resources 
• common services I execution environment 
• distributed processing 
• portability of applications 
The highest level of integration is at the Business or Enterprise level. This level 
incorporates business functions and therefore the computer systems at this level 
support the management of Enterprise Goals. These computer systems might 
typically include: 
• process modelling 
• production simulation 
• business and process monitoring 
• high level decision support 
4.2.1 CIM-OSA Architectural Framework 
The purpose of a CIM Architecture as referred to previously in this thesis, is to 
make the goal of Computer Integrated Manufacture achievable by providing a 
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Reference Framework for the design, implementation and subsequent evolution of 
a CIM system. 
A Cl M Architecture needs to provide the systems framework within which 
individual systems can perform to support business functions in an integrated 
environment which enables the achievement of cooperation and synergy between 
systems. The CIM-OSA approach to Cl M Architecture supports this hypothesis. 
A definition of an Architectural Framework is given in the paper "The prEnv 
Framework for Modelling" [Shorter, 1990], which describes the CIM-OSA 
approach. The definition offered in the paper is - "an Architectural Framework 
can be described as a structure of parts such that the constructs formed from 
those parts have certain characteristics, for example, consistency and 
completeness. lt is helpful if these parts can be described separately without 
overlap. They need to be sufficient for the purpose (ensuring the required 
characteristics) and economic in concept". 
The CIM-OSA Architectural Framework uses three dimensions (each reflecting a 
particular concern) and a development process corresponding to each dimension. 
The three dimensions are: 
• Architectural 
• Modelling 
• Views 
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4.2.2 Architectural Dimension 
This dimension, which takes account of the economics of the market for Cl M 
users and CIM suppliers, contains three levels: 
• the Generic Level 
• the Partial Architectural Level 
• the Particular Architectural Level 
The Generic Level which is the most abstract defines the basic constructs for 
expressing requirements, design and implementation elements, and it 
incorporates functional , information, resource and organisational aspects. 
The more commercially significant, the Partial Architectural Level, uses these 
basic constructs to form models for particular market sectors for instance 
aerospace, electronics or automotive. Here partial models are defined for those 
requirements, partial designs or implementable packages which are common to a 
specific market sector. Again these models wi ll generally address functional , 
information, resource and organisational aspects. 
The third level within the Architectural Dimension is the Particular Architectural 
Dimension, which a Cl M designer would use to express the specific workings of a 
particular enterprise, including requirements, design and actual implementation. 
As partial models become commercially available , this Particular Level would 
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make increasing use of these models adding and modifying components only 
where necessary. 
The process of moving from an abstract construct through partial models to 
particular models for a specific manufacturing enterprise is given the name in 
CIM-OSA of Stepwise Instantiation and Aggregation" and is described later. 
4.2.3 Modelling Dimension 
The life cycle of CIM design and development is complex and on-going as new 
processes become available, new products emerge together with the 
organisational and structural changes which take place. Hence the three common 
phases of any system design project as i.e. identify requirements, produce design 
and implement are given explicit expression in the CIM-OSA Framework, and are 
known as: 
• Requirements Level 
• Design Level 
• Implementation Level 
The Requirements Modelling Level describes the business requirements of an 
enterprise and its operations using concepts from the Generic Architecture level, 
without, at this stage, making decisions with regard to design or implementation. 
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The Design Modelling Level describes the actions and processes which are 
needed to perform the business requirements. lt does not attempt to say how 
these should be executed. However, it should allow the designer to take account 
of the interactions between requirements generated from different users, trade-
oHs, optimisations and constraints. 
The Implementation Level within the Modelling Dimension selects or specifies for 
development, the particular components to be used to realise the design, and 
hence meet all the requirements for enterprise operations. They include all the 
information processing and material processing elements that operate on 
information or physical objects, and so include for example human resources, 
computers, machines, programs and data. 
The progression from requirements through design to implementation is called 
Stepwise Derivation. lt has been for some time, an objective of the CIM-OSA 
project that generic components, partial models and capabilities of existing 
components would be increasingly described in computer processable form . 
Thereby facilitating computer aided assistance in the progression from 
requirements through design to implementation. 
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4.2.4 View Dimension 
At each level of architectural generality (Generic, Partial and Particular) and at 
each modelling level, because of the complexity of interactions between the 
elements which specify requirements, it is useful to focus on a number of those 
elements and to consider relationships between elements from that point of view. 
lt is common for traditional systems analysis tools to separately analyse the 
functional elements, management structures, data and process flows, DeMarco 
[DeMarco, 1978). The CIM-OSA approach aligns with these techniques, and 
finds expression in the dimension of Views, 4 of which are identified in CIM-OSA. 
• Function View 
• Information View 
• Resource View 
• Organisation View 
The Function View describes the functional processes (i.e. requirements, design 
or specification), their inputs and outputs (including information) and the 
constructs under which they operate e.g. pre and post conditions. The Function 
View uses other elements of the Framework when it can, such as the building 
blocks described at the Generic Architectural Level, or models from the Partial 
Architectural Level. 
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The Information View describes information Objects identified at the Functional 
View and characterises the necessary information building blocks and their 
relationships. How this is accomplished varies according to the different 
architectural or modelling levels. At the implementation modelling level for a 
particular enterprise, the Information View needs to produce a hierarchically 
structured and eventually a detailed specification for the information processes 
and data necessary to realise Computer Integrated Manufacturing. 
The Resource View emphasises the resources needed to execute enterprise 
operations and explicitly represents these as information objects. Consequently 
there is some overlap with the Information View. 
The Organisation View describes the hierarchy of command taking account of the 
management and control structures and the responsibilities to be undertaken by 
each management or control function. These responsibilities are explicitly 
represented as information objects. 
The process of developing these Views, referred to as Stepwise Generation" in 
the CIM-OSA Framework needs to take place in an interactive manner because of 
the inter-relationships between views. For instance a decision taken in the 
development of one view may well influence decisions that have already been 
taken or are about to be taken on another view. Thus the process of stepwise 
generation is both complex and iterative. The Dimensions, Levels and Views and 
their structural relationship within the CIM-OSA Framework are illustrated below. 
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Figure 4.2 CIM-OSA Dimensions, Levels, Views and Relationships 
[Zelm, 1990] 
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4.2.5 Derivation of a Particular CIM Architecture 
In the previous sections 4.2.1 - 4.2.4 the various concepts and constructs of the 
CIM-OSA Architectural Framework were described. Unlike a traditional computer 
Architecture which is usually fixed and one-dimensional, the CIM-OSA 
Architecture is multi-dimensional and embodies a number of processes as 
illustrated below in Figure 4.3. 
STEPWISE INSTANTIATION 
Figure 4.3 Derivation of a Particular CIM Architecture [Kosanke, 1990] 
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This section describes the processes of: 
• Stepwise Generation 
• Stepwise Instantiation and Aggregation 
• Stepwise Derivation 
In order to understand these three processes involved in the derivation of a 
Particular Cl M Architecture, it is useful to first consider the Architectural and 
Modelling Dimensions and the purpose which they serve (see figure 4.2). 
The Cl M designer is intended to progress through the Architectural Dimension, 
starting at the Generic level and finishing at the Particular level, particular being 
for a specific enterprise. This process is known as stepwise Instantiation and 
Aggregation. The key to this process is in the selection, modification and or 
connection of partial models to produce a particular architectural model for a 
particular enterprise. 
The Partial Architectural Level is populated with sets of partial instantiated 
models, each applicable to a specific type of industrial activity. These Partial 
Models are the prime means by which the CIM-OSA Framework for Modelling 
encapsulates industry requirements. They are incomplete skeletons of Particular 
Enterprise Models and are applicable generally to a wide range of industry 
sectors, company organisations, manufacturing strategies and philosophies. The 
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aim is that they should provide a realistic and useable tool for use within industry 
by individual enterprises. 
Such a Partial Model consists of typical structures for a variety of categories of 
industry sector types such as aerospace, electronics, white goods, automotive 
etc.. Partial Models can reflect the different types of enterprise operations such 
as computer aided design, group procurement or production planning. A set of 
Partial Models for automotive suppliers for instance may be partially instantiated 
in a further subset according to enterprise size and type of business. 
Another example of a Partial Model is a set of functions, information or resource 
structures (depending on the View considered) that are so general in principle 
that they apply to every industrial enterprise rather than be limited to a certain 
class or type of industrial enterprise. Put another way, this example of a partial 
Model is industry and product independent and can be seen as a core model. 
The partial Architectural level is to be considered as an open set which in time will 
become populated according to the needs of industry and standardisation bodies. 
The process of Stepwise Instantiation and Aggregation centres mainly on deriving 
the particular Partial Models offered in the CIM-OSA Framework. The process 
typically starts with selection, for example, is the enterprise of the type automotive 
or aerospace, followed by a process of say aggregation. Take the example of a 
small aircraft manufacturer as a particular enterprise. Firstly the choice might be 
from amongst electronics and mechanical manufacture, but in this particular case 
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the answer would be electronic and mechanical, and therefore both would be 
required. Then there would be the question of the scale of enterprise operation, 
since clearly there is a big difference between a large aerospace manufacturer 
such as Boeing and a manufacturer of small light aircraft. 
The relationship between models and levels is illustrated below. 
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Figure 4.4 Partial Models of CIM-OSA [Shorter, 1990] 
This consolidation and modification of Partial Models is the process of 
Aggregation. Thus a Particular Architectural level Enterprise Model is derived. 
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4.2.6 CIM-OSA Integrating Infrastructure 
The specific functions of each particular CIM system are captured in a CIM-OSA 
implementation description model, whilst the general functions common to all Cl M 
systems constitute the CIM-OSA Integrating Infrastructure, [Querenet, 1991 ]. 
Section 4.2 described the three levels of integration: 
• Business I Enterprise Level 
• Application Integration Level 
• Physical Systems Integration level 
The Integrating Infrastructure (liS) is intended to bridge the gap between the 
Business I Enterprise and Physical levels of integration, [Querenet, 1991 , by 
satisfying the following requirements: 
• the liS should be able to interpret the behaviour and execute the 
functionalities described in the models. 
• the liS should provide a set of services common to all Cl M systems, i.e. 
the services leading to application integration. 
• the liS should allow the use of communication subsystems and 
especially the implementation standards in this area. 
• the liS should be able to cope with the heterogeneous nature of 
manufacturing equipment and information technology. 
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In order to support the four views of CIM-OSA described in 4.1.1, the Integrating 
Infrastructure is required to do the following: 
• identify at the reception of any event or trigger, the appropriate 
process(es) to be launched. 
• interpret their behavioural specification and launch on the proper 
resources the necessary functional operations. 
• manage the availability of resources. 
• manage the data associated with the monitoring and control of the 
functional operations. 
• ensure the proper communication between the entities involved in the 
execution of the functional operations and in the management of their 
inputs and outputs. 
The CIM-OSA Integrating Infrastructure is shown below in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 CIM-OSA Integrating Infrastructure [Querenet, 1991] 
The aim is to make integration possible by enabling different applications to 
transfer information between them based on a common denominator of services 
that make the transfer of information transparent. To achieve this the client server 
model is employed together with the agent paradigm as described below. 
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With the client server model a client in the form of a computer or an application 
requests a service from a server, or service agent, which is another computer 
resource such as a database that is able to satisfy the needs of the client. The liS 
concept is that the various services identified in Figure 4.5 are provided by 
several co-operating service agents. This is accomplished by means of defined 
protocols that enable meaningful communication between the various services 
and applications. See Figure 4.6 below. 
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Figure 4.6 liS Concept of Co-operating Service Agents [Querenet, 1991] 
Thus through the mechanisms of access protocols, agent protocols, external 
protocols and the access this provides to the different types of services identified, 
the requirements of the user enterprise encapsulated in the CIM-OSA modelling 
framework can be executed through the CIM-OSA Integrating Infrastructure. 
liS represents one of the most recent stages of development in CIM-OSA. 
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4.3 GRAIIntegrated Methodology (GIM) 
The paper "GIM and its Evolutions- A Methodology to Design and Specify 
Advanced Manufacturing Systems", [Doumeingts et al, 1994] defines methodology 
as a consistent set of components comprising: 
• A reference model which gives the generic structure of the system to be 
studied. 
• Modelling formalisms to describe the various components of a system. 
• A structured approach leading step by step from an existing system to a 
future system, taking into account the objectives of the user and 
specific constraints. 
• performance evaluation criteria, with which the system can be 
evaluated in relation to several points of view (for instance economic or 
reliability). 
In the following sections first the constructs of the GRAI model are explained and 
then the application of the model is described. The inadequacies of the approach 
are discussed in Section 4.4 and later in Chapter 5. 
4.3.1 Basis of the GRAI Model 
GIM uses the GRAI model as the reference model. This is a conceptual model of 
a manufacturing enterprise and its production system, shown below in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7 GRAI Reference Model [Doumeingts et al, 1994] 
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This GRAI model of a production system consists of three sub-systems: 
i) the informational sub-system crossed by the informational flow 
ii) the decisional sub-system which is split into two parts: 
• the first studying period activities per level 
• the second studying event driven activities, referred to as the 
'operating system', above and pilots the physical system 
iii) the physical system crossed by the product flow 
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When the GIM methodology is applied there is an additional functional view of the 
overall production system based on a functional model. Various modelling 
formalisms are used to describe each of the above components of a 
manufacturing enterprise and its production system. The entity-relationship 
formalism is used to draw a Conceptual Data Model (CDM) for the information 
model. The GRAI modelling formalism grid and net techniques are used to model 
the decisional system. A GRAI formalism referred to as GRAICO is used to model 
the operating system and in particular controlled processes, Figure 4.8 below. 
IDEFO [Ross, 1977) and stock/resource formalisms are used to model the physical 
system, and IDEFO is alsq used to describe the functional view. 
The GRAI model provides a generic description of a manufacturing system, whilst 
focusing on the control part of such a system. Control is seen at the global level 
and down to the decision centres. The GRAI model is sufficiently generic to be 
applied to any type of manufacturing including discrete, process and services. 
The theoretical basis for the GRAI model embodies systems theory, control theory 
and hierarchical control theory. A system as, defined in La Theorie du Systeme 
General, Theory de la Modelisation [Le Moigne, 1984], has a goal, is composed of 
elements which cooperate to reach the goal and has boundaries defining which 
are the elements that belong to, or do not belong to, the system. A system has a 
structure, which has functional activities and is in a permanent state of evolution. 
Furthermore, it is said that a system, such as a manufacturing system, must be 
defined according to its environment and its objectives. 
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The physical component of a manufacturing system is considered to be composed 
of people, facilities, materials and techniques, which together transform material 
input and add value to produce an end product. The control system controls the 
physical system so that the required objectives are achieved. In the GRAI model 
the control system is sub-divided into two components the decision system and 
the information system according to the Boulding classification [Boulding, 1956]. 
In a system as complex as a manufacturing system hierarchical control theory 
calls for decomposition [Mesarovic, 1970], and the GRAI model supports such 
decomposition. The way in which the various formalisms·are used to deal with the 
different views, referred to above, are illustrated in Figure 4.8 below. 
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Figure 4.8 GIM Formalisms [Doumeingts, 1994] 
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The decisional system is, in fact, the central core of the GRAI model. At any 
decision level a decision centre can be decomposed Into an a decision element, 
a physical element and an information element. The decisional part is composed 
of a decision maker, a person or automated equipment. The physical element is 
the view of the physical system at the level seen by the decision maker. The 
information part receives aggregated information from the physical level i.e. 
controlled process(es) and feeds further aggregated information to higher levels. 
Decisions are based on the goals defined by the decision frame and the actuality 
of the physical controlled processes. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 GIM Decision Centre Concept [Doumeingts, 1994] 
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This decision centre concept is dealt with in the GIM modelling framework using 
the formal isms of grids for the temporal type of decision and nets for event driven 
decisions. The decision grid, shown in Figure 4.1 0, provides a means of 
categorising the decisions in terms of managing products, planning and managing 
resources to meet the plan. This represents functions and constitutes the 
horizontal axis, the vertical axis provides stratification by time horizon and time 
period after which the results of decisions are reviewed. 
At the highest level there might be a time horizon of three years and a review 
period of one year, whilst at the lowest level the time horizon might be two weeks 
and a review period of one day. An intersection on the decision grid represents a 
particular decision centre. 
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Figure 4.10 The GIM Decision Grid [Doumeingts, 1994] 
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The decision grid recognises a degree of synchronisation between decisions 
taken within the same time periods. However the lowest level of the decision grid 
is not adequate to deal with real time events and to deal with these event driven 
activities, nets are used to represent the decision making process at this level 
which could be control of a robot or machine tool. 
There are clearly several different concepts and modelling formalisms involved in 
the GRAI model for a manufacturing enterprise. These various concepts and 
modelling formalisms are justified as necessary to cope with the complexity of a 
manufacturing enterprise and its manufacturing systems. 
The solution described for deal ing with these different concepts and models is the 
GIM Modelling Framework shown below in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 GIM Modelling Framework [Doumeingts, 1994] 
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The GRAI model is split into three systems- the information system, the 
decisional system and the physical system. These three systems provide three 
views to which is added a fourth, the functional view, which shows the main 
functions of a manufacturing system and all flows between functions. 
Le Moigne [Le Moigne, 1984] argues that according to systems theory a model 
keeps only concepts and elements which will be necessary at the time of model 
use. The introduction of abstraction levels allows for a stratified description of the 
several models and concepts that comprise a GRAI model of a manufacturing 
system. Ttie abstraction level is designed to provide an integration of the different 
individual models and concepts that go to make up the complete GRAI model. 
The three abstraction levels are conceptual, structural and realization. 
Conceptual level -does not include organisational or technical considerations and 
is designed to answer the question of What? '. 
Structural level - integrates the organisational point of view and aims to answer 
the questions of Who?' When?' and Where? '. 
Realization level - is the most specific level because it integrates the technical 
constraints of the manufacturing enterprise I system being modelled, and aims to 
answer the question How?'. 
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4.3.2 Application of the GIM Methodology 
The GIM methodology is based on a structured approach which addresses 
analysis and design. Two phases are involved: 
• Production of user oriented specifications. This consists of building the 
conceptual model of the existing system (analysis) and transforming it 
into a conceptual model of the future system (design). 
• Technical specifications result in the conceptual model of the future 
system is translated into three categories of specification: 
• Information technology (hardware and software specifications) 
• Manufacturing technology (equipment specifications) 
• Organisation (physical system and management structure) 
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Figure 4.12 The Role of the GRAI Model Components [Doumeingts, 1994] 
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The analysis phase is to establish the current position and the inconsistencies 
between the current position and the ideal. The GRAI models are used to work 
out what needs to be done in order to fill the gap between what exists and what 
the analysis phase has shown to be required in terms of manufacturing systems. 
An overview of the analysis and design process is shown below in Figure 4.13. 
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USER REQUIREMENTS 
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Figure 4.13 Overview of GIM Methodological Process [Doumeingts, 1994] 
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The aim of the technical oriented design phase is to provide technical 
specifications for information technology, manufacturing technology and 
organisation. However, the main focus of the GIM methodology is on information 
technology and the decisional and functional views contained within the 
organisation domain. 
The resultant technical specifications will consist of specifications for the software 
to be developed and/or specifications of the software packages to be bought. 
The GIM methodology is intended to offer continuing support so that, following 
implementation of the recommendations made as part of analysis and design 
project the models would be updated. Further use would be made of such models 
in determining future needs as and when such needs might arise. This latter factor 
demonstrates the value of model building and underlines the need to specify the 
"organisation" and constantly maintain and update the model in a manner 
analogous to the manner in which products or processes might be specified. 
A detailed comparison of the CIM-OSA and GRAI approaches is illustrated is 
described in Section 4.4 below. 
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4.4 Comparison of CIM-OSA and GRAI Approaches 
The attributes of the two approaches are compared in the table below: 
ATIRIBUTES CIM-OSA GRAI 
Sponsorship/funding European Commission - European Commission -
Esprit projects 688, 2422, Esprit projects 418, 2338, 
5288,7110 6408 
Broad objectives Pre-normative Develop generic approach 
Approach requires the Yes Yes 
generation of a model 
Model generation approach Create from standard pre- Create from scratch 
defined building blocks using 
stepwise generation and 
instanstiation 
Underlying concept or Concept of standard industrial Based on events and decisions to 
paradigm applications such as be taken in response to 
aerospace to form templates identified events 
Life cycle i.e. evolution Catered for Catered for 
beyond initial creation of the 
system 
Logical nature of approach Top down Top down 
Views and modelling 3 Levels - business 3 Abstraction levels - conceptual, 
dimensions application and physical structural and realizational 
3 dimensions, views 4 views- information, decision, 
modelling, Architecture physical and functional - used in 
conjunction with user orientated 
modelling framework 
Architecture and modelling 3 further views - organisation, 
dimensions break down into information technology and 
3 further levels manufacturing technology used in 
conjunction with technical 
orientated framework 
View dimension breaks down 
into 4 further views 
Figure 4.14 Comparison of CIM-OSA and GRAI Approaches 
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Discussion 
Both projects started in the 1980s, as European collaborative projects funded by 
the European Commission under the Esprit [Esprit- Cl ME] initiative. The author 
was involved in the Cl M-O SA project for two years during the 1980s. Hundreds of 
man years have been invested in these two projects and so both projects have 
produced something of considerable substance. This is reflected in the 
comprehensiveness in both breadth and depth of the two approaches. lt also 
explains why these two attempts to deal with the complexities of Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing stand out from the other initi.atives. The two projects 
have adopted a different philosophical approach to the design, modelling and 
execution of Cl M systems. The research and development of the CIM-OSA 
project has a pre-normative emphasis i.e. the development would lead eventually 
to ISO standards in the area of CIM. The original development was seen by some 
members of the CIM-OSA consortium as merely extending the OSI seven layer 
model. The GRAI concept is based on developing an approach that is generic 
and so not reliant on standards or standards development. 
CIM-OSA provides reference frameworks for developing and evolving models of a 
business and its manufacturing systems. In order to assist with this process, 
shells and partial models for various industry types are provided so that the user 
does not start from scratch and some guidance is available as to what might be 
required. The manipulation of these shells and models eventually results in a Cl M 
system design. 
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The GRAIIntegrated Methodology involves creating from scratch a model of a 
company's manufacturing systems based on the core concept of decision centres. 
These decision centres integrate between levels in a company and between 
information and physical domains. The decision centre concept is totally generic 
and decision centres are in affect particularised to form the building blocks of a 
model of the manufacturing systems of a company. 
Thus with the GRAI I GIM approach standards play no role and there is no target 
system as such. The emphasis of the GRAI I GIM approach is to identify the 
events that take place in a manufacturing operation, and express them using the 
decision centre technique, in a form that helps define the requirements and 
design aspects of a Cl M system and its component parts. However the 
methodological approach is cumbersome and comprises a number of different 
models as shown in Figure 4.12. There is no guarantee of consistency between 
the different models. 
In contrast the CIM-OSA approach recognises that there are typical or standard 
applications in manufacturing and that these vary from industry to industry. lt aims 
to provide a reference framework for specifying and integrating different software 
applications, services and computer hardware so that the goal of Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing can be achieved. To date the application of CIM-OSA 
results has been limited to pilot projects rather than full scale Cl M 
implementations. British Aerospace one of the prime companies in the AM ICE 
consortium has made no practical use of the results , [Marchant, 1995]. 
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Both CIM-OSA and GRAI I GIM employ top down structured decomposition 
techniques. Hierarchical control also figures strongly in both approaches. 
Both CIM-OSA and GRAI /GIM recognise the life cycle aspects of Cl M, with the 
need to take account of existing systems, and further evolution after the first 
implementation of Cl M. 
Whilst the CIM-OSA and GRAI approaches stand out from the other initiatives in 
the area of Cl M Architecture and Systems design both are overly complex. The 
limitations of these two approaches will be examined in more detail in Chapter 5. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The CIM-OSA and GRAI approaches have been described. Their overall 
philosophies, methodologies, reference frameworks, views and modelling 
dimensions have been compared. Despite many man years of effort by some of 
Europe's leading academics and industrialists in devising them, they have not 
found wider applications in real Cl M development- despite considerable financial 
inducements from the European Commission to do so. Many practitioners believe 
the approaches are too complex to provide real support for Cl M Architecture 
development. The limitations of CIM-OSA and GRAI will be examined in more 
detail in Chapter 5, particularly with respect to the practicality of the two 
approaches and how well they meet the desirable attributes of a Cl M Systems 
Architecture, identified in Chapter 1. 
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5.0 PRACTICALITIES OF IMPLEMENTING CIM 
5.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter the practicalities of implementing Cl M are considered. This 
process draws on both the author's own practical experience, and the views of 
others expressed in the literature. The most advanced initiatives in the area of 
Cl M Architecture and Systems Design, CIM-OSA and GRAI I GIM, are then further 
explored in the context of the practicalities of designing and implementing Cl M 
systems. This Chapter then goes on to identify potential solutions, which offer the 
possibility of overcoming the inadequacies of existing approaches. 
5.2 Practical Experiences in the Design and Implementation of CIM 
The author's own experience in conceiving, designing and managing the 
implementation of a global Cl M system in a major UK computer manufacturing 
company is now described. 
At the time of embarking on the goal of Computer Integrated Manufacturing in ICL 
during the early 1980s, CIM was regarded by many as a conceptual goal which no 
company had actually achieved. lt was recognised as the way forward for the 
western industrial world to compete with the low wage economies of the Far East. 
One of the concepts promoted and strived for was that of the 'lights out' 
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intelligent factory. An underlying belief was that machines and robots were more 
reliable than people, consequently a major objective of Cl M and its main 
justification was to reduce manning levels. At the time the only standard to assist 
with interfacing and integration was the first manifestation of the 081 seven layer 
model. 
The only viable strategy at the time was to approach the design of a Cl M 
Architecture and system from first principles. This involved analysing what 
systems existed, defining the target system, creating a framework architecture, 
which encompassed the target system and which allowed existing systems to be 
positioned within the reference fram~work. lt soon became clear that systems 
would have to be positioned into a multi-level structure on the basis of the level at 
which systems operated within the company and the time horizon of a system. 
Four levels were decided upon, [Thompson, 1984]: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Level 1 
Level2 
Level3 
Level 4 
Corporate 
Factory I Area 
Cell 
Device 
The four level reference framework coincided roughly with the NBS five level 
framework and so some degree of confidence was placed in the model. lt was 
also found that this simple multi-level approach applied not just to manufacturing 
systems but also design and quality systems. 
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Analysis revealed that control messages tended to be conveyed down through the 
levels with feedback upwards. Data transfer tended to be horizontal within layers. 
For instance the corporate engineering data management and control system 
communicated with the corporate manufacturing planning and control system. 
Also at Level 2 large amounts of data to be transferred from CAD systems to cell 
controllers. A full description of the networking aspects and the mplementation of 
MAP at ICL by the author and his colleagues is given elsewhere, [Hughes, 1986]. 
The time horizon of Level 4 systems was typically months. Factory Level 3 
weeks, whilst the cell controllers at Level 2 would be controlling events of hours or 
minutes and sometimes seconds. The Device Level handled real time millisecond 
events. The highest volume of data transferred was at and between Level 2 and 3. 
Consequently, high volume Local Area Networks were used between these levels. 
In terms of the desirable attributes of a Cl M Architecture solution the ICL 
approach by utilising a simple 4 level structure and modularising applications 
reduced complexity, facilitated flexibility and supported evolutionary development 
over time. This latter was achieved by the simple expedient of adding or deleting 
modules. Unfortunately, though the approach was able to accomodate any 
standard it was based on a purely information viewpoint. 1t was not able to support 
people and their knowledge nor did it relect a process view. However, the simple 
hierarchical structure and modular approach proved to both useable and 
intelligable and was focused on satisying real customer needs. A schematic of the 
ICL CIM system is shown in Figure 5.1 below. 
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One of the key features to emerge from the Cl M Architecture and System Design 
project at ICL was that of robustness. In any Cl M system the interlinking of many 
different systems creates many inter-dependencies between those systems. This 
high level of inter-dependence can lead to critical dependencies between systems 
such that a single failure in one system can have a disastrous knock-on affect on 
real time operations. This potential difficulty was overcome in the ICL system by 
designing sub-systems, especially cell controllers, so that they held a good deal 
of manufacturing data locally. This would be down loaded at off-peak times 
according to the schedule of expected work the following day. Thus any 
breakdown in communications etc. would not have an immediate affect on 
production, there being a buffer of several hour's worth of manufacturing data. 
This same observation is made by Liu [Liu, 1987). Liu argues for distributed 
control to avoid critical decision and data dependencies with data held at the most 
convenient for use locations. Liu also identifies 4 levels of Cl M Factory, Shop, 
Work Centre and Unit, again the distinction being determined by the time horizons 
involved at each of these levels. 
During the course of the ICL project it became apparent that all cell controllers fell 
into a certain pattern of design involving local NC data storage, barcode reading 
facilities, interface to local area network, interface to device(s) and an interface to 
the user. This insight resulted in the development of a template for designing cell 
controllers. The cell controllers exhibited self-similarity, a concept that will be 
explored later in Chapter 6. 
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The ICL 4 level Cl M framework provided both a conceptual and real architectural 
framework which provided visibility of the overall Cl M system so that new systems 
requirements could be identified, positioned and realised within the context of the 
architectural framework. A major component which helped to achieve effective 
integration between systems was a method of enveloping data sent from one 
system to another. Using this mechanism a message would be sent to a cell 
controller informing the controller that some NC data was ready for transmission. 
The cell controller would, at a convenient time, request down load of the data, 
which would be transmitted with header information containing destination details. 
This method helped to overcome the heterogeneous nature of the CIM system. 
Thus it was possible without using burdensome analysis and modelling 
techniques to design and implement what was at the time a world class Cl M 
system. Structured analysis techniques were used at individual systems and 
applications levels, but without trying to model or analyse in detail the affect on 
overall Cl M systems behaviour. lt became apparent that a significant degree of 
self-sufficiency at individual system I sub-system level contributed to the overall 
robustness of the Cl M system and its capacity for continued evolution. 
5.3 Retrospective Assessment of the Design of I CL's CIM System 
The author set out to achieve a number of objectives listed below: 
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• Data to be entered only once into a computer system 
• Elimination of paper as far as possible from the shopfloor 
• Elimination of physical media as far as possible 
• Automate generation of data used in production 
• Minimise manual entry of data by use of bar codes 
• Maximise use of existing systems 
• Integrate design and manufacturing 
• Automation of routine and quality critical tasks on shopfloor 
These were the initial objectives and new objectives were added as the Cl M 
programme progressed. These included improved communication and better 
synergy between design and manufacturing staff, [Thompson, 1986], later to 
become known as concurrent engineering. 
In 1983 the author started from first principles with little or no guidance available 
from the experience of others on how best to achieve the objectives using existing 
and new computer systems. The most obvious projects, linking the engineering 
database to the production control system, were started first. The architectural 
framework emerged in the light of experience and became firmly established as 
the vehicle for planning and implementing new systems. Whilst all the objectives 
were achieved, the approach was not ideal. Considerable time and effort was 
required to translate the original broad concept into a realisable Cl M system. 
Clearly, a more generic approach would be useful to today's Cl M system 
designers and implementors. 
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5.4 Practical Difficulties and Limitations of CIM-OSA and GRAI 
In this section the various features of CIM-OSA and GRAI which were identified 
and compared in the previous Chapter are examined in the light of the practical 
experience by the author described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
The Number of levels 
In CIM-OSA there is the concept of different levels; business, application and 
physical plus three dimensions of architecture, modelling and views. Each of 
these dimensions is in turn broken down into three further levels within the 
architectural and modelling dimensions and four types of view within the view 
dimension. The mechanism appears overly complex and cumbersome and it 
seems difficult to relate between the different levels and views. 
GRAI I GIM employs three abstraction levels of conceptual, structural and 
realizational. There are four views of information, decision, physical and 
functional used in conjunction with a user oriented modelling framework. There 
are a further three views of organisation, information and manufacturing 
technology used in conjunction with a technical oriented framework. The concept 
of a modelling framework is required to consolidate and reconcile the different 
methods used and to represent different aspects and views of an enterprise and 
its manufacturing systems. CIM-OSA, also suffers in the same way from the result 
of employing a variety of techniques, albeit within a reference framework. 
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Dealing with Complexity 
Both approaches suffer from the problem of trying to deal adequately and 
effectively with complexity, a major problem in manufacturing and Cl M system 
design, [Nicolis and Prigogone, 1989]. Their attempts to deal with complexity 
have resulted in complex methodologies. Both methodologies have several levels 
of abstraction and a number of different underlying modelling representations. 
Coherence 
In both approaches there is a lack of coherence between the many different levels 
and views with , in some cases, different underlying modelling paradigms to 
support the different views. With the GRAI I GIM in particular there appears to be 
little coherence between the different methods and tools used for modelling. 
This lack of coherence makes the whole process of Cl M design considerably 
more time consuming and difficult. 
Analysis Techniques 
Both approaches rely entirely on top down, hierarchical methods of 
decomposition. Such an approach can lead to problems of over analysis and the 
generation of solutions decoupled from real world realities. Paralysis by analysis. 
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Scope 
Whilst both approaches appear to offer a richness of views and dimensions, these 
are all technically oriented. The manufacturing enterprise system is regarded as 
a technological entity comprising information technology, manufacturing 
technology and physical resources such as raw materials and equipment. The 
human dimension and contribution of people is not identified or acknowledged 
other than as types of machine. 
General 
These existing approaches are overly complex and yet limited in scope. 
5.5 Comparison of CIM-OSA, GRAI and ICL Approaches 
In this section the two foremost and most heavily funded Rand D initiatives in the 
field of Cl M Architecture and systems design along with the author's own case 
study are evaluated against the list of desirable attributes defined in Chapter 1 . 
• Need to deal with complexity in a manageable way. 
• Provides a structural framework with a high degree of flexibility. 
• Provides support for evolving and implementing CIM. 
• Takes account of relevant standards. 
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• The underlying model I paradigm is multi-dimensional and capable of 
supporting different views. 
• The underlying model I paradigm incorporates the dimensions of 
people and knowledge as well as information technology aspects. 
• The underlying model I paradigm supports the business process view. 
• The resultant CIM Architecture for a particular enterprise meets the 
business need and supports the process of satisfying customer need. 
• The approach is useable and intelligible. 
Desirable Attributes of a CIM CIM-OSA GRAI ICL Plc 
Architecture Solution 
1 Managing complexity made easy No No Yes 
2 Flexible, structured framework No No Yes 
3 Supports evolution of Cl M over time Yes, but Yes, but Yes 
cumbersome cumbersome 
4 Takes account of relevant standards Incorporates No Accomodates 
standards any standard 
5 Supports different views, dimensions Yes Yes, but the No, information 
decisional only 
view is the 
target 
6 Supports people and their knowledge No No No 
7 Supports business process view No No No 
8 Cl M design focuses on satisfying Implementation Implementation Yes 
customer needs dependent dependent 
9 Useable and intelligible approach No No Yes 
Figure 5.2 Table Comparing Alternative Approaches 
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1. CIM-OSA and GRAI tackle complexity with complexity, both are difficult to 
understand and use. The ICL approach dealt successfully with complexity. 
2. All three approaches provide a structural framework. 
3. Both CIM-OSA and GRAI support the evolution of Cl M design over time but 
in a cumbersome manner. The relatively simple ICL framework allows the 
conceptualisation and subsequent introduction of new systems components. 
4. CIM-OSA is the only one which incorporates international standards. 
5. CIM-OSA is the only one which genuinely attempts to be multi-dimensional. 
The prime dimension of GRAI is the decisions to be taken and the ICL 
approach is based on information. 
6. In spite of the attempts to be all embracing, both CIM-OSA and GRAI fail to 
address the human role in Cl M systems. None of the three approaches 
compared above attempts to address the people dimension. 
7. None of the approaches compared aligns to the business process view. 
8. Meeting business and customer need in a resultant CIM system varies 
according to implementation. None of the approaches specifically build in 
the need to satisfy customer needs. 
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9. As far as the attributes of being easy to use and intelligible are concerned, in 
the author's view, only the ICL approach satisfies this criteria. 
5.6 Summary of Findings 
The cumbersome nature of CIM-OSA and GRAI are in contrast to the author's 
own experience in designing and implementing a large and complex Cl M system. 
Whilst the author was successful in creating, designing and managing the 
implementation of a Cl M system from first principles, without the benefit of an 
overall formal approach, it was not an ideal situation, nor would it be easy to 
replicate the methodology. Cl M designers and implementors could benefit from a 
formal approach to CIM Architecture and Systems Design, providing such an 
approach is comprehensive and able to support organic evolution. However, the 
approach should not be cumbersome, difficult to use or over complex, as is the 
case with CIM-OSA and the GRAIIntegrated Methodology (GIM). 
In the author's view it is necessary to examine alternative manufacturing 
enterprise paradigms that can contribute towards a richer enterprise view. These 
are examined in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 investigates possible formalisms and 
representation methods, which in conjunction with recent advances in information 
technology are able to support a richer enterprise view. In Chapter 8 alternative 
and innovative paradigms are explored with a view to finding a solution for dealing 
with the aims of an approach to CIM Architecture and Systems Design which is 
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holistic, and so richer and more comprehensive than existing approaches, and yet 
is simpler to apply in practice. 
An approach to Cl M Architecture which takes account of the human aspects of 
Cl M is likely to be more realistic and beneficial than a solely technologically 
based approach. Such an approach that recognises the interaction and synergy 
between technology and people is known as the sociotechnical approach, first 
described by Trist and Bamforth [Trist and Bamforth, 1958]. This approach will be 
explored in more depth later. 
5.6 Conclusions 
The two most prominent and heavily funded initiatives in the area of Cl M 
Architecture Systems Design have been investigated and evaluated and 
compared with a successful Cl M implementation, which did not rely on a formal 
structured approach. None of the approaches examined satisfies the required 
criteria. A number of avenues have been identified as offering a potential 
contribution towards a satisfactory approach that meets all the desired criteria in a 
solution. These are examined in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. 
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6.0 BEHAVIOURAL ASPECTS OF A MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE 
6.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, the factors including systems, technology organisation and 
people, which influence the behaviour of a manufacturing enterprise and the way 
it interacts with its environment are examined. These ideas are explored with 
regard to their contribution to an improved approach to Cl M Architecture Design 
which , at the same time, is more comprehensive in dealing with the real world of 
Cl M and is simpler to understand and use. Some of the techniques discussed in 
this Chapter have been, or still are, the subject of European Union or DTI funded 
projects, in which the author has participated. The applicability of these factors to 
the CIM Architecture, beyond that offered by CIM-OSA and GRAI, are examined. 
6.2 Sociotechnical Approach to Manufacturing Systems 
The term Sociotechnical was first coined in 1958 [Trist and Bamforth, 1 958], by 
founding members of the Tavistock Institute in a sem inal paper "Consequences of 
the Long Wall Method of Coal-Getting". In the paper they describe an approach 
to organisation and work design, which takes a balanced view of people, their 
needs and contributions, together with those of the organisation and equipment. 
This concern is reflected in the so called "Anthropocentric" approach described in 
the Fast Report [European Commission , 1991] in which the emphasis is on human 
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needs rather than the common "Technocentric" approach, whereby human 
considerations are ignored or relegated below those of computer systems and 
technological systems. 
From a systems point of view a Sociotechnical system can be considered as 
comprising a social sub-system and a technical sub-system as shown below: 
Figure 6.1 Sociotechnical System Components 
The in itial thrust in Cl M during the 1980s could be described as Technocentric, 
[Thompson, 1986], since the aim was to computerise and automate everything, so 
as to achieve the 'lights out' factory [Broedner, 1985]. However, as numerous 
academics and practitioners have pointed out this has proved to be an elusive 
goal [Hughes, et al, 1994], [Schonberger, 1990]. 
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In 1986 a new Esprit project known as the Human-Centred Cl M System '[Craven, 
1992] was started. The aim of this three year project was to develop a prototype 
manufacturing system comprising Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer 
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) and Computer Aided Planning (CAP) in which the 
roles of human operators were optimised. The final report states that the flexibility 
and robustness of the human-centred approach was proved by demonstrating 
machine I cell programming, planning and scheduling in a mixed human-oriented I 
conventional automation environment. The instigator of the work, responsible for 
much of the original thinking, was Professor Hirsch of Bremen University. 
This project was believed to be the only project of its kind at the time. However, 
since then the role of people in Cl M systems has come to be recognised as 
crucial. This has been reflected in the MOPS (Manufacturing Organisation 
People and Systems) [MOPS] research and development initiative, funded by the 
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) in the UK. This initiative was prompted 
by Dr. Paul Kidd who wrote the European Report on Organisation People and 
Technology in European Manufacturing [Kidd, 1989]. Dr. Kidd had previously 
been a participant in the Human-Centred Cl M System project referred to above, 
and went on to participate in the IMOCIM [IMOCIM] project, of which the author 
was the project leader. The IMOCIM project, which was funded under the DTI 
MOPS initiative is described in some detail later in th is Chapter. 
The Fast Report [European Commission, 1991) describes how CIM systems have 
been studied by social scientists, who recognise Cl M systems to contain:: 
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• activities 
• qualifications 
• responsibilities 
• motivation 
• willingness to co-operate 
The report states that Cl M can be regarded as a social process as it involves 
cognitive and manual tasks. The usual technocentric approach to Cl M is 
described as Neo-Taylorism. This refers to Taylor [Taylor, 1947] who devised the 
so called "scientific method" of management on which most manufacturing 
enterprises have been based, since the introduction of production lines for mass 
production. Taylorism, as it has become known , breaks work down to small 
repetitive tasks that can be performed without thinking. These tasks are 
performed according to a command structure based on the military model of 
command structure, i.e. top down and hierarchical. 
The Fast report identifies what is referred to as an obvious "disconnect' between 
social scientists' view of the world and that of engineers and software designers 
who resort to information analysis and complex data flow diagrams. 
The author believes that this disconnect can be bridged by a more realistic world 
view encompassing object oriented and KBS techniques. 
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A number of key points are made by Kidd in his paper, Organisation, people and 
technology: - advanced manufacturing in the 1990's, [Kidd, 1990] and these are 
discussed below. 
With regard to manufacturing strategy Kidd proposes that organisational options 
and human abilities should be placed alongside technology as major components 
of a manufacturing strategy. He identifies three key business drivers of today as; 
• cost reduction 
• improved quality 
• greater flexibility 
Few would argue with this choice. Kidd goes on to assert that a purely 
technological approach cannot address these three business drivers without 
dysfunctional conflicts and trade-offs. He claims that by adopting a Sociotechnical 
approach mutual exclusivity can be avoided. 
Kidd claims that Cl M Architecture naturally requires around four layers because of 
the volume and the differences in nature of the data at each level. This confirms 
the authors practical experience. Cl M is described as a facilitating technology 
which brings people to people communication in a shared reality world. However 
CIM will not work as stated if imposed on a disorganised factory. 
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In a more recent book [Kidd, 1994], Kidd concludes that a manufacturing model 
should ideally contain elements that embody information systems, advanced 
manufacturing technology, products, processes, operational staff, support staff, 
managerial staff and organisational methods. This view finds support in the DTI's 
literature on their MOPS [MOPS] research and development initiative where the 
problem of the emphasis on technological solutions is stated as follows: 
'There is increasing evidence that the design and implementation of 
advanced manufacturing technologies and systems has led to significant 
failures and disappointments. Failures include such actions as removing 
equipment once installed, and disappointments include lower than expected 
quality and due date improvements and productivity gains. ' 
The results of one study of manufacturing in the UK revealed that 43% of the firms 
examined failed to realise any improvements in flexibility, quality, throughput 
times and due date performance, [Hughes et al, 1994]. Amazingly, 86% of 
companies did not improve their overall competitive position. Experience shows 
that manufacturing systems do not operate effectively unless sufficient attention is 
also paid to organisation and people issues during design and implementation. 
The MOPS initiative promoted the integration of Organisation People and 
Systems in manufacturing and funded projects to develop new approaches to 
assist manufacturing enterprises in achieving a broader view of manufacturing 
systems and technology which embraces people and organisational elements. 
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One project funded under the MOPS initiative was the IMOCIM (Intelligent 
Management of Change in Manufacturing) [IMOCIM] project. This project, led by 
the author, developed a methodology and computer based tool for assisting 
manufacturing enterprises to manage change. The methodology takes account of 
organisation, people and technology systems in a Sociotechnical approach. The 
approach is described in detail later as its scope goes beyond the Sociotechnical 
and addresses the behavioural aspects of a manufacturing enterprise as a whole. 
6.3 World Class Manufacturing 
In an attempt to encourage and bring about improvement in the performance of 
manufacturing companies the concept of World Class Manufacturing was devised 
during the late 1980s by Schonberger [Schonberger, 1990]. The premise was 
that by examining the most successful companies in the world in their particular 
field, it would be possible to identify common characteristics that were responsible 
for their success. Or in other words - identify Best Practice 
Although a number of authors have emphasised the importance of adopting best 
practice to regenerate business and advocated its adoption as almost a universal 
panacea, few have attempted to define precisely what it means. In the DTI 
Initiative 'Managing in the 90's -The Competitive Response', DTI [DTI] the Rt. Hon 
Michael Heseltine states the importance of 'Best Practice' for long term survival. 
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"The business with the best prospects for long term success seem likely to 
be those which recognise the need for positive changes: to adapt, to 
innovate and to plan for continuous improvement and the introduction of best 
practice into all their activities. Adopting best practice in marketing will help 
you get closer to your customers. Adopting best practice in design, 
development and manufacture of improved products will help you exploit the 
opportunities you identify. Adopting best practice in purchasing will help you 
make full use of the potential of your suppliers". 
Best practice can apply to almost any aspect of manufacturing or manufacturing 
management. The most common areas of application include: 
• 
• 
• 
strategy 
customer interface 
organisation design 
• 
• 
• 
personnel policies 
quality 
treatment of suppliers 
The accompanying concept is that of benchmarking, whereby companies compare 
their key performance metrics with those of world class companies. An example 
of such a performance metric might be sales order lead time. If the world class 
companies in a particular industry are achieving sales order lead times of say 2 
weeks and a particular company in the same industry is only achieving 6 weeks 
then clearly there is room for improvement and actions can be put in place to 
bring about that improvement. This might involve organisational change or the 
use of an IT solution. 
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World class, high achieving companies, go beyond their own industry to find more 
challenging benchmark comparisons and so bring about some the kind of lateral 
thinking and potentially radical solutions [DeBono, 1977]. They are naturally 
concerned with the way things are done and the results achieved. This clearly 
has implications for the design of Cl M Architecture which needs to reflect and 
support potentially radical changes in the it operates. 
One of the key aims of world class manufacturing as a strategy is for companies 
to become flexible, responsive and adaptive [Porter, 1990], [Peters, 1989] so that 
they are able to respond to changes in the market place or environment. Thus it 
would appear that the world class manufacturing approach could benefit from the 
application of the systems thinking approach. This concept was used by the 
author in designing the IMOCIM approach to management of change in 
manufacturing, which is described below. 
In the broader context the management of change overall needs to be considered 
involving the behavioural , technological and performance aspects of a company 
which need to be embraced by a Cl M system. 
6.4 IMOCIM Project 
The IMOCIM (Intelligent Management Of Change In Manufacturing) project 
[IMOCIM] was devised in order to address the problem of management of change. 
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The project took place between May 1992 and October 1993. The author was the 
project leader providing both administrative and technical leadership and was the 
main architect of the IMOCIM methodology. Following completion of the research 
and development phase the author has developed a commercially available 
software application to support the methodology. From the Cl M Architecture view 
IMOCIM provides a behavioural perspective of a manufacturing enterprise. 
The aim of the project was to devise a methodology for management of change in 
manufacturing and a computer based tool to assist companies in the application 
of the methodology. The methodology and computer based tool seek answer to 
the following questions, fundamental to any management of change situation: 
• Where are we now ? 
• Where do we want to be ? 
• How do we get there ? 
6.4.1 The IMOCIM Methodology 
Given the broad scope of the IMOCIM project, the first problem was to define the 
end goal towards which, companies could aim for i.e. the 'where do we want to 
be'. The idea behind this being that once the goal is defined, the current position 
of a company could be measured against the goal state. lt also ought then to be 
possible to work out how to move from a current situation towards the goal state. 
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The IMOCIM project defined 12 Foundations in terms of the ultimate goal state 
and attributes to be aimed for. The Foundations are:: 
Foundation 1 - Goals and Objectives 
lt is regarded as fundamental for the success of a company to have defined goals 
and objectives, though these need to be adjusted as circumstances change or in 
response to market forces. Furthermore it is vital that goals and objectives be 
communicated to, and understood by all employees so that their actions in the 
workplace take them into account, [Arnstein and Dickerman, 1992], [Argyle, 1989]. 
Foundation 2 - The Customer 
But for the customer manufacturing companies would not exist. Only by meeting 
its customers need can a manufacturer survive. In a world class company the 
customer need is fully understood, acted upon and there is a focus at all levels in 
the organisation on meeting customer needs, [Porter 1990]. 
Foundation 3 - Organisation 
The organisations of world class companies are designed to make the company 
flexible, adaptive and responsive to customer need. The organisation is geared to 
effective decision making and the elim ination of the functional and departmental 
barriers key to 'delighting your customer'. 
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Foundation 4 - Employees 
lt is the employees who make things happen, or fail to make things happen in a 
company. World class manufacturers recognise the contribution of, and 
dependence for results, on their employees and so they try to nurture, develop 
and empower their employees, so that they make a worthwhile contribution. 
Foundation 5- Suppliers 
Manufacturing companies and their suppliers are mutually dependent on each 
other, [Hughes, 1993]. In recognition of this world class manufacturers seek to 
establish closer mutually beneficial relationships and an atmosphere of trust 
which permits the sharing of goals and exchange of information. 
Foundation 6 - Management 
The commitment and understanding of management with regard to the need for 
continuous improvement and proactive management of change is fundamental to 
the achievement of world class manufacturing. Management's task is to 
communicate its goals and objectives, establish the necessary culture and 
orchestrate the process of change, [Nanus, 1992], and [Rausch and Zacharious, 
1993]. 
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Foundation 7- Describing and Understanding 
Effective management, especially in a period of change, requires a full 
understanding of the manufacturing enterprise and its underlying business 
processes. lt is important that executive decision making is based on reality, not 
the distorted abstractions of reality and that the consequences of decisions are 
fully understood. Tools for analysis, modelling and simulation can play an 
important role in this Foundation. 
Foundation 8 - Experimentation and Learning 
The concept of world class manufacturing calls for continuous improvement in 
performance and methods. To be successful requires the generation of ideas 
from within an enterprise. This process can be engendered by providing scope 
and encouragement for experimentation, together with a means of enabling the 
organisation to benefit and learn as an on-going process. The concept of the 
learning organisation [AMED, 1993] and its importance in development of a set of 
'core' capabilities is now widely recognised, [Bowen et a/, 1994]. 
Foundation 9- Product Technology 
This can be a key factor in terms of deriving a competitive edge for a company. 
The creative use of technology in a product can for example, lead to increased 
functionality, reduced cost, reduced size or even the creation of new markets. 
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Foundation 10- Design and Manufacturing Technology 
Competitive pressures world-wide are reducing product life cycles, reducing new 
product introduction timescales, reducing costs and improving quality. World 
class manufacturers employ advanced design and manufacturing technology to 
eliminate rather than alleviate problems, (Porter, 1990] 
Foundation 11 -Computer Based Technology 
Computer based technology permeates many aspects of modern manufacturing 
and few companies today cou ld run effectively without some form of computer 
technology. This technology is used to achieve and maintain a competitive 
advantage over time. lt is now generally recognised that even with a well trained, 
well motivated, well educated and well organised workforce if the technology used 
is not appropriate or competitive then the company is unlikely to be successful. 
Foundation 12 - Environment 
Manufacturing companies are operating in a world which is becoming more and 
more concerned about environmental matters. Manufacturing world-wide has a 
major impact on the environment in terms of energy, usage of raw materials and 
pollution through manufacturing processes and products. World class companies 
recognise this requirement and are highly proactive in dealing with public concern 
and with both existing and potential environmental legislation. 
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Discussion 
The Foundations represent the most important attributes of an enterprise in 
behavioural terms, and its ability to compete and evolve over time. Clearly, an 
appropriate Cl M Architecture must be able to both support these attributes and 
their continued evolution. 
Progress within each of the 12 Foundations towards is achieved by the 
application of Methods and Techniques. These were profiled and arranged as 
road maps for the logical progression of a project by the author. 
Overall progress through the 12 Foundations towards the goal of World Class 
Manufacturing is represented by the shading in of the progression nodes 
achieved as shown in the Progression Node Table, Figure 6.2 below. Thus the 
strengths and weaknesses of the manufacturing organisation can be graphically 
illustrated. 
This process is illustrated in Figure 6.2 below. 
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PROGRESSION NODE TABLE 
PROGRESSION NODES 
Environment 
Computer based technology 
Experimentation and learning 
Describing and understanding 
Management 
Suppliers 
Employee's 
Organisation 
The customer 
Goals and objectives 
® Progression node D Individual method and technique 
Figure 6.2 IMOCIM Reference Framework Overview 
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Foundation 11, Computer Based Technology, is the largest Foundation with 54 
Methods and Techniques. The first Progression Node is the production of a 
Business Information Systems Strategy. At the next Progression Node, Methods 
and Techniques are grouped under the headings of Computer Based Technology 
to Support Design, Computer Based Technology Support of Physical 
Manufacturing Processes and Computer Based Technology to Support Decision 
Making. The next Progression Node is based on Computer Based Technology to 
Support Integration. The ultimate goal state in Foundation 11 is the Use of 
Computer Based Technology for Competitive Advantage. This provides a road 
map/guide for the implementation of information technology in a manufacturing 
enterprise. 
Progress towards the overall goal of IMOCIM is designed to make companies 
more flexible and adaptive. Progress through the Foundations is designed to 
provide the competencies and capabilities necessary to compete in the market 
place. Thus IMOCIM provides an enterprise behavioural paradigm, based on a 
systems and sociotechnical approach, which can be used to model a particular 
company's situation and provide guidance for change over time, including 
changes to the people and computer based technology aspects. In the author's 
view, a Cl M Architecture has to deal with the real world reality of change and 
progress; its underlying paradigm must be rich enough to support the behavioural 
aspects - in particular to support people and technological aspects. 
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6.5 Business Process Perspective 
This section explores the process view of an enterprise. The concepts of 
Business Process Reengineering and the Value Adding Supply Chain are 
investigated and their impact on the design of Cl M Architecture considered. Also 
covered in this section is the approach to Business Enterprise Modelling 
developed on the TIQS [TIQS] project. 
6.5.1 Business Process Reengineering Overview 
This phrase was coined by two of the leading exponents of Business Process 
Reengineering (BPR) Michael Hammer and James Champy in their book 
Reengineering the Corporation' [Hammer and Champy, 1995]. 
BPR requires that a different view be adopted from the traditional hierarchical or 
vertical views of an enterprise. Instead, BPR approach requires that companies 
ignore these traditional views and develop a view based on business processes. 
Such a view can be thought of as a horizontal view of an enterprise. 
The business process view is constructed by identifying the chain of key 
processes which are required to supply a product or service to the Customer. 
Efforts are made to identify processes which add to the business and eliminate 
those which do not. This is the ' value adding supply chain'. Once these have 
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been identified the next step is to analyse what other processes or functions are 
being carried out. Those processes or functions which do not add value are 
identified and if they cannot be justified, for example, as a vital support function 
they are removed. Usually this involves wholesale surgery of a company and 
typically affects middle management functions most. SPA exercises usually result 
in the delayering of organisation hierarchies so that decision making is moved 
nearer to the customer and shop floor staff become more empowered. 
Business Process Aeengineering has a significant impact on the computer 
systems employed in a manufacturing enterprise. Indeed Hammer and Champy, 
[Hammer and Champy, 1995] state that every SPA project has a major IT 
component. Another consequence of BPA is that of outsourcing i.e. putting work 
which has traditionally been carried out within a company out to sub-contractors. 
This whole process is sometimes known as downsizing of a company. 
Downsizing of a company's computer systems is often independent of BPR but 
will almost certainly be required to support SPA. Downsizing of computer 
systems in many ways mirrors the organisational changes which take place. For 
example, downsizing computer systems usually involves replacing hierarchical, 
centrally controlled mainframes with distributed client server architecture, 
described in Chapter 7. Such systems are empowering by providing the support 
for effective decision making where it needs to be. 
Synonymous with the concept of the chain of value adding processes supplying 
product or service to the customer is the concept of the internal customer, 
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whereby each process is considered to be meeting the needs of its customers, in 
particular the next process in the chain. This approach is supportive of the view 
that each component of a Cl M system can be considered as working to satisfy the 
'supply equals demand' equation. This is explored more fully in Chapter 8. 
6.5.2 CIM and Business Process Reengineering 
From the Cl M perspective the radical approach of BPR removes a lot of the old 
certainties in terms of functions which need to be supported. The new, lean and 
fast moving organisations that result from BPR and competitive forces require that 
Cl M Systems support them accordingly. 
Whilst BPR has been taken up with enthusiasm in the UK it has sometimes been 
with disastrous results. The author can provide examples from his personal 
experience of organisations who are struggling to function because delayering 
has resulted in the loss of vital knowledge and know-how, because this 
knowledge was not recognised or codified in the first place. 
Section 7.4.1 describes the importance of knowledge as a component of a 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing System. 
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6.6 TIQS Project 
The TIQS (The Intelligent Quality Systems Project) [TIQS] project is a European 
collaborative research and development project funded under the Esprit -
Computer Integrated Manufacturing and Engineering, Framework Ill programme. 
[Esprit- CIME]. The project started in 1993 and is of three years duration. The 
author conceived and proposed the project and was responsible for contributing 
technically to, and co-ordinating the input of other team members, to produce the 
Software Requirements Definition Document [Thompson, 1994b]. This involved 
the synthesis of ideas and inputs from different disciplines to produce a coherent 
specification acceptable to the Commission and their appointed reviewers. 
The objective of the project is to develop a methodology and computer based tool 
for creating quality management systems. The approach differs from other 
initiatives in the field of quality management systems in that it focuses on 
business processes and uses a systems engineering based approach, which 
supports not only the initial establishment of an ISO 9000 [ISO, 1] quality 
management system but also incorporation of environmental management and 
continued improvement towards Total Quality Management (TQM). 
The business process based approach was chosen because it aligns to the 
systems engineering concept, and because it supports the concept of the chain of 
value adding processes supplying product or service to the customer. 
Furthermore it crystallises and makes explicit the concept of the internal 
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customer, whereby each process is considered to be meeting the needs of its 
customers. Thus meeting customer needs, which should be fundamental to a 
quality management system, is given high visibility and focus. 
The TIQS approach was further justified on the grounds that the objective of a 
quality management system is to bring processes under control and, in the case 
of TIQS, to provide a tool to bring about business process based improvement in 
quality and overall effectiveness. The TIQS approach of capturing and articulating 
the workings of an enterprise based on business processes is relevant to 
establishing an enterprise view to support the Cl M System design. 
6.6.1 Business Enterprise Modelling in TIQS 
The TIQS project approach to enterprise modelling offers a paradigm based on 
business processes rather than the functionally based paradigm of CIM-OSA 
[AMICE] and the decision centre based paradigm of GRAI [Doumeingts, 1994], 
and is described in further detail because of its potential input to the holistic 
approach to CIM Architecture. 
In order to construct a computer based tool to support the objectives of the TIQS 
project it has been necessary to develop a computer based tool for modelling the 
business processes of an enterprise. Hence the initial concept of Business 
Enterprise Modelling as originally proposed by the author has now been 
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developed in the project. This provides a view of an enterprise based on the 
horizontal flow of processes to support customer need. The modelling concept 
incorporates the application of policies and procedures at process level so as to 
control the behaviour of an enterprise. 
The TIQS Business Enterprise Modelling view is based on the generic Life Cycle 
Model defined in ISO 9004-1 [ISO, 1] and is illustrated below in Figure 6.3. 
Disposal or recycling at 
end of useful life 
Post market 
surveilance 
Technical support 
assistance and servicing 
Installation and 
commissioning 
Sales and 
distribution 
· ·: 
Market and Market 
Research 
Packa9ng and 
Slorage 
Product design and 
devebpment 
Process planning and 
devebpment 
Purchasing 
Production or 
service 
Veri ficatio n 
Figure 6.3 The ISO 9004-1 Quality Loop Life Cycle Model [ISO, 1] 
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The above life cycle model depicts a series of generic processes which might 
typically apply to a product as it progresses from recognition of market need, 
through design and development, into production and procurement planning and 
then into actual production sales, distribution and customer use. Once the 
product is on the market and in use, customer satisfaction and future needs 
feedback into the beginning of the cycle, hence the Quality Loop. The life cycle 
model also includes disposal or recycling at the end of useful life. This is 
particularly important from the environmental point of view and is given special 
consideration in TIQS. 
The TIQS methodology involves creating a Business Enterprise Model (BEM) for 
a particular company. The purpose of a BEM is to capture the essentials of the 
chain of business processes involved in supplying a product or service to meet 
customer requirements. The BEM then provides the basis of a structural 
framework of procedures required to ensure that processes are under control and 
customer requirements are being addressed. 
The BEM consists of 3 levels. The macro process level is the highest level and 
identifies the top level business processes within a company, aligned to the 
Quality Loop Processes shown in Figure 6.3. This macro level provides a means 
of organising processes, sub-processes and activities into a convenient structure. 
The second level comprises processes and their sub-processes. The third and 
lowest level comprises the activities that are required to accomplish each sub-
process and hence process. 
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The procedures, which constitute a quality management system, are intended to 
ensure that processes and sub-processes are under control and then improved. 
The creation of a BEM leads to a more global view of the information needed by 
processes and sub-processes in order to operate and control themselves, and in 
TIQS, led to the concept of the information highway. The highway supports 
processes and sub-processes with the provision of information concerned with 
inputs, outputs, control and indicators. 1t provides a conceptual link between a 
BEM and the information requirements to be supported by a Cl M system. 
From a Cl M point of view the approach developed on the TIQS project appears to 
the author to offer a number of potential benefits: 
• Enterprise Modelling approach based on Business Processes 
• Embodies Systems Engineering concepts 
• The information highway concept provides a conceptual link between 
the BEM and requirements for Cl M 
6.7 Contributions to an Improved Approach 
The table below shows how the approaches and associated ideas discussed in 
this Chapter could significantly contribute towards satisfying the desirable 
attributes of an ideal solution, as identified earlier in this work. 
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BEHAVIOURAL ASPECTS 
Desirable Attributes of a Cl M Soclo- WCM IMOCIM BPR TIQS 
Architecture Solution tech 
1 Managing complexity made easy 
2 Flexible, structured framework t/ ·::.· .•· 
3 Supports evolution of Cl M over time 
4 Takes account of relevant standards 
5 Supports different views, dimensions v v' v' 
6 Supports people and their knowledge v' v' f/ 
7 Supports business process view v' v' 
8 CIM design focuses on satisfying f/ v v t/ 
customer needs 
9 Useable and intelligible approach 
v' Strong contribution if'Medlum contribution .-· :;::· . : : ;: · .. ·.>: ': ... : ~ .::·· : .. ::· . ::::: :' 
Figure 6.4 Potential Contributions from Behavioural Topics 
6.8 Conclusions 
A number of different concepts and research initiatives have been examined in 
the areas associated with the behavioural aspects of a manufacturing enterprise. 
The nature of their potential contribution towards a new improved approach is 
summarised in Table 6.4. The conclusion is that Cl M system design would benefit 
from taking account of the broader dimensions of a manufacturing enterprise than 
those addressed by existing methods. 
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The author believes it necessary for socio sub-systems to be considered in 
addition to technical sub-systems, since the overall behaviour of a manufacturing 
enterprise depends on these sub-systems working together successfully. The 
business process view of a manufacturing enterprise provides a more realistic 
view than the traditional functional view and is likely to provide an enterprise 
paradigm that matches more closely the real world. The business process view, 
as exemplified by the business enterprise modelling of the TIQS project, also 
ensures a focus on meeting customer need. 
The world class manufacturing perspective emphasises the behavioural aspects 
of a manufacturing enterprise and in particular the need for companies to be 
flexible, responsive and adaptive. The implications for Cl M Architecture des ign 
are that rigid framework approaches lack the characteristics of flexibility, 
responsiveness and adaptability essential to competit iveness. CIM Architecture 
design must embody such characteristics if the enterprise is to be successful. 
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7.0 FORMALISMS AND REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES TO SUPPORT A 
HOLISTIC APPROACH TO CIM 
7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 6 the behavioural aspects of a manufacturing enterprise were 
considered and shown to offer significant insights for the development of a holistic 
approach to Cl M. In Chapter 7 formalisms and representational techniques are 
investigated with regard to their ability to reflect business processes and human 
knowledge thereby better supporting the richness and comprehensiveness 
required by a holistic manufacturing enterprise view. 
7.2 Object Oriented Approaches and their Potential Applicability to CIM 
This section draws heavily from two seminal texts associated with systems 
analysis [Goad and Yourden, 1990), and the object orientated approach 
[DeMarco, 1978). 
The design of any computer system usually starts with the analysis phase. 
DeMarco states that analysis is the study of a problem before taking some 
action". Goad and Yourdon describe analysis as the process of extracting the 
needs of a system i.e. what the system must do to satisfy the customer. This is 
precisely what the goal of a Cl M Systems Architecture should be. 
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This Chapter examines the different approaches to systems analysis with a view 
to selecting the method most suitable for Cl M Systems Architecture Design. Goad 
and Yourdon recognise that one of the biggest problems faced by analysts is 
studying an application domain and making discoveries about it - what they term 
"understanding the problem space". 
In creating any computer system to serve the needs of users the system designer 
has to perform a process of abstraction from real world complexity to the 
necessarily simpler functionality of a computer system which supports users in the 
real world. According to Goad and Yourdon this process of abstraction is fraught 
with pitfalls and risks , as evidenced by the large percentage of application 
developments that fail. Sometimes after hundreds of man years of effort have 
been expended, [Hughes et al, 1994]. 
7 .2.1 Procedural Abstraction 
The Oxford Dictionary of Computing [Oxford, 1986] defines procedural abstraction 
as "the principle that any operation that achieves a well defined effect can be 
treated by its users as a single entity, despite the fact that the operation may 
actually be achieved by some sequence of lower level operations". 
This form of abstraction is characterised by function I sub-function abstraction or 
functional decomposition. The highest level represents the entire application and 
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it is broken down at each subsequent lower level into greater detail. A 
diagramming method such as that shown in Figure 7.1 below is usually used to 
depict the functional decomposition. 
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Figure 7.1 Diagramming Method forFunctional Decomposition 
IDEF [Ross, 1977] is based on similar hierarchical functional decomposition and 
employs a structured I layered diagramming method. The objective is that the 
lowest levels of abstraction form the basis for specification of application coding. 
In this method the analyst must internalise the real world subject matter, and then 
document the corresponding functions and sub-functions. 
This process is illustrated in Figure 7.2 below. 
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REAL WORLD ----~~ I FUNCTION1 
Figure 7.2 Functional World View 
The resulting specification, however only maps back on to the subject matter 
indirectly. The lack of explicit mapping of functionality to the subject matter makes 
it difficult to check whether or not the requirements produce by this method are an 
accurate statement of what the system is required to do. This lack of verifiability 
is one of the underlying causes of failure in systems designed by th is method. A 
small omission or misrepresentation, particularly at one of the higher levels of 
decomposition, can frequently have quite disastrous affects on the final 
specification. Another disadvantage with this type of analysis I design approach is 
its ability to deal with changing situations and requirements, which is of particular 
significance to Cl M Systems Architecture and Design. 
7.2.2 Data Flow 
This method of mapping problem space into a technical representation is known 
as data flow or structural analysis. 
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REAL WORLD 
Figure 7.3 Data Flow World View 
DATA FLOW 
BUBBLES 
The method, illustrated above, looks at the flow of data in an enterprise or 
application and the analyst has to map this flow into data flows and bubbles 
leading subsequently to specification. In addition an information model I entity-
relationship diagram is often constructed. Whilst an information system primarily 
processes information, specifying a system based on analysis of information I 
data flow is not the ideal approach, since human beings do not think naturally in 
terms of data flow, Yourdon [Yourdon, 1989]. In the real world events or 
transactions, which result in the processing of information are more natural 
concepts. For this reason a more event oriented form of structured analysis was 
devised by Yourdon . This method arose because of the difficulties analysts had 
in picking "bubbles" for their data flow diagrams. 
Thus for each identified event, a bubble would be drawn. Whilst this approach 
can improve structured analysis, there are still problems with structuring and 
partitioning bubbles . Also it can lead to an explosion of unmanageable 
documentation, including large data dictionaries. 
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This method has also been used to create new systems from current systems i.e. 
reverse engineering. However, concentration on data flows in this situation has 
unfortunately all too frequently resulted in poor analysis and design of the 
subsequent replacement system. 
7.2.3 Information Modelling 
This method has been developed over a number of years with the primary tool of 
information modelling - the entity-relationship diagram, having evolved into 
semantic data models. 
The components of information modelling are described [Goad and Yourdon, 
1990) as being: 
Objects - + Attributes + Relationships + Super I sub-types + Associative objects 
With this approach the analyst starts with objects, which exist in the real world, 
and describes them with attributes. This method, which is particularly well 
documented by Shlaer and Melior [Shlaer and Melior, 1988) and Loom is, Shaw 
and Rumbaugh [Loomis et al, 1987], achieves a direct mapping between the real 
world and the information model. 
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REAL WORLD 
Figure 7.4 Information World View which is still Partial 
However, as Figure 7.4 above illustrates with half a globe, the model is 
incomplete according to Goad and Yourdon [Goad and Yourdon, 1990] who 
identify the main deficiencies as follows: 
• 
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REAL WORLD 
Figure 7.4 Information World View which is still Partial 
However, as Figure 7.4 above il lustrates with half a globe, the model is 
incomplete according to Coad and Yourdon [Coad and Yourdon , 1990] who 
identify the main deficiencies as follows: 
• there is no concept of encapsulating processing requirements together 
with attributes in an object 
• there is no inheritance feature which would enable explicit 
representation of attribute and service commonality 
• no properly defined message passing facility between objects 
• the fundamental issue of structure and classification is not sufficiently 
addressed 
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7.2.4 Object Oriented Analysis and Design 
The object oriented approach to analysis and design has grown out of the other 
methods described in the previous sections and aims to overcome problems 
associated with those methods. The key components of the object oriented 
paradigm are: 
Objects - + Classification, + Inheritance, + Communication with messages 
Objects can be summarised as an encapsulation of Attributes and exclusive 
Services- an abstraction of something in the problem space with some number of 
instances in the problem space. Analysis builds on the best concepts from 
Information Modelling i.e. entity-relationship diagrams and semantic data models 
and combines these with the best concepts from Object Oriented programming. 
See Figure 7.5 below: 
• A number of occurrences 
• Attributes 
~ ~ • Relationships Object orientated Semantic data • Aggregation programming languages :~~- mode ling 
'* • ·N ::: .. 
@<:S::;;;;~;li:i=""" .. ~ "?' .. ~~.~ 
~ -~. ~ Object o rientated ·~ Object orientated ~ analysis design .' Entity- relationship 
m 
. . 
··:.;:··· . . ' ···.··;.;··· · .... . .. diagrams 
, . 
• Attnbutes and exclusive serv1ces (an mtrms1c whole) 
• Messages as the only interface between objects 
• Classification and inheritance 
Figure 7.5 Evolution of Object Oriented Analysis and Design 
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Instead of an indirect mapping from problem space to function I sub-function or to 
data flows and bubbles, the object oriented approach achieves direct mapping 
from problem space to the model. 
REAL WORLD 
Figure 7.6 'Complete' World View- Object Oriented Approach 
Thus as Figure 7.6 illustrates with the complete globe, direct mapping creates 
meaningful models which form a sound basis for design, coding and 
implementation of computer based systems. In manufacturing systems, the 
fundamental objects could be orders, manufacturing equipment, people, 
customers, materials and products. The object oriented approach appears to offer 
a basis for supporting the multi-dimensional aspect of CIM Architecture, since 
there are no constraints on the types of object which can be represented using 
this formalism. Therefore, this technique can contribute towards a holistic 
approach to CIM systems analysis, understanding and design. 
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Goad and Yourdon, describe seven significant advantageous features of Object 
Oriented Analysis: 
• lt defines and communicates requirements within the framework of 
three basic methods of human organisation - object and attributes, 
classification structure and assembly structure. 
• Focuses primarily on problem space understanding 
• Treats attributes and exclusive services as an intrinsic whole 
• Analyses and specifies using self-contained partitioning with minimal 
dependency between different objects. 
• Explicit representation of commonality. 
• Consistent and powerful representation for analysis and design. 
• lt accommodates families of systems and on-going practical trade-offs 
between them. 
There are five major steps involved in carrying out object oriented analysis : 
• Identify Objects 
• Identify Structures 
• Define Subjects 
• Define Attributes (and instance connections) 
• Define Services (and message connections) 
Once the model is built it is represented and reviewed in five different layers:· 
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• Subject layer 
• Object layer 
• Structure layer 
• Attribute layer 
• Service layer 
The object layer is an abstraction of data and exclusive processing on that data, 
reflecting the capabilities of a system to keep information about, or interact with 
something in the real world. Structure represents complexity in a problem space. 
Classification structure portrays class-member organisation and reflects 
generalisation I specialisation, whereas Assembly Structure depicts aggregation , 
which in turn reflects whole and component parts. These two methods of 
organisation are most commonly used by human beings in their internalisation of 
the real world. These two aspects of structure can be used in the problem space 
construction. Subsequent inheritance provides a mechanism for explicit 
representation of Attribute and Service commonality within such structures. 
The centre sections of the object and structure symbols contain attributes which 
are data elements or logical groupings of data elements, Services are in the 
bottom section. Service is a process to be performed upon receipt of a message. 
Services to add, change, delete and select a service are implicit to each Object 
and Structure. The three fundamental services are Occur (add, change, delete, 
test, select and connect an occurrence) ; Calculate and Monitor. Secondary 
services examine state-event-causation, i.e. causation and event life history.· 
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7.2.5 Relevance of the Object Oriented Paradigm to CIM Architecture 
Edmond and Hermans [Edmond and Hermans, 1988] discuss the correlation 
between object oriented concepts and the world of Cl M. Objects at the 
programming level have local data stores and local procedures (methods which 
manipulate the data. A local procedure of an object is triggered when it receives 
a message from another object as the result of the execution of a method in the 
other object. Execution of the method may result in the alteration of local data 
and possibly send messages to other objects. When the method is completed, 
the control and value is returned to the calling method, which is then continued, 
as illustrated in Figure 7. 7 below. 
Figure 7.7 Message Passing Between Objects 
Inheritance is a key feature of the object oriented paradigm. Through the 
mechanism of inheritance objects can be created or instantiated as members of a 
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class and inherit the attributes and methods of the class to which the objects 
belong. Individual objects can then be modified, giving them individuality and 
differentiation from other objects in the same class. 
Encapsulation is another key feature of the object oriented paradigm, whereby an 
object contains data and the functions which operate on that data. Usually the 
data is invisible to other objects. 
There is a natural correlation between objects and the components of a Cl M 
system. Human beings for instance have their own private memory and behave 
broadly within the framework or class of the human species. The more 
sophisticated manufacturing equipment have a private memory and type 
dependent behaviour. Computer systems within a Cl M system do, of course, 
have private I local memory and there could be a number of identical computers 
as far as the hardware is concerned, however they are differentiated by the 
different software applications in each computer. 
Thus as Edmond and Hermans [Edmond and Hermans ,1988) claim: 
" lt is clear that the natural model of an enterprise is a set of human and 
automated actors interacting through codified messages. Parallelism and 
distribution are almost always a ubiquitous prerequisite". 
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The concept of message passing between objects correlates with the typical Cl M 
environment comprising networked multi- vendor systems working in parallel and 
in a distributed fashion. The concept of 'network hiding' is also supported by the 
object oriented approach. This means that when an object sends a message to 
another object, the initiating object is not concerned with where the other object 
resides physically, i.e. in which computer or in which physical location. The 
networking and message passing details do not matter to the object sending the 
message. A whole object set could be partitioned and distributed on a set of 
interconnected processors without upsetting the systems structure. 
The object oriented paradigm is in line with a number of advanced concepts which 
can be applied to Cl M Architecture and Systems Design. In particular the object 
oriented paradigm would seem to be capable of supporting the concepts of self-
organising systems and fractal actors, [Parunuk, 1985], which are key concepts 
dealt with later in this Chapter . The self-contained nature of objects with their 
own procedure and data, lend themselves naturally to the concept of self-
organisation . The mechanisms of class inheritance and instantiation lend 
themselves to the concept of fractal actors. 
lt is believed that the ability of the object oriented paradigm to represent complex 
relationships and behaviours inherent in a Cl M system will support the concepts 
of holistic and holonic systems and the sociotechnical approach. These will also 
be discussed in detail later in this Chapter. 
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7.2.6 Applicability of the Object Oriented Approach to CIM 
A typical Cl M environment is a complex arrangement of information systems, 
manufa~turing equipment, people materials and products. lt has been shown in 
this section that the object oriented paradigm provides the best method, currently 
available, of mapping between the real world and information systems. lt also has 
the power to support the innovative approaches including self-organising systems, 
fractal actors, holonic systems and the sociotechnical approach. The object 
oriented approach appears to offer a viable formalism suited to Cl M Architecture I 
System Design able to represent the real world of Cl M and its complexities. 
7.3 Client Server Architecture 
A significant development over the past few years in the area of computer 
systems Architecture has been that of Client Server Architecture [Kaye, 1993]. 
Traditionally many applications in the manufacturing environment, particularly 
enterprise wide applications, have run on mainframes. Here processing is time 
shared as a result of interaction via terminals. The advent of improved graphical 
user interfaces available on personal computers led to a trend of carrying out 
some processing locally using data down loaded from a central mainframe. This 
trend has resulted in the emergence of the client server Architecture whereby 
computer manufacturers supply networked computer systems which have a 
central server and distributed client systems as shown in Figure 7.8 below. 
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Presentation services 
Application logic .., SERVER 
Database services 
Figure 7.8 Client Server Architecture 
The central server is usually set up to provide database services from a central 
repository of data. The client systems obtain data as required to carry out local 
processing and presentation of results. This type of Architecture is being taken 
up enthusiastically by the IT community because it offers a number of advantages: 
• The role of the central server is mainly that of a database server and so 
does not need to be an expensive mainframe. 
• With local processing power at their disposal users of client systems 
benefit from swift processing times for transactions and on-line 
database queries. 
• The central server protects and manages corporate data. 
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The client server architecture aligns to a number of concepts: 
• The preferred avoidance of a strictly top down approach to analysis 
and design of Cl M Systems. The client server architecture easily 
accommodates the 'plugging in' of applications as required. 
• The client server Architecture mirrors the object oriented approach. 
Objects contain local processing capabilities that can be initiated by 
other objects. And objects communicate with other objects using 
messages so that there is in effect a network of objects, Figure 7.7. 
In order that application software can communicate with each other in the fullest 
way standards have now been developed to support this ideal, Figure 7.9 below. 
Application Objects Common Facilities 
0 
Object Services 
Figure 7.9 Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
This is the specification of an Architecture and interface that allows applications to 
make requests of objects in a transparent independent manner, regardless of 
platform or operating system, [Gani and Picuri, 1995]. This, in turn, provides 
standards for designing and specifying objects. 
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This concept and standard could be very important as an enabler for Cl M 
Architectures and Systems of the future since the lack of such standards can 
cause problems with integration. The author can relate from his own practical 
experience in implementing Cl M systems to the difficulties which can ensue from 
this type of problem. 
Many suites of integrated manufacturing software applications are now available. 
Particularly order processing, purchasing, ledgers, production planning and 
scheduling. However there is no integrated suite of software covering all the 
applications likely to be required in a manufacturing enterprise of any 
significance. In addition, through the concept of open systems, [Open Systems 
Group, 1 976) the user can pick the best components for the job. 
A typical problem which arises is where there are two CAD systems which need to 
communicate with each other. Whilst data output can be formatted and packaged 
for transfer between the two CAD systems this may be at the expense of the 
meaning embodied within the underlying model employed by the CAD system 
from which the data has been extracted. The test is whether the data output from 
a CAD system for transfer to another system could be used to reconstitute the 
original intent. Difficulties were experienced in the author's own Cl M 
implementation when attempting to integrate data from different CAD systems for 
production purposes [Thompson, 1 987). At a more general and global level , the 
goal of defining a standard for an Object Request Broker would seem to be 
worthwhile and of future benefit to implementors of Cl M. 
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7.4 Knowledge Based Systems 
7.4.1 Role of Knowledge in CIM 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing has provided many opportunities for the use 
of Knowledge Based Systems and its potential has been realised since the early 
1980's, [Smith and Hughes, 1986], [Fiatau, 1986]. 
More recently, the European Esprit programme has provided significant funding 
for R and D projects involving KBS systems in the many different aspects of Cl M. 
In the UK the Department of Trade and Industry has also encouraged the take up 
KBS systems in manufacturing through the regionally organised Manufacturing 
Intelligence Clubs [DTI -MIC]. 
The table below shows an overview of computer development in order to consider 
the importance and relevance of KBS systems in the context of the evolution of 
other IT technologies and computer systems generally. 
The table was presented by the author to the TIQS [TIQS] consortium at a project 
review meeting held in Stuttgart in 1994. 
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Generation of Method of Level of Methodology 
computing Coding Abstraction 
First Hard wired Computer hlw None /intuitive 
logic 
Second Machine code Computer hJw None /intuitive 
logic 
Third High level Low level Structured 
languages, eg constructs - systems analysis 
Fortran, Basic, Characters, and design -
Cobol, Pascal Numbers intuitive 
Fourth Screen printers High level Structured 
4GL, RDBMS, constructs, lists, systems analysis 
transaction level files, records and design, RAD 
language aimed prototyping, 
at faster OOA&D, 
application intuitive 
development 
Fifth GU I design, No limit , e.g. Define req'ts. at 
business rules, level of high level of 
process rules, knowledge abstraction, RAD, 
response to worker, corporate incremental 
events defined decision level evolution , 
as rules using constructs intuitive 
of objects and 
rules 
Figure 7.10 Overview of Computer Development 
Abbreviations are as follows: 
RDBMS -
4GL -
GUI -
RAD -
OOA&D -
Relational Database Management System 
Fourth Generation Language 
Graphical User Interface 
Rapid Application Development 
Object Oriented Analysis and Design 
Paradigm 
Mechanical 
calculation 
Mechanical 
calculation 
Data flows, 
entity modelling 
diagramming 
Data flows, 
entity modelling 
diagramming inf. 
(relationships 
between data) 
later object 
orientated 
Object 
orientated. expert 
knowledge 
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The above table charts the evolution of computing through to what is known as 
fifth generation computing. This term was coined by the Japanese in the 1980s 
and included the goal of integrating artificial intelligence into mainstream 
computing, to make computer systems 'intelligent'. The European Community 
responded at the time with the Esprit programme of assisted research and 
development which allocated and continues to allocate around 20% of resources 
to Computer Integrated Manufacturing, which is regarded very much as a fifth 
generation computing goal. 
One of the characteristics of fifth generation computing is the capability for 
dealing with knowledge, which is a an important aspect of intelligent systems. 
Figure 7.11 Fifth Generation Computing Hierarchy 
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Information is obtained in a computing system from data. The production of 
information from pure data is a value adding function of computing and involves 
structuring and relating data items and presenting data in a meaningful and 
helpful way. Relational database management systems are a good example of 
the information technology that has become established for dealing with 
information as opposed to mere data. Information represents a higher level of 
abstraction and granularity than data. Similarly knowledge represents a further 
level of abstraction and granularity. Knowledge relies on information and data in 
the same way that information relies on data. 
Knowledge is important in Computer Integrated Manufacturing for a number of 
reasons: 
• The processing of knowledge facilitates the intelligent systems aspects 
of CIM 
• The Cl M environment is invariably one in which complex business rules 
apply. Knowledge of these rules should ideally be embedded in a Cl M 
system to ensure that it is working towards the enterprise goals in 
accordance with defined business rules. 
• Knowledge is a valuable resource and formalisation of knowledge 
within a Cl M system using KBS techniques helps to protect, preserve 
and increase knowledge. Using a KBS also allows knowledge to be 
replicated around an enterprise to improve operations within the 
enterprise. 
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• In considering the sociotechnical approach to manufacturing and CIM, 
described in Chapter 6, it is necessary to consider the interworking 
between people and technology in the form of computer systems and 
manufacturing equipment. A vital ingredient of this interworking is the 
distribution of knowledge between people and computer systems, 
[Hughes et al, 1988]. This aspect is also important when considering a 
holistic approach to Cl M, which is discussed in later Chapters. 
Whilst the object oriented approach described appears to provide a valuable 
means of defining problem space closely aligned to the real world, the extra 
dimension and power of expression of rules should be included in any formalism 
used to define a CIM System. Rules can be contained within objects and used to 
describe the behaviour of an object in response to a given event. Rules can also 
be used to describe the business rules of an enterprise and subsequently 
encoded into a Cl M System so compliance with such rules is assured. 
7.4.2 Knowledge Representation 
Within computer based systems there are two conventional notations for defining 
knowledge, they are rules and classification structures. The simplest form of 
knowledge based systems use only rules. Rules themselves are usually 
structured in a hierarchical fashion so that different sets of rules are invoked 
dependent on context. 
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Rules 
Rules are symbolic structures which express deductive or evocative progressions 
in a reasoning path [Nexpert]. The term deductive is used to describe a situation 
in which a rule issued to verify conditions in another rule. Evocative refers to the 
situation in which a rule triggers the activation or evaluation of other rules. 
A rule is a piece of knowledge which represents a situation and its immediate 
consequences. The format of a rule is a symbolic structure of the type: 
lf ... .... then ...... .. do 
If is followed by a set of conditions, then by a hypothesis or goal which becomes 
true when the conditions are met. The do set of actions are activated upon a 
positive evaluation of the ru le, i.e. conditions required to make the hypothesis 
true. 
7.4.3 Classification Structures and the Reasoning Process 
A classification structure is a method of structuring objects according to shared 
properties. Classes can store information relevant to all their objects. lt is the 
mechanism of inheritance which enables objects to inherit information. The 
concept and mechanisms of classes, objects and inheritance were explained 
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earlier. Knowledge, therefore, can be held as rules and as an object oriented 
model, containing information about objects and the relationships between 
objects. In an intelligent system of the type it is possible to produce with, for 
example Nexpert [Nexpert], reasoning is accomplished by rules interacting with 
attribute values in objects. Whilst the basic definition of object , attributes and 
relationships are static, the process of reasoning within the problem space is 
dynamic. This leads to new conclusions and decisions being made over time. 
7.4.4 Contribution of KBS Techniques to CIM Architecture 
The KBS approach, containing both object oriented and rule based approaches, 
can contribute to Cl M Architecture and Systems design in three main ways: 
• lt provides a powerful representation and modelling paradigm i.e. more 
powerful than the object oriented approach on its own. 
• When KBS systems are embedded in an operational CIM system they 
provide for intelligent behaviour of that Cl M system. 
• Codifying knowledge in the form of rules helps to formalise the knowledge 
required for business processes. Knowledge, formalised in this way can 
provide visibility of the differentiation between routine knowledge that can be 
codified and non-routine knowledge that requires the intervention of people. 
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7.5 Systems Thinking 
Systems Thinking involves considering systems as a whole and the way in which 
that whole interacts with its environment. Much of the original work on Systems 
thinking has been carried out by Checkland [Checkland, 1991 ]. One of the key 
concepts of Systems Thinking is open systems (not to be confused with the open 
systems standards for inter-computer communication). 
A closed system is one which is completely self-contained and does not interact 
with its environment. For practical purposes systems designs are often carried 
out on the assumption that a system is of the closed type. The reality is that no 
system is a closed system since all systems interact with the broader environment 
in some way, even if it is only energy input. The open systems concept on the 
other hand, recognises that it is important to consider how a system interacts with 
its environment, and to include such considerations in systems design. 
Soft Systems Methodology as described by Checkland [Checkland, 1990] is an 
extension of the original Systems Thinking to cope with the realities of real world 
situations which involve such aspects as people, social, organisational and 
psychological i.e. the factors which are less predictable than the components of 
traditional systems engineering design. 
Checkland, refers to the success of analytical techniques and in particular 
structured analysis techniques. However he goes on to say that this success has 
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been achieved when applied to mainly static and structured problems, and its 
success in computer software has been limited. He states that these structured 
analysis techniques have been found wanting in at least two groups. 
• mechanical and cerebral engineers who want to build systems that 
work 
• psychologists, sociologists, ethologists and biologists who are more 
interested in the behaviour of a complete organism 
Within the broader view of systems offered by Checkland a useful, practical 
definition of systems is offered by LeMoigne [LeMoigne, 1984) as " A set of 
objects together with relationships between the objects and between their 
attributes connected to or related to each other and to their environment, in such 
a manner as to form an entirety or a whole". 
The underlying theme is that when carrying out systems analysis or design 
consideration needs to be given to the interaction between sub-systems of various 
types and the overall interaction between a system and its environment. These 
interactions constitute the behaviour of a system. Such considerations need to be 
taken in to account in Cl M Systems and Architecture design. 
The application of systems thinking also requires that the core purpose and 
function of a system are identified. This concept aligns closely to the business 
process reengineering approach described earlier in Chapter 6. 
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7.6 Contribution of Formalisms and Representational Techniques to an 
Improved Approach 
The table below provides a summary of the contributions of the various 
formal isms and representation techniques discussed in this Chapter could make 
towards an improved approach to CIM Architecture and Systems Design. 
FORMALISMS AND REPRESENTATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
Desirable Attributes of a CIM Object Client KBS Systems 
Architecture Solution Orientated Server Thinking 
Approach Architecture 
1 Managing complexity made easy V' V' V' 
2 Flexible, structured framework ~/ V' 
3 Supports evolution of C l M over time ~/ V' 
4 Takes account of relevant standards 
5 Supports different views, dimensions V' v 
6 Supports people and their knowledge V' v 
7 Supports business process view v V' .. ,::' f/ 
8 CIM design focuses on satisfying ::_ ... ·· V' 
customer needs 
9 Useable and intelligible approach V' ·: .. · . ·=·=·· 
V' Strong contribution ti'Medlum contribution ,,_ .... ~:::: =··;==:~n {:·==:·_,.n·::,· d:.=-:.r:-:::·::::··: 
Figure 7.12 Potential Contribution of Formal isms and Representation 
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The object oriented paradigm provides a valuable approach that is capable of 
supporting different views. Its representational formalism provides a convenient 
basis tor handling complexity, particularly the interaction between the component 
parts of a Cl M System. The behaviour of an object can be used to hold 
knowledge about processes for instance. A manufacturing enterprise contains 
many interacting sub-systems that need to be supported by its Cl M system, and 
the overall behaviour of an enterprise is determined by sub-systems and their 
interactions. The encapsulated nature of objects which allows objects to interact 
with each other supports the co-operating sub-systems view of a Cl M system. 
The client server Architecture approach is consistent with the object oriented 
approach at a higher level of granularity and is able to embody the same principle 
of encapsulation supported by the object oriented approach. In this way client 
server Architecture contributes to the management of complexity. The distributed 
non-hierarchical concept of client server is also well suited to the requirement for 
a Cl M Architecture framework that is both structured and flexible. 
Given the complexity and richness of possible behaviours, systems thinking 
concepts can be usefully applied to the understanding of a manufacturing 
enterprise and its required Cl M system. In particular systems thinking is a method 
for dealing with complexity and the soft systems aspects involving people. The 
systems thinking concept aligns to the business process reengineering approach 
described in Chapter 6 and contributes towards the incorporation of the goal of 
satisfying customer need within CIM Systems Design. Knowledge based systems 
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methods provide a means of articulating business rules and human knowledge to 
support business processes. 
7.7 Conclusions 
A number of formalisms and representational techniques have been discussed in 
this Chapter. Their respective contributions towards the desirable attributes of a 
Cl M Architecture solution were identified. The different techniques discussed in 
this Chapter were: 
• Object orientated approach 
• Client server Architecture 
• Knowledge based systems 
• Systems thinking 
All were found to have worthwhile characteristics, with respect to satisfying the 
desirable attributes of a Holistic C l M Architecture solution. lt was also found that 
they cou ld be mutually supportive. 
In the next Chapter, Chapter 8, a number of innovative concepts from a wide 
range of theoretical foundations will be examined and their potential for 
contributing to an improved method of Cl M Arch itecture design will, be assessed. 
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8.0 INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS TO SUPPORT A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO CIM 
8.1 Introduction 
Various paradigms, enterprise attributes and representational methods have been 
considered in terms of providing a more comprehensive and hence more holistic 
view. However, a greater degree of comprehensiveness, over and above that 
implicit in the CIM-OSA and GRAI approaches, would be likely to lead to even 
greater complexity of approach and difficulty of application than is currently the 
case with CIM-OSA and GRAI. This is likely to render such an approach 
impracticable. There is, therefore, a need to examine innovative and potentially 
simplifying approaches and methods which are able to deal with levels of 
complexity beyond that provided for by CIM-OSA and GRAI. 
In this Chapter a number of avenues are explored with regard to their potential 
contribution towards the creation of a holistic approach to Cl M Architecture and 
Systems Design. These avenues include: 
• Fractals 
• Chaos theory 
• Self-organising systems and their interactions 
• Goal driven systems 
• Holonic systems 
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The possibility that concepts associated with the above areas could contribute to 
Cl M Systems design was identified early in the research. The author's own 
experience in conceiving, designing and implementing one of the most advanced 
Cl M Systems world-wide using a relatively simple architectural framework seemed 
to be at odds with other approaches being pursued by CAM-I[CAM-1, 1983] and 
CIM-OSA [AMICE] projects, in which the author was also involved. These 
projects relied heavily on detailed analysis and modelling. 
Cl M design needs to start from first principles, rather than trying to follow a 
prescriptive or over analytical approach. The gulf which exists between theory 
and practical experience highlights the need for alternative theoretical bases to 
support a more practicable approach to the design of Cl M Systems and to an 
improved understanding of the behaviour of such systems. Alternative paradigms 
and theoretical approaches are discussed in this Chapter. The Chapter 
concludes with a review and synthesis of the research carried out and defines the 
attributes required for a holistic solution to Cl M Architecture Design. 
8.2 Fractals 
Fractals where first reported by Mandelbrot [Mandelbrot , 1983] who experimented 
with simple iterative mathematical formulae to produce computer graphic pictures 
of incredible complexity and detail. When viewed on a computer screen, these 
pictures had some strange properties. They resembled organic shapes found in 
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nature and they were infinitely detailed. Another important property was that of 
self-similarity described by Gleick [Gieick, 1990] and [Pollock, .1989] between the 
different shapes just as found in nature. For example all trees are different but are 
recognisable as trees because of their self-similarity. The applicability of Fractals 
to Manufacturing Control was recognised by Parunak et al [Parunak et at, 1986]. 
who proposed four core concepts: 
• an actor model for software architecture suited to the constraints of 
distributed hardware 
• a control strategy based on negotiation lets the system configure itself 
and respond graciously to change 
• the fractal approach reduces the amount of code to be written if the 
layers are similar 
• inevitable differences between layers are abstracted into knowledge 
bases and are not included in the systems control logic 
In the example below the highest level of abstraction is the single entity of truck 
factory. A more detailed view shows that it consists of three factories, each of 
which contains several manufacturing systems, which in turn are collections of 
machine tools. This hierarchical view of an industry, as described by Parunak et 
al [Parunak et a/, 1985]. is common in the design of control systems, and reflects 
the differences between levels. 
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Truck Company 
81. Louis Body Plant Detroit Engine Plant Toledo Assembly Plant 
Oil Pump FMS Engine Assembly FMS 
Milling Machine Lathe ASR Assembly Robot 
Figure 8.1 Hierarchical View of a Factory [Parunak, et al, 1985] 
Parunak et al [Parunak et al 1985] propose an alternative view that they describe 
as an Intuitive View based on Flow, as illustrated in Figure 8.2. 
:::~ ~ (sheet metal) ... BODY W - ~~~:~,:~ .-.--1 ~ (trucks) ASSEMBLY .. 
PLANT m -
(castings) 
.... 
ENGINE ~ - FACTORY 
.;:,~.a. ··-:-: 
Figure 8.2 Manufacturing Flow 
This intuitive view reflects that of a manufacturing engineer or shop foreman, who 
would see the factory in terms of the processes taking place rather than the 
composition of the factory, as in a hierarchical view. Parunak claims that this 
method of creating a factory model captures a view which is the same at every 
level. The hierarchical view therefore would appear to emphasise the differences, 
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whilst the process view would seem to emphasise the similarities at the various 
levels. The process view would therefore appear to lend itself to the concept of 
Fractals applied to manufacturing. 
Several of the aspects required to support the fractal view such as the actor I 
agent concept, negotiation between agents and reuse of similar code at different 
levels would be fully supported by the Object Oriented paradigm described in 
Chapter 7 of this thesis, and the distributed control aspects supported by the 
Client Server Architecture also described in Chapter 7. 
The basic structure of an object is illustrated below in Figure 8.3. 
-~1 
m. ~--------------~:1 
:-: 
~-
Object Name 
Attributes 
Services 
Figure 8.3 Basic Object Structure 
When an information system is defined and coded in terms of objects as above, 
the notion of self-similarity is apparent and lends itself to the concept of Fractals. 
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8.3 Chaos Theory 
In his book "Natures Chaos" [Gieick, 1990), Gleick covers a range of different 
aspects of complex systems behaviour. In particular it deals with the non-linear 
behaviour of systems - especially those that appear in nature. He argues that 
mainstream and traditional science has concentrated on linear systems and has 
tried to explain the world in terms of predictable cause and effects, using 
reductionist techniques. Needless to say these attempts have had limited 
success. Traditional Euclidean geometry for example is based on squares, 
triangles, straight lines and circles etc. yet we are surrounded in every day life by 
shapes which cannot be defined using this geometry. The simple mixing process 
of adding milk to coffee for instance cannot be modelled or predicted accurately. 
Fractal geometry, on the other hand, can define complex natural shapes such as 
a fern leaf using simple iterative equations. This type of geometry is generative 
rather than a static description, [Devaney, 1992],. The author contends that the 
same is true of Cl M Systems and the behaviour of manufacturing enterprises 
generally. The approach by the computer science discipline has been to apply 
reductionist thinking and techniques to the understanding, modelling and design 
of Cl M Architectures and Systems. The reality is that Cl M Systems comprise 
many different complex and interacting systems that together constitute a 
complete Cl M System, and that Cl M Systems behave as non-linear systems. The 
potential contribution of certain ideas from Chaos Theory are discussed later. 
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8.4 Self-Organising Systems and their Interactions 
A self-organising system is one that has the capacity to look after itself. lt takes 
what it needs from its environment say data, information or energy and performs 
its function according to some goal. Self-organising systems are also able to 
select from a 'menu' of alternative behaviours according to the different situations 
which they encounter. By this means they are able to demonstrate flexibility as 
they are subjected to considerable change. When the success of different 
behaviours can be measured and remembered or behaviours can be modified in 
the light of experience this capability provides for adaptive behaviour. These 
aspects of self-organising systems have implications for Cl M Systems design. 
One of the most important attributes required of a Cl M System is that it be robust. 
This means that the operation of the system as a whole is not vulnerable to one 
system component going faulty. lt also requires that real-time dependencies are 
kept to a minimum. In the design of the ICL Cl M system reported earlier, cell 
controllers were designed to be self-contained, with communications to other 
parts of the Cl M System kept to a minimum and were non-critical. Data for cell 
controllers was held locally and individual Numerical Control (NC) programs 
activated by reading the bar code part type. Data on items completed and quality 
etc. were sent over the network at any time. Thus the cell controllers were all 
designed to have the same broad functionality, with some particularisation for the 
different functions. So to a certain extent the cell controllers exhibited both self-
similarity and self-organ ising capability. 
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One of the interesting aspects of self-organising systems is that when two 
systems working to simple algorithms interact the result can be complex non-
predictable intelligent behaviour. This is an example of what is referred to in 
systems terminology [Checkland, 1981] as emergent properties. This describes 
how the behaviour of a higher level of granularity in a system is more than just the 
sum of behaviours of the lower levels of granularity and higher levels of behaviour 
emerge at each higher echelon of a large system. This is illustrated in Figure 8.4 
below using objects to describe the system components. 
HIGHER LEVEL OF GRANULARITY 
Wall building system using cooperative behavior 
Robot A \3! 
m r-----------------------~w· 
t Attributes 
Can pick up upto 1 kg 
Rules 
1 Place blocks on top of 
other blocks 
2 Drop any blocks over 1 Kg 
,., ••••• , • ~;:;:-:~ ... · · : .. >l'.t' ";/', ., 
i: 
r:: 
~-· 
Robot 8 
Attributes 
Can pick up upto 3 kg 
Rules: 
1 Place blocks side by side 
Figure 8.4 Co-operative Behaviour Between Objects 
The above example by the author shows how objects working to simple rules can 
interact and between them exhibit complex behaviour, such as co-operative task 
sharing to build a wall. 
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The implication for Cl M Systems design is that to try and model a manufacturing 
enterprise using a hierarchical top down approach to greater and greater levels of 
granularity is not a viable approach. This is a reductionist approach which will 
constrain the view on possible behaviours of the complete system. 
When the author conceived, designed and managed the implementation of the 
ICL Cl M System he adopted a pragmatic approach, which he called at the time 
top down design with top down and bottom up implementation. The top down 
design created a broad framework into which individual systems could be fitted. lt 
is the author's contention that sub-systems can be defined and specified within a 
broad framework without trying to plan for, and predict the possible interactions 
between sub-systems, since that is not feasible . The result supported by the 
author's experience is that more intelligent and robust systems will emerge. The 
Client Server Architecture is ideally suited to such an approach. 
8.5 Goal Driven Systems 
These are purposeful systems that are designed to achieve a goal or perhaps a 
number of goals. Such systems are not necessarily complex, for instance, one of 
the simplest everyday examples of a goal driven system is the thermostat, which 
has the goal of maintaining a constant temperature. 
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Another example of goal driven systems is a backward chaining knowledge based 
system. In these systems the end goal or hypothesis is defined and the reasoning 
system of the KBS looks for the conditions required to satisfy the hypothesis. So a 
question to be addressed is - are CIM Systems purposeful?' or should they be? 
The author believes that Cl M Systems are purposeful, particularly when the 
human dimension is included and that the overall goal of a Cl M System is to 
support a manufacturing enterprise in meeting the supply equals demand 
equation. The applicability of goal driven systems to Cl M and the concept of 
meeting the equation are closely interrelated. 
Purposeful behaviour might be sometimes be difficult to discern in a complex Cl M 
System. However CIM Systems can be viewed from a fractal perspective, whereby 
the Cl M System overall is supporting the meeting of the "supply equals demand" 
equation and all sub-systems are also, in some way, contributing to meeting the 
same goal. lt is the 'summation' of these sub-systems' goal driven behaviour of 
satisfying the equation which is the basis for the overall purposeful behaviour. 
An example of such a sub-system could be a robotic cell, which is required to 
execute a programmed routine according to the number of assemblies it is 
required to deal with. A Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) system works 
out using the demand for products how to satisfy the demand in terms of materials 
to be ordered and components to be made. Even a designer using a CAD system 
is trying to satisfy the customer requirement or demand. 
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8.6 Holonic Systems 
The term Holonic Systems refers to the use of biological systems as a metaphor 
in the design of man made systems. The author has for some time pursued the 
idea of looking at biological systems to gain a better understanding of the way 
Cl M Systems operate or their design might be improved. The holonic approach is 
described by Warman [Warman, 1985] and uses the biological systems metaphor. 
lt is one of six topics designated for collaborative research and development by 
the Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) (IMS] initiative. 
IMS is a global initiative involving the European Union, North America, Canada, 
Australasia and Japan and was initiated by Japan. lt is intended to be a 10 year 
programme (now in its fourth year) aimed at developing advanced intelligent 
manufacturing systems solutions that address the problems posed by global 
manufacturing. The author has been involved in the IMS programme as a 
rapporteur on behalf of the European Commission. The six research and 
development topics are listed below: 
• clean manufacturing 
• global concurrent engineering 
• enterprise integration 
• holonic manufacturing systems 
• rapid product development 
• knowledge systemisation 
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The IMS programme describes the holonic manufacturing systems topic as 
"Architecture and technology for open, distributed, intelligent, autonomous, co-
operation systems for application in IMS". 
If one looks at biological systems such as mammals for instance, they can be 
seen to consist of numerous co-operating autonomous sub-systems, some of 
which are listed below: 
• central nervous system • autonomous nervous system 
• endocrine system • digestive system 
• cardio-vascular system • respiratory system 
• immune system • skeletal system 
• muscular system • etc . 
Communication between sub-systems can be fast - via nerves, or slow via the 
bloodstream using hormones. Sub-systems operate autonomously and react to 
messages picked up in 'real-time' from nerve transmissions i.e. with millisecond 
responses or via the hormonal system, in which case responses may occur within 
minutes or over a period of days, weeks or months. Individual cells, of course, 
make up each of the above systems and have their own control mechanisms to 
maintain equilibrium. Similarly a manufacturing enterprise and its CIM System can 
be considered as a network of semi-autonomous sub-systems, which 
communicate with each other in order to pass on instructions or pass back 
information. Each working to satisfy the "Supply equals Demand" equation. 
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8.7 Contribution of Innovative Concepts to Support a Holistic Approach 
In this Chapter a number of innovative concepts have been identified and 
described with respect to their potential contribution to a holistic approach. The 
table below identifies their contributions to a new improved approach. 
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS TO SUPPORT HOLISTIC APPROACH 
Desirable Attributes of a CIM Fractals Chaos SOS GDS HS 
Architecture Solution Theory 
1 Managing complexity made easy V' t/ t/ t/ 
2 Flexible, structured framework / V &··/ t/ 
3 Supports evolution of CIM over time t/ 
4 Takes account of relevant standards 
5 Supports different views, dimensions t/ 
6 Supports people and their knowledge 
7 Supports business process view if v 
8 CIM design focuses on satisfying t/ t/ ;:::.::=· 
customer needs 
9 Useable and intelligible approach t/ v .. ·:-· t/ 
11 Strong contribution V Medium coJ1tribution ::.·  ·: ==:~:=- ~~~ r:::::::t~:~:r-:i: ·=;_.:::~=i::.:::: 
SOS = Self organising systems; GDS = Goal Driven systems; HS: Holonic systems 
Figure 8.5 Potential Contribution of Innovative Techniques 
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8.8 Review of Methods, Approaches, Concepts and Techniques 
The initiatives in standards development, modelling techniques and 
methodologies for the design and implementation of Cl M Architectures and 
Systems were explored in Chapter 3. In Chapters 4 and 5 a detailed examination 
of the two most promising and comprehensive approaches i.e. CIM-OSA and 
GRAI was described. The limitations of the approaches were investigated taking 
account of the author's own practical experience in designing and implementing a 
leading edge CIM system. In particular the CIM-OSA and GRIM approaches were 
found to cumbersome and impracticable in comparison with the author's more 
pragmatic approach. The CIM-OSA and GRAIIntegrated Methodology, whilst 
offering quite different approaches, both rely on applying structured methods to 
the problem of Cl M Architecture and Systems design and understanding. 
Chapter 6 explored the wider dimensions of Cl M such as the sociotechnical 
dimension, world class manufacturing, the behavioural aspects of manufacturing 
systems and the business process view and business enterprise modelling. 
Foundation 8 [IMOCIM], (Describing and Understanding) states that "a 
manufacturing enterprise contains systems and sub-systems comprising human, 
technological, social, organisational and information system components, which 
together make up a dynamic enterprise which adjusts its behaviour to meet its 
goals". lt goes on to state that "in order to capture the true nature of an enterprise 
it is necessary to capture both the internal dynamics and relationships of an 
enterprise together with the external influences to which it must respond". 
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Chapter 7 investigated several possible technological contributions in terms of 
formalisms and representation techniques, including object oriented technology, 
client server Architecture and knowledge based systems, Open Systems and 
Systems Thinking concepts. 
In this Chapter various concepts and paradigms were investigated with regard to 
their potential contribution to systems understanding and design generally, and 
CIM Architecture Design in particular. Specifically addressed were Fractals, 
chaos theory, self-organising systems, goal driven systems and holonic systems. 
Even in relatively well understood computer situations, structured methods often 
fail to deliver solutions. lt is proposed that the application of structured methods 
to the design and understanding of Cl M Architecture and Systems, as advocated 
in the CIM-OSA and GIM approaches, will not lead to the design of wholly 
successful solutions due to the multi-dimensional nature of a manufacturing 
enterprise. In the following section the desirable attributes of a Holistic Approach 
to Cl M Architecture and Systems Design are identified and justified. 
The CIM-OSA and GIM approaches and structured methods generally take a 
hierarchical view of an enterprise and organisation. Modern organisation theory 
as described in Foundation 3 (Organisation) [IMOCIM] describes how 
organisational layers are being removed and departmental and functional barriers 
are being broken down. Design and manufacturing functions, for instance, are 
becoming merged through the adoption of concurrent engineering techniques. 
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From a communications point of view the hierarchical model does not support 
good communications especially between the lowest levels in the hierarchy, with 
messages having to pass up and down the hierarchy between different functions. 
A better and more efficient model is that provided by the networking approach and 
supported by the client server architecture concept described in Chapter 7. 
The alternative enterprise view based on business processes, rather than 
organisational hierarchy, is being increasingly adopted, so that management's 
efforts are focused on managing the value adding supply chain that satisfies 
customers requirements. The emphasis of the business process view is on flow. 
Similarly the same emphasis on flow can be found in the philosophy of Just-in 
Time (JIT}. The JIT philosophy originated in Japan and relies on a simple pull 
through system for replenishing and reordering stock. Traditionally the Japanese 
have not relied heavily on computerised production control systems such as MRP, 
and yet have been extremely successful. This does not mean, however, that the 
answer is to abandon computer systems. There are many different mission critical 
computer system s employed in the successful Japanese industry which need to 
be integrated in a CIM environment to underpin competitive advantage. This 
factor is demonstrated by the heavy involvement of Japan in the IMS initiative. 
Earlier in this Chapter is described a fractal perspective of a manufacturing 
system that is non-hierarchical, and where the emphasis is on flow. Chapter 6 
also describes the business enterprise modelling approach developed by the 
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TIQS(TIQS] project, where the constructs are processes and activities which 
comprise the flow of a value adding supply chain. Thus one important attribute of 
a holistic approach is that it should be based on processes and flow rather than a 
hierarchical command structure or hierarchical decision support structure. 
This concept of the value adding supply chain of business processes to meet 
customer demand also means that each process in the chain is trying to meet the 
demand of a downstream process until the last process in the chain - delivery to 
the customer. The concept of processes and systems designed to satisfy the 
'Supply equals Demand' equation is an important attribute of CIM design. 
Another trend in the design of organisations and work is that of empowerment. 
This involves giving employees more control over their work and greater decision 
taking power, usually accompanied by organisational delayering. One of the key 
concepts of world class manufacturing culture [Thompson, 1993a], closely 
associated with empowerment of the individual employee is 'management by 
policy', whereby employees' jobs are defined by the results which need to be 
achieved rather than how to achieve the required result. 
Other trends in the organisation of work in manufacturing are team working, 
natural groups and cellular manufacturing. These methods and techniques 
described in IMOCIM [IMOCIM) enable groups of people to work on significant 
and meaningful items of work rather than meaningless repetitive tasks. These 
methods of working are analogous to self-organising systems and goal driven 
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systems concepts, as described earlier in this Chapter. Thus the concept of 
minimum specification advocated in the light of the author's own practical 
experience mirrors what is taking place in the organisation of work in the 
manufacturing enterprise. In the author's view there is a strong case for a holistic 
approach to Cl M Architecture design to incorporate the concepts of self-
organisation and goal driven systems. 
Cl M Systems are intended to provide enterprise wide support of a manufacturing 
company so that materials and resources are employed effectively to meet 
customer demand and attain/retain competitive advantage. The resources 
referred to include manufacturing equipment and employees. 
The ideal Cl M System needs to harness the valuable attributes of employees 
such as skills, knowledge, motivation and decision taking ability. This key 
requirement, in turn necessitates that subsystems design takes account of the 
human contribution to effective operation of business processes. In this way the 
sociotechnical aspects of CIM system can be addressed. 
The table below, Figure 8.6, summarises the potential contribution of the 
methods, approaches and techniques identified and evaluated earlier in this 
thesis. 
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Areas of Contribution from 
Evaluated Approaches, Desirable Attributes of a Solution 
Concepts and Techniques 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
CIM-OSA ::::· v f/ 
GRAI/GIM .· .-: 
ICL Approach V if v 
Sociotechnical Approach t/ t/ 
World Class Manufacturing t/ v t/ 
IMOCIM Project t/ v v' 
Business Process Reengineering V t/ v 
TIQS Project ·' t/ §./ 
Object Orientated Approach v V if t/ 
Client Server Architecture t/ t/ t/ t/ t/ if .. 
Knowledge Based Systems t/ 
Systems Thinking Approach t/ V V V 
Fractals t/ V t/ t/ t/ 
Chaos Theory t/ 
Self Organising Systems t/ V t/ v 
Goal driven Systems t/ V V' 
Holonic Systems Approach t/ t/ t/ :;.; .;: ~/ 
t/ Strong contribution VMedlum contribution ::··<>":>.i:~ r~~ n~ - h~ijr:::-: 
1 Managing complexity made easy 
2 Flexible, structured framework 
6 Supports people and their knowledge 
7 Supports business process view 
3 Supports evolution of Cl M over time 
4 Takes account of relevant standards 
5 Supports different views, dimensions 
8 CIM design focuses on satisfying 
customer needs 
9 Useable and intelligible approach 
Figure 8.6 Areas of Contribution to Desirable Attributes 
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8.9 Conclusions 
In this Chapter a number of innovative techniques which could potentially support 
a holistic approach have been evaluated. These techniques along with the all the 
methods, approaches, concepts and techniques investigated and evaluated 
earlier in this work, have been listed in the table shown in Figure 8.6 with their 
respective potential contributions identified. In order to achieve the required 
richness inherent in a holistic approach it is believed that: 
• The concepts involved in the socio-technical approach, world class 
manufacturing and the IMOCIM project whilst highlighting the limitations of 
the techno-centric approach, offer a means of enriching Cl M design . 
• The incorporation of concepts from the socio-technical approach, world class 
manufacturing and the IMOCIM project into an underlying paradigm provides 
the breadth of scope for a holistic view of a manufacturing enterprise. 
• The object orientated approach and client server architecture provide a 
sound basis for developing a representational formalism and architectural 
structure. KBS techniques can be used to encode knowledge within an 
object orientated approach allowing knowledge to be aligned to business 
processes. 
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• Systems theory provides an overall conceptual framework for understanding 
the behaviour of a manufacturing enterprise particularly with respect to the 
socio-technical aspects. 
• Both the business process re-engineering and approach and enterprise 
modelling techniques developed within the TIQS project contribute towards 
an underlying manufacturing enterprise papradigm based on a process view 
rather than a functional view. 
• The fractal concept, when combined with the object orientated approach, is 
particularly powerful in managing complexity. 
• Chaos theory and self-organising systems are useful in developing an 
approach which focuses on defining the components of a Cl M system as 
objects which interact with each other in defined ways, and consequently is 
able to cope with the unpredictable behaviour of a complex Cl M system. This 
contrasts with the more conventional top down approach that tries to 
encompass the definition of complete behaviour which the author believes is 
an impossible task in a complex Cl M system. 
• The goal driven systems concept is important for embedding the satisfaction 
of the supply equals demand equation I satisfying customer requirements 
within individual system components. lt is also supportive of the business 
process perspective. 
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• The holonic systems approach provides a unifying concept which can 
support the rich behaviour of a Cl M system. lt contributes in particular to 
coping with complexity and supporting flexibility in a Cl M system, and should 
provide a sound basis for a useable and intelligible approach. 
Hence, based on the evaluations carried out into object oriented analysis and 
knowledge based systems, detailed in Chapter 7, lt is believed that the object 
oriented, KBS and client server formalisms I representational techniques can be 
adapted to support a holistic approach capable of supporting the dimensions of 
people, knowledge and the business process view. The underlying modelling 
paradigm should also take account of Fractals, chaos theory, self-organisation , 
goal driven systems and holonic systems concepts in order to reduce the degree 
of complexity and ensure that a Cl M System Design is focused on satisfying 
customer demand. A holistic approach to Cl M is proposed in the next Chapter. 
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9.0 A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO CIM 
9.1 Introduction 
This Chapter proposes an approach to Cl M Architecture which is able to support a 
holistic approach to CIM System design. lt builds on the concepts explored and 
developed in the previous chapters and attempts to satisfy the required attributes 
of an architecture and systems design approach, specified in Chapter 8. 
9.2 Top Level View of Holistic CIM Architecture 
The starting point for the required Architecture is that it be flexible and yet 
structured. lt should be non-hierarchical, complement organisational delayering 
and support employee empowerment. 
The client server architecture, described in Chapter 8, satisfies these 
requirements and is, therefore, chosen as a suitable model. A typical client server 
architecture is illustrated in Figure 9.1 below. 
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SERVER 
Figure 9.1 Typical Client Server Architecture 
A fundamental requ irement is that the architecture supports a paradigm based on 
business processes. Hence each of the client systems/subsystems can be 
considered as relating to a business process as shown below in Figure 9.2. 
SERVER Network 
Figure 9.2 Client Server Architecture Combined with Business Process View 
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In practice there would almost certainly be more than one server in an enterprise 
wide CIM System. For instance design related data would usually be stored 
separately from manufacturing data used on the shop floor even though the latter 
is derived from design data. A client system might well be responsible for the 
control of data in a server system as in configuration and version control for 
instance. An example of how the above client server architecture might manifest 
itself in a manufacturing enterprise is shown below in Figure 9.3. 
Purchasing 
Figure 9.3 Client Server Architecture in a Manufacturing Enterprise 
The above shows a top level process view of the main business processes and 
hence, client systems, required to support the value adding supply chain for 
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satisfying customer demand, together with typical server systems, which contain 
repositories of design and production data. 
Examples of the client system supporting processes, using object oriented 
representation methods, are described in the following section. 
9.3 Constitution of the Component Parts of Holistic CIM Architecture 
The basic representational building block for describing client systems and 
subsystems is based on the object notation described earlier in Chapter 8 and 
il lustrated in Figure 8.3. This notation has been adapted as shown below in 
Figure 9.4, to enable the meaningful representation of client systems supporting 
business processes in a manufacturing enterprise. 
System Name 
~~ ~----------------------;" :~~-
Attributes 
Supports Business Process 'N' 
Contains subsystems 1, 2, 3 
r-
l $·· 
I ~: 
~----------------------~l~ ~ Behaviours 
Services - The demands to be 
sat isfied by this process 
t 
Figure 9.4 Object Notation to Represent IT Support of Business Processes 
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Similarly a manufacturing enterprise can be considered as a network of semi-
autonomous cells, alike and fractal, in that the purpose of each of them is to 
satisfy the supply equals demand equation. The cells will have a dynamic 
existence in that they exist as long as they have a role to play. Individual cells will 
differ in their characteristics depending on the process involved. The process, a 
function of the type of demand to be satisfied, will determine the characteristics of 
the fractal cell. A possible make up of an individual cell or subsystem is shown: 
Subsystem Name 
Attributes 
Equipment 
-which forms part of the subsystem 
People 
- skills and qualifications 
-knowledge 
- training 
Material 
- input to this subsystem 
- output generated by this subsystem 
Information 
- information required by this subsystem 
- information generated by this subsystem 
Behaviors 
Services - the demands to be satisfied by th is subsystem 
Local procedures, Local data 
Events which trigger communications with other subsystems ? 
Procedures for dealing with external triggers 
<. 
Rules for the operation of this subsystem I business process < 
~: Decisions taken by this subsystem 
Figure 9.5 Example of Individual Cell or Subsystem 
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Whilst a non-hierarchical approach is a feature of any complex system, e.g. a 
biological system, structure is important to understanding the nature of a complex 
system. Hence, there is structure provided by the system I subsystem 
relationship and classification structure. In this case it is not detrimental in that it 
aids understanding- but does not constrain the behaviour and interaction 
between subsystems or systems. 
There is no hierarchy of command, control or decision making implied. Just as in 
biological systems, autonomy of operation of subsystems is intended, whilst 
working broadly to the same agenda - which is usually survival in the case of a 
biological system and survival by satisfying the supply equals demand equation in 
a manufacturing enterprise. Each subsystem, or system, acting as an 
autonomous agent. 
The actual disposition of server systems depends on the logistics of data 
transmission [Ranky, 1991] but the recommended principle is that servers be 
located at the place of maximum use so that transmission bottlenecks are 
minimised. 
Figure 9.6 below illustrates the intended freedom of interaction between 
subsystems. 
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Subsystem A 
<: 
Subsystem 8 
» ·~ 
+ 
1\ 
Subsystem E ~ 
~ 
' 
Subsystem C ~ 
m 
·iY i t-------tj 
'"'i</;X'Iii;>:;.w.,;;::~~;fm.~;;;f.Jij 
Subsystem 0 ~ 
=~ 
~ ' 
I 
t--------1~ .~ 
., ~·" ....... < .. "'" .,.,.· ., ... . ._.. .~w 
Figure 9.6 Interacting Subsystems 
If a subsystem receives an event trigger from another subsystem an appropriate 
behaviour will be initiated in the receiving subsystem. That behaviour might entail 
purely an informational response, equipment action or human action. 
This approach lends itself to ease of modification without the need for the tedious, 
and time consuming process of revision which would be necessary where a more 
traditional structured definitions of systems are employed. This provides for a 
capacity to evolve as the external or internal envi ronment changes. This latter, 
increasing robustness, an important attribute if systems are to survive. 
The behaviours of subsystems are, in effect, networked and this provides the 
basis for an intelligent response to external stimuli, another attribute which is 
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important for survival. This paradigm provides the basis for a holistic 
representation formalism for a Computer Integrated Manufacturing System which 
is able to support the rich level of interaction that is possible but not always 
predictable in a Computer Integrated Manufacturing Enterprise. 
9.4 Implementation Methodology 
To use the proposed holistic approach a Cl M designer would first identify the 
relevant business processes. There are two possible techniques. Firstly, that of 
starting with a set of generic business processes as illustrated in Figure 6.3, The 
ISO 9004-1 Quality Loop Life Cycle, and then selecting and decomposing those 
processes according to the particular situation in an enterprise. Alternatively, one 
might identify relevant processes and classify them according to some generic 
classification such as the ISO 9004-1 Quality Loop. 
The second method is considered more appropriate as it is easier and more 
natural for the user. This was found to be the case with user companies in the 
TIQS project. The result should be a set of processes and sub-processes. Next 
the holistic Cl M representational formalism is used to establish a basic framework 
illustrated in Figure 9. 7 below. This basic framework provides a visualisation 
which aids understanding of processes and sub-processes and the mapping of IT 
requirements. lt also provides a structural framework for developing specifications 
and requirements at lower levels of granularity. 
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This concept as exemplified in the example below, shows the overall structure of a 
typical Cl M System based on the paradigm proposed in this thesis, incorporating 
a client server Architecture framework to support autonomous and self-organised 
behaviour of subsystems. Each subsystem contains the dimensions required to 
support the overall holistic nature of a CIM System Architecture. The requirements 
at process and sub-process levels are established using proforma templates as 
illustrated in Figure 9.5 earlier. 
Sub -
Process 2 ;, 
• ·••••• .• ··.·.~·-. ?"' 
SERVERS 
··.•y••·.· ··· .... 
Sub -
Process 1 
Sub -
Process 2 ~ 
.... ~· 
• .. 
Figure 9.7 Proposed Holistic CIM Architecture Structure 
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Note that MAP is Material requirements Planning, CAD is Computer Aided 
Design, CAE is Computer Aided Engineering, EDM is Engineering Data 
Management and SOP is Sales Order Processing. 
The specification of attributes and behaviours as illustrated in Figure 9.5 should 
provide sufficient granularity and depth of specification for the Cl M designer to 
construct an appropriate architecture. The overall structure combined with the 
encapsulation of the attributes and behaviours at subsystem level should also 
provide a basis for understanding the enterprise from a number of different 
perspectives, according to the attributes or behaviours selected. One such view 
could be knowledge for instance, and this could provide a means for knowledge 
mapping in an enterprise. 
One of the dimensions of a holistic approach to Cl M is that human and 
organisational aspects are addressed. The proposed representational formalism 
is used to describe both computer based and human activities. For instance, 
sales order processing could be carried out manually or using a computer based 
system and yet be represented using the same format. 
lt is possible, therefore, to portray a mix of IT supported and non IT supported 
activities or processes in a consistent format. This feature is useful for planning 
the evolutionary development of a Cl M System over time as various activities 
become computerised. 
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This is not to say that people are treated as robots in this approach. The method 
provides a means of articulating the human contribution to business processes in 
a manner which is consistent with management by policy and empowerment with 
minimal job specification, yet within a coherent framework covering both computer 
based and human based support of business processes. 
Hence the proposed Holistic Approach to Cl M Architecture and System Design 
recognises that the operation of a manufacturing enterprise involves equipment 
with varying degrees of automation; people with a wide range of responsibilities, 
roles, skills and qualifications; information systems; work flow and material flow as 
part of a supply chain; interaction with customers; and interaction with the 
environment in which the enterprise has to operate and survive satisfying 
customer need. 
9.5 Evaluation of Proposed Holistic Approach 
The holistic solution described in this Chapter is evaluated in the table below in 
Figure 9.8 with respect to the desirable attributes of a Cl M Architecture Solution, 
first identified in Chapter 1 of this work. 
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HOLISTIC APPROACH TO CIM ARCHITECTURE & SYSTEMS DESIGN 
Desirable Attributes of a Cl M 
Architecture Solution 
1. Management of complexity made easy Yes 
- by encapsulation of attributes and 
behaviours 
- through autonomous agent 
behaviour concept 
2. Flexible, structured framework Yes 
- by alignment to business processes 
- client server network model 
3. Support the evolution of CIM over time Yes 
- client server network model allows 
processes I supporting systems to be 
easily added or deleted 
4. Takes account of relevant standards Yes 
- can accommodate any standard 
5. Supports different views and dimensions Yes 
- object orientated approach supports 
different dimensions and views 
6. Supports people and knowledge aspects Yes 
- fully supported 
7. Supports business process view Yes 
-the underlying structure is based on 
business processes 
8. Focus on satisfying customer needs Yes 
-through the value adding chain of 
business processes 
- by building in the demands to be 
satisfied by each subsystem I system 
9. Useable and intelligible approach Yes 
- visualisation method is undemanding 
and economic and yet capable of 
defining a CIM Architecture 
Figure 9.8 Desirable Attributes of a CIM Architecture Solution Satisfied by 
the Proposed Holistic Solution 
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9.6 Conclusions 
A Holistic Cl M Arch itecture and Systems Design solution has been developed and 
presented and a methodology for implementation described. The manner in which 
the approach addresses the deficiencies of existing methods has been detailed. 
The holistic approach described is easy to use and readily provides an enterprise 
view based on business processes aligned to a client server architectural 
framework. This consistency between the enterprise understanding and IT 
requirements I specification views avoids the problems of methodologies which 
use a number of different paradigms for different views, such as the CIM-OSA and 
GRIM. The holistic approach provides greater scope than existing methods and is 
able to accommodate people aspects, knowledge, procedures, policies and goals. 
Nor is it dependent on a hierarchical command structure. 
This greater scope is provided without compromising simplicity of approach by 
using the encapsulation qualities of the object oriented approach to define the 
behaviour of individual processes and sub-processes. The approach explicitly 
recognises the principle of self-organisation thus avoiding the problem of trying to 
define enterprise behaviour in a top down fashion. The whole approach is based 
on the most recent method of enterprise understanding, which is aligned to 
business processes and not departmental based structures. This provides a 
robust approach for dealing with changes to organisation and processes. 
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1 0.0 CONCLUSIONS 
In spite of significant investment by countries, organisations and companies in the 
Western Hemisphere into manufacturing systems and technology, industry 
particularly in the UK and Europe, is still struggling to compete. These problems 
have been highlighted by the DTI in their MOPS initiative and by DG XIII in a 
major report [European Commission, 1991] into Organisation People and 
Technology in European Manufacturing. Compared with the Japanese the West 
tends to develop over complex systems and is prone to seeking inappropriate 
technologically advanced 'solutions'. In the author's view this tendency is 
reflected in the Cl M Architecture and enterprise modelling initiatives to date. 
10.1 Contribution of the Work 
The work has evaluated current approaches to Cl M Architecture and Systems 
Design and identified their deficiencies. The work also explored the holistic nature 
of a manufacturing enterprise and identified additional dimensions which need to 
be addressed in a holistic approach. 
A new holistic approach to CIM Architecture and System Design has been 
presented which is easier to understand, more consistent and coherent than 
existing methods and less cumbersome to use. The new approach supports the 
business process view; recognises the need to take account of people and 
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knowledge; offers considerably more scope yet is simpler to apply than existing 
approaches. Because the new approach does not rely on a rigid framework it 
also provides for flexibility and supports evolutionary change over time. 
The work meets the aims established in Chapter 1 and is supportive of the moves 
from hierarchically based organisational structures towards management and 
organisation based on business processes. The approach is not based on single 
issue perspectives such as decision centres, as in the GRAI Methodology. lt 
provides a paradigm for designing Cl M systems which overcomes the problems of 
conventional technological based approaches to Cl M rightly criticised by the DTI 
in justifying their MOPS initiative and by DG XIII of the European Commission. 
Recent advances in information technology in terms of analysis and design 
techniques, representational formalisms and computer architectures have been 
incorporated into the proposed solution. An analogy based on the most complex 
systems known to man, that is Biological Systems, which include man, has been 
used to create the new alternative approach. 
With the emergence of the virtual enterprise ,whereby virtual organisations or 
networks of organisations exist to serve a fleeting market need, the consequent 
configuring and reconfiguring of organisations requires Cl M systems to mirror the 
dynamics of this process. The holistic solution presented provides a means of 
addressing the significant degree of complexity and dynamism inherent in a 
manufacturing enterprise today and in their requirements for Cl M. 
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10.2 Future Work 
A number of the concepts developed by the author have been validated on user 
companies in the TIQS and IMOCIM projects. The concepts have been presented 
at conferences to authoritative bodies including the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers, Institute of Directors and the Institute of Management, [Thompson, 
1993, 1994, 1995]. Presentations have also been made to senior industrialists. 
To test the proposed approach would require a willing and complex manufacturing 
enterprise and even CIM-OSA has not managed to do this to date. However 
some of the principles have been tested at ICL and have been shown to work. 
This is evidenced by the successful operation and continued evolution of the ICL 
Cl M system. The author has recently submitted a proposal under the Esprit 
Framework IV programme. The proposal requests funding to research and 
develop a holistic methodology and tool to support enterprise analysis and 
engineering. If the proposal is accepted there will be an opportunity to test more 
fully the concepts developed and to promote the new approach within Europe. 
The author has proposed and is organising a colloquium for the Institute of 
Electrical Engineers to be held in Autumn 1996 on the subject of 'A Systems 
Approach to Manufacturing'. Papers have been invited on holistic and holonic 
approaches to manufacturing and it is hoped to use the colloquium as a vehicle 
for promoting the holistic approach to manufacturing and the design of 
manufacturing systems solutions. 
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THE DESIGN OF A MAP LOCAL AREA NETWORK 
IN A LARGE ELECTRONICS PLANT 
Or David Hughes, Xinde Zhu 
D Thompson, J R Kenny 
CIM Centre, Kingston Polytechnic 
International Computers Ltd 
The paper describes the approach adopted to the design of a local 
area network (LAN) at !CL's PCB manufacturing plant at Kidsgrove. 
The plant has been selected as one of the DTI MAP demonstrators 
and will install one of the first MAP networks in the UK by the 
first quarter of 1987. 
A start is made by describing the connection between the MAP 
demonstrator project and the Company's plans for computer 
integrated manufacture (CIM). The Company's manufacturing 
situation is outlined and its plans for CIM are discussed. The 
partitioning of the manufacturing system into four levels to 
provide a well-structured, robust, maintainable and 
extendible system is described. 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
Local automation and highly sophisticated production machines 
have substantially increased the efficiency of the manufacturing 
environment. Now communication between processes, other areas of 
the factory and design departments have become increasingly 
important in the effective operation of the manufacturing system. 
A task force was formed by GM in 1981 to develop a Manufacturing 
Automation Protocol (MAP), to be offered as a public domain 
communications standard for factory environments in an open 
system. This protocol is now supported by the IEEE 802.4 standard 
and over 200 companies now participate in the MAP user group 
meetings including ICL. 
ICL's CIM strategy will rely heavily on a MAP network. Therefore, 
as part of this strategy a MAP demonstrator, KIDMAP, is being 
built to demonstrate MAP concepts and feasibility. A pilot 
application based on the Company's stores management system, is 
to be incorporated in the network. 
2. ICL 
ICL is Europe's leading manufacturer of mainframe computer 
systems. Manufacturing is carried out on three sites: Ashton, 
where the large mainframes are built; Letchworth, where the one-
pe r-desk and DRS range are produced and Kidsgrove, which produces 
personal computers and almost all the Printed Circuit Boards 
(PCB' s ) used in the Compa ny's computers. 
Kidsgrove produces in excess of 15,000 PCBs per week, with a 
potential variety of 800 different board types. Each week the 
factory makes about 500 different types of board, while the batch 
size varies from a dozen to more than 500. 
Computer technology has already tripled the productivity of both 
!CL's designers and manufacturing personnel, thereby shortening 
design time, reducing the time taken to get products to the 
market and, in addition, has substantially improved the quality 
of Company's products. 
At present, over 80% of the product engineering design and 
drafting workload is carried out using computers (CAD). In 
addition the Company uses a number of NC drilling machines, auto-
insertion machines and automated solder machines etc (CAM) in 
production. 
Unfortunately, most of these systems, made by different 
manufactures , are working in isolation and cannot communicate 
with each other easily. This has created "islands of 
automation". 
If !CL is to exploit investment in CAD/CAM it must bridge the 
islands and integrate design and manufacturing data bases, i.e. , 
develop a computer integrated manufacturing system. 
3 . CIM STRATEGY IN !CL 
The main objective of adopting CIM is to achieve and maintain 
competitiveness in the international market in terms of quality, 
productivity, product introduction timescales and customer 
satisfaction (1 ). 
!CL has established a number of systems in its CIM environment, 
for example, quality and test/repair, production control, 
computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided 
manufacturing (CAM). All these systems are based on an 
analysis using IDEF ( 2 ), a graphical modelling technique, 
and the now internationally accepted four layer 
manufacturing hierarchy. In the following section we will 
discuss the production control hierarchy. 
3.1 Architecture of the Production Control System 
The four levels architecture of the production control system are 
outlined below: 
Leve l 4 (top level ) is the strategic planning level which is a 
manage ment information system based on !CL 's manufacturing 
package , OMAC, running on VME 2900. OMAC is an integra ted 
production control system which includes material requirement 
pla nning (MRP), capacity planning and costing. Also included in · 
l e v e l 4 are the corporate quality and engineering databases. 
Level 3, is the operational planning level which has a number of 
modules with for example, systems for stores management, process 
control, monitoring work in progress and production scheduling. 
These applications, running on an ICL SYSTEM 25 computer, provide 
planning information for up to 1 week ahead, produce work to and 
picking lists and trial kit to ensure that instructions passed 
down to operational level are capable of being executed. 
Level 2 is the operation control level. Here individual CIM cells 
use ICL PC's and DRS 300's to co-ordinate conveyer systems, read 
bar code input, download appropriate data and initiate 
processes, i.e., auto-insertion, wave solder, robotic insertion, 
bent under pin vision inspection, operation of store carousel 
etc. 
The lowest l evel (level 1) is device-control and is usually 
incorporated within the actual equipment s uch as automated insert 
machines and NC machines , robots, and PLC (programmable logic 
controller ). 
The OMAC modules at the top link horizontally into each other and 
also vertically all the way down to the micro processor 
controlled robots, carousels, conveyers and other 
automated machines on the shop floor MAP is used 
between level 3 and 2. 
3.2 CAD / CAM Interface 
Interfacing CAD and CAM is one of the key areas for successful 
integration (3). 
Basically there are three main kinds of information which pass 
over the interface: 
• Parts and structure information • 
• Engineering control data • 
• NC data and test data. 
The present situation is that most data passed from design to 
manufacturing is on paper tape, cassette, floppy disc, or from 
planning level to control level using a low speed asynchronous 
serial communication line RS-232. Obviously, this method is slow, 
prone to mistakes and hampers new product introduction 
timescales. Electronic transfer of data 
between CAD and CAM will lead to reductions in product 
introduction timescales giving ICL a competitive advantage over 
companies who fail to adopt CIM. 
To achieve this competitive edge ICL has to eliminate existing 
media and low speed lines. Developing a MAP local area network 
was seen as the strategic solution for achieving high speed 
communication in the multi-vendor environment of the shop 
floor 
4. KIDSGROVE'S PROPOSED MAP LAN (KIDMAP) 
4.1 Purpose of KIDMAP 
The company has launched a major project to develop and implement 
MAP at Kidsgrove (4). The objective is to build a MAP standard 
local area network connecting different departments and equipment 
supplied by various vendors in order to realise paperless high 
speed communication. In addition to the benefits to the Kidsgrove 
factory itself, KIDMAP, will provide an excellent vehicle 
for demonstrating ICL's expertise 
in MAP and MAP products. 
4.2 Design Considerations 
Two major criteria influenced the company's plans. The first was 
the need for speedy implementation to secure the substantial 
benefits of MAP quickly. Secondly, the company were concerned to 
establish a path for later development. 
Main factors considered in design were: 
• the need to .provide full 
s upport for the MAP 7 layer 
protocol s tandard 
• the need to offer good 
performance now and a basis 
for later expansion 
• MAP was required quickly 
• the need for a modular 
structure to facilitate easy 
maintenance and rapid change 
• the need to maintain 
production whilst developing 
and installing MAP 
• cost 
Based on these considerations, the project was divided into two 
development phases. Phase I utilises the maximum amount of 
proprietary hardware and software to reduce the developme nt costs 
and timescales. Phase II involves further development to 
increase the performance of the system and to provide a basis for 
expansion . 
4.3 Project Description 
The MAP demonstrator will meet the needs of a shop floor LAN. 
It will also provide communication between level 3 and 2, such 
as transfer instructions from level 3 to level 2 c e lls, 
feedback of status, material movement and defect information 
from level 2 cells to level 3 modules. In addition, it 
provides intercommunication amongst level 2 cells, · and 
transfers NC data over the CAD/CAM interface to level 2 cells. 
The first phase will take 6 months and will include detai led 
system design and planning, concentrating on achieving a pilot 
application based on MAP version 2.1. The pilot chosen is an 
existing stores management system, shown in Figure 1. 
The development is divided between Network Systems (Stevenage), 
which has considerable experience in Networking and Engineering 
Services (West Gorton), which has designed a number of cell 
control applications. Planning, training and systems integration 
being undertaken by the CIM group. 
Both the Stevenage and Wes t Gorton sites are being used for 
parallel development, the systems integration will be at the West 
Gorton site. It is then proposed to use this facility purely as 
a development Network and initial demonstrator. Implementation 
will be carried out at Kidsgrove, retaining the West Gorton 
facility for further development. 
4.3.1 Exist ing System 
The stores management system keeps track of stock levels. 
The O~~c production control system sends kitting lists to the 
stores management system which breaks these down into picking 
lists. These are communicated to the PC which holds a map of the 
physical locations of quantities of components. The PC drives 
the Dexion Storage Carousels so that the appropriate component 
bins are presented to the operator, together with instructions on 
how many components to pick. 
4.3.2 Impleme ntation 
The first stage of t he project will establish a MAP connection 
between the ICL System 25 and the PC Quattro, initially us i ng RS-
422 connections i nto a MAP Interface Unit, i.e., ISO converter 
(Fig.2 ). The hardware and software for the demonstrator will be 
developed on this network using a simulation of the stores 
manage ment system in order to avoid disrupting the manufacturing 
environment. This development system using simulation will be 
avai l able for demonstrators by the first quarter of 1987. Then, 
by the second quarter of 1987, a new MAP LAN will be installed at 
t he Kidsgrove manufacturing site . 
In phase II (Fig . 3 ) the interim MAP connection on system 25 will 
be replaced by an OSLAN/~~P gateway. This will provide an 
economical and efficient method of connection facilitating the 
enhancement of the network at a later date. 
Various types of gateway were examined but only two offered 
significant advantages. In the long term, the best general 
purpose solution would be an Internet Router. Such gateways 
have already been developed in prototype form for connecting TOP 
and MAP networks. 
A further development will establish the capability o f running 
CSMA/CD 802.3 on broadband and extend the MAP LAN through the 
shop floor to connect all the level 2 cell controller and 
level 3 CIM modules. The configuration will be a truly 
multi-vendor situation covering many applications, allowing 
data to move freely between design, management, and 
production. 
5. SUMMARY 
MAP is becoming an international standard LAN in manufacturing 
environments, and is becoming increasingly accepted world-
wide. ICL as a supplier of manufacturing system is committed 
to CIM, recognises MAP as an enabling technology/standard for 
achieving CIM. The KIDMAP project is a clean demonstration of 
ICL's commitment to MAP to manufacturing and to CIM. 
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l. Background 
International Computers Ltd is based in the UK and is a 
supplier and manufacturer of computer systems ranging 
from Personal Computers to large mainframes. It has 
three main factories :- Kidsgrove which produces all the 
printed circuit boards which in turn are assembled into 
products at the Ashton and Letchworth factories. 
The pcb plant produces up to 20,000 boards per week and 
around 500 board types are in current production. 
Product design centres are located at Bracknell, 
Stevenage, Kidsgrove and Manchester in the UK and Utica 
in the US. 
2. Overview 
Planning for CIM started just over 3 years ago following 
the emergence of the concept of the factory of the 
future. 
The first step was to gain senior management level 
commitment to this concept. This was not difficult 
since the· benefits of improved productivity, quality, 
production introduction timescales and delivery dates 
was appealing to directors of manufacturing. 
Furthermore, when put in the global context it could be 
seen as a necessary strategy for survival. 
ICL like most companies was not in a green field 
situation and already had a large number of computer 
systems, CAD systems, automatic test equipment, NC 
machines and automated equipment. The daunting task was 
to examine the role of existing systems and equipment, 
such that the functionality and data held or used could 
be understood. Various methods of considering the many 
different systems in some sort of coherent framework 
were tried. The framework which was found to be most 
useful and proved to be successful was the four layer 
model. 
This 4 layer approach had the advantage of partitioning 
the work to be done into understandable areas. The 
different expertise required for execution of the 
ISATA 86022 
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different layers was readily apparent and the 
functionality and required co- operation between systems 
could be seen. 
A policy of top down system design together with bottom 
up and top down implementation was adopted interfacing 
and integrating islands of information and automation. 
The strategy was to build on that which existed, 
enhancing in terms of functionality and interfacing 
capability. New systems were specified and implemented, 
and also for some specialised areas, systems were bought 
in. 
The main constituents of the programme are 
- Production control and scheduling 
- CAD/CAM interface 
- Computerised engineering change control 
- Computer aided manufacturing projects 
- Quality systems 
- Networking 
3. Production Control and Scheduling at the factory level 
is carried out by ICL's OMAC Con-line manufacture and 
control> system which is a fully integrated database 
system with all the usual modules for MRP, capacity 
planning, cost establishment etc. As part of the CIM 
programme factory OMACS are interfaced to the corporate 
engineering database on which designers create a bill of 
materials for new or changing products. 
A number of modules typically running on ICL's System 25 
mini are used at level 3 for tasks such as stores 
management or detailed WIP tracking. 
4. The CAD/CAM interface has been and continues to be a 
major area of development. At least 200 new designs of 
pcb's ar.c produced each year and the manufacturing data 
associated with each of these designs can be several 
megabytes. The data required includes gerber, drill, 
test, assembly, inspection etc. The principle was 
established whereby as much as possible of the 
manufacturing data should be generated automatically 
fr om the CAD systems. ICL uses its own in-house CAD 
system and external suppliers systems. Both have had to 
be enhanced to provide more production information 
automatically. 
ISATA 86022 
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The CAD systems both ICL and non-ICL are networked on 
the ICL OSLAN Ethernet cable and a number of pilot 
connections are in place between CAD and CAM systems. 
Full connection will be completed using the MAP network 
being installed on the factory floor. 
It is, however, not sufficient merely to connect CAD 
systems to CAM on the shop floor. The key element of 
control must be included. Hence in this CIM programme 
transfer of data to the shop floor is synchronised with 
product design release mechanisms and bill of material 
transfers plus the computerised change control system. 
5. The computerised engineering change control system was 
introduced one year ago and from the first day had to 
cope with 700 regular users across the company. 
The system provides for the raising of changes and 
automated electronic routing of changes for appraisal, 
sign ·off, cost estimating and cut-in control, all 
completely paperless. The time taken to process and 
introduce engineering changes has been reduced by 
several. weeks. 
6. Computer aided manufacturing projects range from large 
FMS systems such as the Mercury system for producing 
Series 39 at the Ashton factory, to robotic assembly of 
large printed circuit boards with 179 pin devices plus 
capacitors and connectors. 
The ICL PC has been used extensively as a cell 
controller providing for local data storage <up to 60Mbl 
connection of bar code readers and controlling conveyors 
and elevators within the cell. The PC has been 
interfaced to several OEM suppliers equipment. This has 
often proved to be a difficult task since most suppliers 
claim to provide 'networking' via RS232. However, what 
is offered is often very crude with no error detection . 
An interface specification is normally produced by ICL 
in conjunction with the supplier. It is rarely easy but 
many suppliers through lack of understanding or 
commitment fail to deliver what has been agreed leading 
to delays in implementation. 
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7. Quality systems are seen to provide an important role . 
quality control. The characteristics of quality system1~ 
vary according to their position in the CIM hierarchy.s 
At the lowest level the quality system often performs a 
dual role with that of test control. Defect informati~n 
can be extracted automatically from test equipment to 
support paperless rework. Local quality statistics and 
real time warnings are generated at this level for 
localised departmental control. Factory level systems 
provide quality information for the factory manager and 
at this level provide WIP reporting since quality 
systems inherently contain material movement 
information. 
At the highest level quality information from the 
factories and field repair centres is fed into the 
corporate Quality and Defect Analysis system. Only by 
gathering quality information at the corporate level can 
product quality control across the whole of the 
manufacturing process be established effectively. 
In order to facilitate the collection of defect 
information required from the shop floor bar code 
serialisation of parts was introduced. The introduction 
bf bar codes and terminals on the shop floor proved to 
be a major cultural shock with hard to overcome 
reluctance from shop floor and management. 
8. Networking is already used extensively in design and 
production planning areas based on !CL's OSLAN 
base band system which is compatible with the Boeing 
TOP standard. 
It is planned to install a MAP broadband LAN on the shop 
floor at Kidsgrove !CL's main printed circuit board 
plant where the bulk of NC data is used. MAP will 
provid~ the high speed communications data route on the 
shop floor with all level 2 cell controllers connected 
to the MAP LAN together with the level 3 CIM systems. 
The MAP LAN will be used for downloading CAD data to 
cell controllers for local storage. Instructions and 
scheduling information will be passed down from level 3 
to level 2 via MAP. Defect information, shop floor 
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monitoring and WIP information will be passed up via the 
MAP LAN to the level 3 systems. 
It is intended to use the multi-channel feature of the 
broadband system for other functions. One channel will 
be used for transmission of video images to operators on 
the shop floor with the aim of removing paper from the 
shop floor. 
The overall networking and CIM Architecture shows how 
the CAD systems are net~orked to the CAM cell control 
systems on the shop floor and how this relates to other 
CIM systems at the 4 CIM levels. Inter-site networking 
is via X25. 
9. Problems and Issues 
Interfacing of suppliers equipment has proved difficult 
but not impossible. Until suppliers include full 
implementation of 7 layers of OSI then these 
difficulties will continue. 
Equipment suppliers who may be expert in their own field 
do not understand CIM and its needs. 
Support from US companies found to be lacking once the 
product has been bought. 
Without rationalisation of existing practices and 
material flows the computerisation of a process can 
result in disaster. 
10. Strategies For Success 
1. Survey current systems, and assess against current 
and future business needs. 
2. Work out phased plan towards full CIM 
implementation allowing for flexibility and future 
change. 
3. Aim for simplicity in systems, don't try to 
computerise needlessly complex manual systems or be 
too adventurous aiming for the impossible 
technical solution. 
D. Thompson 
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s. 
Use of structured analysis techniques. 
Prototyping of large systems to confirm system 
design principles and provide early demonstrations to users. 
6. Pave the way for computerised system with paper 
system based on computer system. 
7. Don't take glossy brochures at face value. 
8. Strong project management. 
ISATA 8602 2 
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and plan new applications 
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such that they can be integrated 
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4 layer model of CIM 
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computerise needlessly complex manual systems or be 
too adventurous aiming for the impossible 
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fl WHAT IS REALLY MEANT BY '! •frEGRAT ION. 
, . I 
PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF INT~GRATION IN ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRY. 
11 THE IDEAL 
ROLE OF STANDARDS. 
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·WHAT ·IS -~EANT ···BY,,· l-NTEGRATION 
KEY ELEMENTS:-
DATE ENTRY ONLY ONCE ..• 
COMMON DATABASE? 
INTERFACING BETWEEN SYSTEMS 
... 
ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSFER 
INTEGRATION OF PROCESSES 
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Definition CIM embraces a number of concepts 
and technologies including: 
Computer Aided Design 
Computer Aided Manufacture 
Computer Aided Engineering 
Process Control 
Automation 
Flexibl~ Manufacturing Systems 
/ktl 
Robotics 
Intelligent Warehousing 
Computer Aided Test and Repair 
Computer Aided Quality Systems 
Production Control Systems 
- CAD 
-CAM 
- CAE 
- FMS 
- CAT/CAR 
Material Requirements Planning - MAP 
Manufacturing Requirements Planning - MRP2 
Automatic Inspection 
Decision Support 
Management Information Systems 
Purchasing 
Finance 
- MIS 
lt is the computerisation, interlinking and integration 
of these items on a networked system so as to achieve 
full manufacturing management, that is known as Cl M. 
DT30 
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Policy 
D top down system design 
D top down and bottom up 
implementation 
D link existing islands of automation, 
and plan new applications in 
automation/information systems 
such that they can be integrated 
D implementation .consistent with 4 
layer model of Cl M 
c1m 
Overview - 4 levels of C I M 
. - ......... -
Quality/Test 
& Repair Systems 
Production Control CAM 
I 
CAD 
Level4 
Level 3 
Level 2 
Level 1 
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I 
Main constituents of programme 
J production control and scheduling 
J CAD/CAM interface 
J computerised change control 
J computer aided manufacturing 
projects 
J quality systems 
J local area networks 
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CAD/CAM strategy 
ectives 
m prove data integrity and control over 
tesign to manufacturing interface. 
~educe product introd~.ction timescales 
ncrease market share and extend product 
ife as a result of early product introduction 
0132. 
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Improved data integrity and control 
chieved:-
Automatic generation of manufacturing 
data from CAD files rather than error prone 
manual production of information 
e.g. ACI data. 
t Issue control such that all the different types 
of NC data generated on CAD systems are 
consistent i.e. gerber, drill, ACI test etc. 
- Right first time fewer revisions 
, Synchronisation of BOM from ENDB to 
OMAC with NC data from CAD to CAM 
systems 
OT3~ 
c1m 
Reduction of 
product introduction timescales 
~chieved by:-
Automatic generation of manufacturing data much 
quicker than manual generation e.g. ACI data. 
• Electronic data transfer of NC data from CAD to CAM 
systems so avoiding need to physically transport 
media. 
• Right first time! Fewer revisions leads to swifter 
product Introduction and less likely to use up scarce 
new components needlessly. 
• The DEMI facility for transferring BOM from ENDB 
to OMAC automates what is currently a manual 
operation. 
t The computerised PP&CC change control system 
with built in automatic electronic mail speeds up 
significantly the processing of modifications. The PI 
phase is the most prone to modifications. 
013\ 
c1m 
Increased market share 
The earlier a new product can be introduced 
into production reliably, then the longer the 
product life cycle, hence reduced unit cost 
in recovering investment. 
Also the earlier a product is introduced into 
the market place the greater the advantage 
over competitive suppliers. 
The greater the integrity that can be 
achieved in the data reaching CAM systems 
then the less quality problems will be 
experienced due to confusion and rework. 
t Shorter PI timescales leave more time for 
new product developments, and swifter 
introduction of new technologies and 
faatwew•, 
CAD/CAM interface 
I Dimensions 
Parts/structure i.e. BOM 
NC data used to manufacture parts 
c1m 
Overall control and change control 
Graphical information-paperless shopfloor 
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CAD/CAM interface overview 
t control 
ICL 
Automatic component 
insertion data 
West Gorton 
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IMOCIM 
Intelligent Management Of 
Change In Manufacturing 
DEVELOPED WITH DTI FUNDING SUPPORT BY: 
• EURISTICS L TO 
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IMOCIM 
OVERVIEW 
• INTRODUCTION 
• BACKGROUND 
• RATIONALE 
CONCEPTS 
• MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE 
• SOCIO-TECHNICAL APPROACH 
• FOUNDATIONS 
DESCRIPnON 
• METHODOLOGY 
• COMPONENTS OF IMOCIM 
• COMPUTER BASED TOOL 
• APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY 
IMOCIM 
WHYIMOCIM 
• The need for UK manufacturing industry to 
improve competitiveness is well documented 
• Recent studies show that investment in 
adv~nced manufacturing technology has not 
yielded expected results 
• And that only 2% of UK factories could be 
considered •world class• 
• Clearly something has to be done, but what? 
IMOCIM 
Typical questions raised by industrialists include: 
• 
11What is the position of my company relative to 
my competitors and the rest of Industry? .. 
• .. Which direction are they moving in? .. 
• .. 1 know I need to do something, but, where do I 
start?•.• 
• .. How can I be sure I am doing the right thing? .. 
• 
111 have different •solutions• pushed at me by 
various consultants and suppliers eg. JIT, TQM, 
Activity Based Costing, MRPII, CAD, CAM, CIM, 
Concurrent Engineering, Business Process 
Redesign, etc - but how can I be sure that any of 
these are right for my business? .. 
IMOCIM 
IMOCIM has been developed to meet the needs of UK 
manufacturing industry by providing a sound 
approach to change which : 
• Avoids chasing panaceas 
• Ensures the real Issues are addressed 
• Avoids inappropriate solutions 
. 
• Deals with the complexities of todays 
manufacturing environment 
• Provides companies with the means for 
planning and implementing change In a holistic 
fashion 
• Takes account of people, organisation, 
systems and technology, and the interactions 
between them 
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INNOVATIVE FEATURES OF IMOCIM 
• Holistic approach 
• Sociotechnical approach 
• ·Comprehensiveness 
• Goal oriented 
• Computer based self help 
IMOCIM 
THE IMOCIM METHODOLOGY 
Any management of change situation is faced 
with the same fundamental questions : 
• What is the goal state to be achieved? 
• Where are we now with reference to the 
goal state? 
• How to make progress from the current 
situation so as to evolve towards the 
goal state? 
IMOCIM 
The IMOCIM methodology recognises that there are 2 
aspects to defining the goal situation in a 
manufacturing enterprise 
• Performance I results of a company measured in 
terms of, for example, profit, turnover, sales 
order lead times, level of customer service 
(ie Metrics} 
• The means by which a company achieves its 
results, such as management style, design of 
organisation, organisation of work, use of 
computer information systems, deployment of 
technology, relationships with customers and 
suppliers, etc (ie behavioural aspects} 
IMOCIM 
THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF IMOCIM 
• The 12 Foundations 
• The 250 Methods and Techniques 
• The Performance Metrics 
• The Integrating Framework 
• The Control of Change Management Projects 
IMOCIM 
METHOD AND TECHNIQUES 
TITLE 
REFERENCE 
MANDATORY I ELECTIVE 
DEFINITION /INTRODUCTION 
DESCRIPTION 
BENEFITS 
CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN USE RECOMMENDED 
CAUTIONARY NOTES 
PERFORMANCE METRICS DIRECTL V IMPACTED 
PRECONDITIONS 
SOCIOTECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES 
CRITERIA FOR ACHIEVEMENT 
STATUS 
IMOCIM 
PERFORMANCE METRICS 
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE METRICS 
Return on investment 
Operating profit as a % of turnover 
Turnover 
etc. 
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE METRICS 
Market share 
Trend in market share 
Ratio of added value function to total spend 
etc. 
TARGET OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE METRICS 
Due date performance 
Sales order lead time 
Cost of scrap and rework 
Level of absenteeism 
etc. 
IMOCIM 
THE INTEGRATING FRAMEWORK 
• Provides the basis for a coherent network of 
Methods and Techniques allied to the 
achievement of each foundation 
• Provides a reference framework for evaluating a 
company•s current position 
• lt is a decision support framework for deciding 
on an action plan for change 
• lt provides a framework for monitoring and 
tracking progress in terms of behavioural 
aspects of a company 
• lt underpins the sociotechnical approach of 
IMOCIM 
IMOCIM 
COMPUTER BASED IMOCIM TOOL 
• Benefit is provided by the computer based tool 
in terms of its ability to handle the 
complexitiesof modern manufacturing and the 
sheer comprehensiveness of the IMOCIM 
me~hodology 
• A knowledge based systems approach is used 
to embody expert knowledge 
• An easy to use intuitive windows graphical user 
interface is provided 
• Supports each phase of the change 
management process 
• Runs on Apple or IBM compatible PC 
IMOCIM 
THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
Part 1 
• Familiarisation with the concepts and content of 
IMOCIM - exploring the world of IMOCIM on disk 
Part 2 
• Enter data about company 
• Set up benchmark and metric information 
• Establish and evaluate current position 
• Select change management projects 
• Implement, track and monitor change 
• Select I implement further change management 
projects as part of a process of continuous 
improvement towards World Class 
Manufacturing 
• Monitor performance and set new performance 
targets 
IMOCIM 
WHO CAN BENEFIT 
Almost any manufacturing company which: 
• recognises the need for change 
• is contemplating a major investment 
• wants to increase competitiveness 
• aspires to world class manufacturing 
• interested in long term survival 
• wants to generate and control its own 
improvement programme 
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WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
WORLD CLASS 
• EMPLOY BEST PRACTICES 
• ABLE TO COMPETE PROFIT ABLY WITH BEST IN 
THE WORLD 
• MEETING AND EXCEEDING CUSTOMER 
REQUIREMENTS /EXPECTATIONS IS 
PARAMOUNT 
• OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE METRICS 
• ACCEPT CHANGE AS AWAY OF LIFE 
CULTURE 
• TOTALITY OF THE INHERITED IDEAS, BELIEFS, 
VALUES AND KNOWLEDGE WHICH CONSTITUTE 
THE SHARED BASES OF SOCIAL ACTION 
• THE CULTIVATION OF PLANTS TO IMPROVE 
STOCK OR TO PRODUCE NEW ONES 
=uristics Ltd 
WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
WORLD CLASS 
WORLD 
CLASS 
COMPANY 
CULTURE 
t 
CULTURE 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF WORLD CLASS 
MANUFACTURING 
• Goals & Objectives 
• Customer 
• Organisation 
• Employees 
• Suppliers 
• Management 
• Describing & Understanding 
• Experimentation & Learning 
• Product Technology 
• Design & Manufacturing Technology 
• Computer Based Technoloy 
• Environment 
uristics Ltd 
WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
FOUNDATION 1- GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
• Establish vision 
• Benchmarking 
• Set performance objectives 
• Set behavioural objectives 
FOUNDATION 2 - CUSTOMER 
• Customer focussed organisation 
• Effective quality systems 
• Total quality 
• Continuous improvement 
FOUNDATION 3- ORGANISATION 
• Designed to be flexible, adaptive, responsive 
• Flatten hierarchies 
• Elimination of functional barriers 
• Decision making at point of need 
• Team working 
uristics Ltd 
WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
FOUNDATION 4- EMPLOYEES 
• Recognition of employees as vital assets 
• Development and training opportunities and 
encouragement 
• Employees empowered to do a satisfying job 
• Employee participation 
• Motivated employees 
FOUNDATION 5 - SUPPLIERS 
• Understand supplier capabilities 
• Shared objectives with suppliers 
• Mutually beneficial partnerships with suppliers 
FOUNDATION 6- MANAGEMENT 
• Commitment and understanding of the need for 
continuous improvement and change 
• Proactive management of change 
• Communicate goals 
• Establish world class culture 
• Orchestrate the process of change 
uristics Ltd 
WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
FOUNDATION 7- DESCRIBING AND UNDERSTANDING 
• Establish true understanding of an enterprise and the 
underlying business processes 
• Effective decision making based on reality 
• Provides basis for re-engineering business processes 
FOUNDATION 8 - EXPERIMENTATION AND LEARNING 
• Promote generation of ideas for improvement and 
innovation from within an enterprise 
• Encourage and capitalise on experimentation for 
improvement by employees 
• Proactive management of knowledge 
• The learning organisation 
FOUNDATION 9- PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY 
• Creative use of technology to : 
reduce cost 
increase functionality 
reduce size 
create new markets 
etc. 
=uristics Ltd 
WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
FOUNDATION 10- DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 
TECHNOLOGY 
• Deal with reduced product life cycles 
• Use to reduce new product introduction timescales 
• Deal with increasing complexity of product 
• Meet demands for high quality 
• To compete more effectively in the market 
FOUNDATION 11 - COMPUTER BASED TECHNOLOGY 
• Commonplace in world class companies 
• Key is to use for competitve edge 
• Can be the catalyst for change 
FOUNDATION 12 - ENVIRONMENT 
• Tightening legislation 
• Positive attitude with regard to : 
raw materials 
energy consumption 
waste 
impact of products during use 
impact of products when disposed of 
• A cultural issue 
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WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
• World class culture permeates an enterprise 
• World class culture cannot: 
be enforced 
made to happen through pronouncements 
injected by consultants · 
left to HR function 
• World class culture has to be cultivated 
• It is necessary to understa.Iid the current position 
WHERE ARE 
WE NOW? • THE ROUTE 
TO WORLD 
CLASS 
POSITION 
WORLD CLASS 
COMPANY 
CULTURE 
.··. 
.· .. 
..... 
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WORLDCLASSCO~ANYCULTURE 
• World class culture permeates an enterprise 
• World class culture cannot: 
be enforced 
made to happen through pronouncements 
injected by consultants 
left to HR function 
• World class culture has to be cultivated 
• It is necessary to understand the current position 
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WORLD CLASS COMPANY CULTURE 
SUMMARY 
• Understand the goals of world class company culture 
• Analyse and evaluate the current position 
• Use route map framework approach to establish and 
manage action plan 
. 
• Take a holistic view 
• Ideally a methodology should be employed which 
supports the above and is capable of dealing with the 
complexity of interaction between people, 
organisation, systems and technology 
• IMOCIM (Intelligent Management Of Change In 
Manufacturing) is a methodology designed to address 
the above and its development was funded under the 
DTI MOPS (Manufacturing Organisation People and 
Systems) initiative 
Thompson, D., 
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THE IMOCIM PROJECT 
D. Thompson * 
Introduction: The IMOCIM project which received funding support 
from the Department of Trade and Industry's MOPS initiative 
began on . the 1st of May 1992 and completed on the 31st of 
October 1993. 
The objective of this research and development project was to 
develop a methodology for Management of Change in Manufacturing 
along with a computer based tool to support the methodology. 
A basic aim of the methodology to be developed was that a 
holistic approach to change should be adopted, which embraced 
people, organisation, systems and technology. 
This paper describes how the above aims and objectives were 
achieved together with the results and deliverables available 
from the project. 
Problem Definition: Manufacturing industry has been presented 
with a continuous flow of "solutions" and "panaceas" which will 
allegedly solve the problems of manufacturing companies. These 
include purely technological solutions such as automation and 
robotics , software solutions such as MRP2, plus just-in-time 
manufacturing, benchmarking, business process re-engineering, 
etc. 
A lot of time, money and effort can be invested in these 
solutions, sometimes with little or no benefit. The reasons for 
failure are many fold but typically .might be due to "solutions" 
inappropriate to a particular situation, applied out of context, 
applied without consideration for necessary accompanying actions 
or without realisation that preparatory actions should have been 
carried out. In short, prescriptive solutions applied without 
due consideration for the organisation as a whole. 
Manufacturing is a complex business and simplistic approaches 
are unlikely to be successful. Equally, cumbersome attempts to 
deal with the complexities of manufacturing are doomed to 
failure. 
The IMOCIM approach: In the IMOCIM project the need to address 
complexity was acknowledged, as was the need to deal with it in 
a manageable way . A systems approach was considered to have the 
best chance of success, and this was adopted in the process of 
designing the methodology, which itself embraces systems 
principles. 
* Euristics Limited, 50 Bamford Way, Bamford, Rochdale OL11 5NB 
In every management of change situation 3 questions need to be 
addressed : 
1. Where are we now ? 
2. Where do we want to be ? 
3. How do we get there ? 
In order to answer questions 1 and 3 it is first necessary to 
define the answer to question 2 ie. where do we want to be ? 
Only then can the current position of a manufacturing enterprise 
be established ie. how does the current position compare with 
the goal state. 
The IMOCIM methodology takes account of the need to express the 
goal state in terms of both performance metrics and the 
behavioural aspects of a company. Whilst the bottom line for 
any company is inevitably a few key performance measures, these 
are dependent on the behavioural aspects of a company. 
It is helpful to consider the analogy of a world class athlete. 
What counts is his performance on the day in the event. However, 
the enabling factors which influence and lead to performance in 
the event are the behavioural factors such as training regime, 
diet, lifestyle, mental approach, strategy planned for the 
event, competitive build up etc. 
Similarly, how a company performs is dependent on for instance 
how it is organised; individual motivations and competencies; 
collective competence; synergy between people, machines, 
information systems and management; understanding of goals and 
objectives; etc. These are examples of the behavioural aspects 
of a company. 
The approach developed in the IMOCIM project to management of 
change is to focus on the behavioural aspects of a company, so 
as to bring about overall sustainable improvement in 
performance. The goal state has been defined in terms of 12 
Foundations of World Class Manufacturing. These foundations 
which are listed below are designed to encapsulate the essence 
of world class manufacturing. 
1. Goals and Objectives 
2. Customer 
3. Organisation 
4. Employees 
5. Suppliers 
6. Management 
7. Describing and Understanding 
8. Experimentation and Learning 
9. Product Technology 
10. Design and Manufacturing Technology 
11. Computer Based Technology 
12. Env~ronment 
Having defined the generic goal state it was then necessary to 
consider how the goal state could be achieved. The IMOCIM 
project has researched and specified over 250 Methods and 
Techniques which can potentially be applied in the pursuit of 
improving a company's competitive edge and progressing towards 
becoming a world class company. These Methods and Techniques 
are grouped by Foundation within the IMOCIM Framework, so as to 
embrace a sociotechnical approach to change, ie one which seeks 
to obtain the maximum synergy between man, machine, technology 
and systems. 
The multi-dimensional, multi-level IMOCIM framework provides the 
means for first establishing the current position of a company, 
and then analysing its situation, followed by selection of 
projects for change. Change management projects can then be 
initiated and monitored with respect to implementation progress, 
achievement of project objectives and impact on performance 
metrics. 
Further projects for change can then be selected over a period 
of time so that a company can move towards the goal of world 
class manufacturing as a process of continuous improvement. 
The IMOCIM methodology has been embodied in a computer based 
tool using object oriented and advanced graphical user interface 
techniques. The IMOCIM software is designed to run in any PC or 
work station ·environment. 
Detailed knowledge is held for each Method and Technique 
including : full description, how it should be applied, when it 
is appropriate to apply, benefits, pitfalls, criteria for 
achievement, performance metrics affected etc. Facilities have 
been developed to provide for composite management of change 
both at the enterprise/macro level and at the individual project 
/micro level. A facility is also provided for creating, 
populating and monitoring performance metrics so that the 
measured impact on a company's key performance metrics can be 
tracked as changes are brought about in the behavioural aspects 
of a company ie. the way it operates, organises itself, and 
deals with the issues of people, systems and technology. 
During the course of the project the 3 user companies employed 
the methodology to plan and introduce change, and provided 
valuable feedback on the methodology and its application in 
various types of industry. 
Deliverables: The results of the IMOCIM project are available in 
2 forms : 
1. An electronic book containing the knowledge of around 250 
Methods and Techniques, structured within the goal oriented 
IMOCIM Framework, aligned to the 12 Foundations of World 
Class manufacturing. Access is via an advanced graphical 
user interface. 
2. An interactive tool for analysing a company's position with 
respect to World Class Manufacturing, and creating an 
enterprise level model as the basis for selecting change 
management projects, with facilites for on-going monitoring 
and management of change. supports continuing evolvement 
towards World Class Manufacturing. 
Summary: The IMOCIM project has, as part of the DTI MOPS 
initiative developed a unique approach to management of change 
which is the IMOCIM methodology. The methodology is based on a 
holistic, sociotechnical goal oriented approach to management of 
change, and it is embodied in a computer based tool. The IMOCIM 
computer based tool has been designed to support two levels of 
use: a passive version which provides information and guidance 
and an interactive version which supports the dynamics of the 
management of change process. 
Taking part in the the project were: 
Euristics Limited (project leaders and software developers) 
Silicon Bridge Limited 
Cheshire Henbury 
New World Domestic Appliances Limited 
Byson Plastics Limited 
Elantic Engineering Limited 
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WINNING WITH INTEGRATED TEAM SOFTWARE 
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Design and manufacturing are major links in the supply chain process of satisfying customer 
requirements. Design and manufacturing should be as closely related as possible, with 
manufacturing considered as the replication phase of design. 
CAD and CAM computer systems can be used to facilitate the flow of information and 
knowledge in both directions between design and manufacturing. Designers need to know 
how to design to suit the needs of manufacturing as well as meeting customer/marketing 
requirements. CAD/CAM systems offer the opportunity for design and manufacturing to work 
as a team by creating a shared common understanding of goals, the problems which arise in 
meeting those goals, and agreed ways of solving problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Manufacturing and Engineering companies are facing ever increasing competitive pressures, 
often on a global scale. In order to survive companies are having to become more adaptive, 
flexible and responsive to the market, and changes in the market 
In order to achieve the necessary degree of adaptiveness, flexibility and responsiveness 
companies are adopting a number of key strategies as practised by world class manufacturing 
companies. Strategies that figure prominently in the quest for increased competitiveness and 
survival include: 
• Simplification of organisational structures 
Breaking down of departmental and functional barriers 
• Effective decision making through empowerment of employees 
• Employee knowledge and experience treated as a vital asset 
The use of information technology to achieve competitive edge 
• Integration of people and technology 
CAD/CAM systems have a key role to play in facilitating the above strategies. 
THE DESIGN/MANUFACTURING INTERFACE 
Until the mid-eighties CAD and CAM systems tended to be separate, with manufacturing data 
for CAM systems created in manufacturing by manufacturing persmmel. With the advent of 
standards for manufacturing data such as Step, and the increased functionality of CAD 
systems, it became possible to transfer data directly from CAD to CAM, either via physical 
media or electronically. This represented a significant advance at the time, and was an 
important component and enabler for companies aspiring to CIM (Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing). 
The CAD/CAM interface is a vital link: in the overall supply chain of value adding business 
processes needed to supply customer requirements. This applies in both the job shopping and 
high volume production environments. 
Manufacturing can be considered as the replication phase of design,and so clearly it is 
important to get the design right in all respects, not just with respect to functionality. However 
a recent report by the EU, states that 80% of fault elimination takes place in production, whilst 
75% of fault origination occurs in design. So there is clearly enormous scope for improvement 
in this area. 
In recent years the concept of concurrent engineering has been introduced so as to improve the 
communication between personnel in Design, Production Engineering and Manufacturing. The 
aim of this approach is to breakdown the traditional departmental barriers, and the barriers that 
have traditionally existed between the disciplines of design and manufacturing. The concurrent 
engineering approach usually involves the creation of multi-disciplinary teams and the physical 
proximity of personnel from the different disciplines. 
l11e concurrent engineering approach, has in many cases, been successful in breaking down 
the traditional barriers and improving the manufacturability of products, hence and time to 
market. 
INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
DESIGN/MANUFACTURING INTERFACE 
Information and knowledge of various types needs to pass from design to manufacturing and 
from manufacturing to design. 
Design information defining the product to be manufactured is passed to manufacturing. 
Actual manufacturing data such as CNC data generated on a CAD system is passed to CAM 
systems in manufacturing. In many situations production engineers manipulate or add 
substantially to the data generated in design so that manufacture can take place. Typical of this 
type of data is process planning information generated manually or semi-automatically by 
production engineering. Another example is assembly type information, which can be 
particularly cumbersome, and may be produced by design or production personnel. 
Typically designers have concentrated on meeting the functional and performance requirements 
of a product Ideally many diverse factors need to be taken into account when executing the 
design. However the reality in most cases is that these many other factors tend to be picked up 
post design. Design audits may sometimes be carried out and so prevent major problems later 
but this is far from ideal. Some of the main non-functional design considerations that fall into 
this category and may escape the net are listed below: 
• Design for manufacturability 
• Design for assembly 
• Design for .testability 
• Design for reliability 
. 
• Design for serviceability 
• Design for minimum number of components 
• Design to cost 
• Design to minimise environmental impact of product during manufacture 
• Design to minimise environmental impact of product in use 
• Design to minimise environmental impact of product when disposed after use 
• Health and safety regulations 
This is not an exhaustive list, but indicates the enormous burden that designers often have to 
cope with, in terms of requirements. It is not unusual to find that there are conflicts between 
the various requirements and that trade-offs have to be made. Often such trade-offs are made 
by the wrong people with sometimes serious consequences. 
Superimposed on the above scenario is the problem of design and engineering change control. 
THE INTEGRATED TEAM SOFTWARE CONCEPT 
The prerequisite for supporting the realisation of this concept is communication and so 
networking of computer systems between Design, Production Engineering, Manufacturing, 
Sales and Marketing, plus specialists in other relevant disciplines is a must. In addition, 
particularly with the increasing trend towards outsourcing, Suppliers and Sub-contractors will 
need to be part of the communication network. 
Concurrent engineering has been mentioned as a means of improving the level of integration, 
and hence communication and understanding between Design and Manufacturing. Typically 
companies have achieved this by locating people from the different disciplines physically 
together, so that they communicate better and work together as a team 
However this is not always possible and with the current trends of outsourcing, downsizing 
and global manufacturing the only way of dealing successfully with the situation, as the 
geographic location of functions becomes more diverse, will be through the creation of virtual 
teams. Such virtual teams would exist as long as required for say a particular product, and 
would rely heavily on the availability of networked CAD/CAM systems, which support the 
flow of information and knowledge within the virtual team. 
Networked computer systems, incorporating knowledge based systems, can provide a means 
of formalising and structuring the criteria that a design is required to satisfy over and above the 
pure functional requirement This provides a basis for a more structured approach than simply 
putting people together. It is also essential in situations where Design and Manufacturing are in 
different physical locations. It supports the choice of centres of excellence for Design or 
Manufacture regar~ less of physical location. 
This approach allows designers to consult, or be prompted by the knowledge bases, rather than 
reliance on the hit and .miss knowledge, and inclination of individual designers. The 
networked computer systems can also provide a means for key manufacturing personnel and 
other specialists to monitor designs as they take shape, so that potential problems can be 
detected earlier in the design process, and the designer alerted to the problem. 
It is important for the design community to have networked CAD systems for both the obvious 
reason of working jointly on the same projec4 and also for having access to common 
repositories of information such as parts data, together with knowledge based information. 
The client server architecture, with centrally held data, provides an ideal information support 
environment for assisting the communities of designers, manufacturing personnel and other 
specialists in the pursuit of the shared goal of producing a product that satisfies the market and 
customer requirement 
BRIEF CASE STUDY EXAMPLES OF A MAJOR COMPUTER 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Corporate Engineering Data Management System 
Where complex products such as computers are concerned there will be many different types of 
data such as component part data, mechanical design data, circuit board design information, 
test data, design and test simulation data, and configuration data. As a design proceeds from 
concept through to realisation numerous, and possibly hundreds of people may be involved in 
various capacities. The engineering data management system keeps track of aU the information 
and is able to provide an accurate snapshot at any point in time of where a design is up to. The 
system also manages the transfer of data from design into manufacturing and can show the 
status of a product and its component parts in terms of the availability of validated data in 
manufacturing. 
The system has provided enormous benefit in terms of control of the transfer of data from 
design to manufacturing, so that only validated data is released and production ramp up is 
achieved under controlled conditions. Any problems are highlighted so that management focus 
can be brought to problem areas. 
The system is a tool for both working levels and senior management Both Design and 
Manufacturing benefit from a common and accurate shared view of the Design to 
Manufacturing interface for a given product The system has helped to reduce considerably the 
time to introduce a new product to the market. 
Computerised Engineering Change Control System 
This system works in conjunction with the Engineering Data Management system and provides 
global management of engineering changes. It has computerised the workflow of an 
engineering change from initial proposal/problem, through the various stages of approval by 
the many functions involved in the assessment process, through to solution design and cut-in 
to production. 
The system has in effect created a virtual community of users around the world from many 
different disciplines and levels in the company, who might otherwise never communicate. 
Previously an engineering change would spend typically 35 days in the post between the 
various people involved in looking at it. This time has been eliminated. The number of change 
requests has been reduced because of the speed of dealing with change requests and the 
visibility provided by the system of problems already being dealt with. The number of 
personnel involved in administering the manual change control system was also reduced. 
Since the most active period for engineering changes is usuaUy during prototyping, pre-
production and early production phases of product life cycle, this system has also made a major 
contribution to the reduction of new product introduction timescales. 
Production Engineering Access to the Design Network 
Manufacturability of circuit boards had been a problem for some time and things were getting 
worse as the pressure for greater packing density continued to increase. Whilst design rules 
had been agreed there was no way of catering for every eventuality and no foolproof way of 
ensuring compliance by designers. The result was that a number of manufacturability 
problems would be exposed in pre-production or production. Modifications at this stage are 
expensive and the time taken to rework a design to meet manufacturing standards and 
physically produce a new version of the circuit board might take several weeks for a complex 
multilayer board. 
In order to alleviate this problem, production engineers were provided with CAD screens 
networked into the design department. This enabled manufacturing personnel to view designs 
as they took place and so accomplish the checking of manufacturability aspects in parallel with 
design, rather than as a serial process following design. This use of networking and CAD 
technology facilitated team building between Design and Manufacturing personnel, with a 
greater understanding of each others problems. This solution lent itself to the company 
concerned since Design and Manufacturing are carried out at several different UK and 
international locations. 
Considerable benefits are to be gained by using the technology provided by CAD/CAM 
systems and networking, beyond the obvious linking of CAD to CAM. It provides the 
opportunity for team working between different disciplines, regardless of geographical 
location. · 
The benefits include getting it right ftrst time, shortened time to market for new products, 
improved understanding of problems, working together towards conunon goals, considerable 
reduction in the problems created by separate geographical locations. 
All of wh.ich contribute to competing successfully and swviving, in today's globally 
competitive environment. 
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